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Abstract

Three series of fen-it< sample, of d\e compositions Mg, .•ZJ',F.,O" Mg" "_,cu,-ZI1<l"O(Fe,O,)~,,

and Mgo"Cuo"ZI1<l"O(Fe,.""'n.o,),.,, were prepared by u,ing lhc ,olid <tate reaclion technique.

The pha,e identification is carried oul hy nsing the X-ray dilT",cllOll The X_ray di/frac,iun an.lyse,

r.,'calcd l~at all the sample, ofthe thrcc ,cries crystallize in singie-phllSo cubic spinel structure. The

lalticc con.tanl of Mg,.,Zn,Fe,O, ferrite incre",e, linearly wIth inereasing zinc conlent obeyIng

Vegard's law, The continuous docreasc of Curie temper.Me (T,) ofMg,~Zn,Fe,O. with an lncrea>o

of Zn" content i.' attributed to the weakening of A_B .xchonge lnt<"otion. Saturation magnetizollon

(M,) and magnclic momcnl are observed to inc••a,o up to x ~ 0.4, lhereafter decrease duo to thc 'pm

canting In B-,IIOS, T~o obscrved variation in T. and M, ha, bcen explain.d on the basi, of the

strength of A.B exchange interaction. 11'e inilial p.rmeablilly b found!o merease with lhe addition

of Zn" ion, up to x ~ 0,6. Temp=turc and the frequency dependence of AC ,u,ccptlbility a"d lhe

fi.ld.coolod and d,e zero fidd-C<Jolod DC magnetizations are performed for the diMe Mg,.

,Zn,F.,O, (x ~ 0,7, 0,8, 0.9, 1.0) spinel fcrrites, The Mg",Zn~,Fe,O. and Mg."Zn"Fc,O, ferrites

show re-.ntrant spIn glass beb.viour w~ile tho samples M£o ,Ztto.,Fe,O, and ZnFc,O, show the spin-

glas. behaviour, It is observed from t~o frequcncy dependence of AC susceptIbility measurerm",!

thaI the freezing temperature s~in, ,lnwly with the measuring frequency, lndioating a spin.glllS'

transition of the s"",ples Mg,,,,Z"",,,!'e,O, and ZnF",O,. The samples show a lypical spin_glass

behavior with a monifestation of non_equilibrium dynamics, such as agIng, roj~vcnalion and

memory .ff.cts, These experimental re,ults 'lrongly indicate that Mg.",Z"""Fe,o, and ZnF",O,

f.rrite are subjected to spln-glas. phllSe at very low temperature and Is not canted antifcrromagnet

The physleal, mag"etic and electrical transport propertie., of Cu-,ubstlluted M~~".,Cu,Zn, ,,0

(Fe,o,J~" Im-itc. have been 'tudied, The micro.motu,"1 .nd t~o struelural,lnaiyseo were carried om

by using a ,canning el.ctron microscupe and X.ray diffraction (XRD). respectively, The laulee

parameter is found to increase with increasIng copper contont. A ocmarkable d."sification is

ob,erved with the additIon of Cu ions in the ferrit.s, The beneficial effect nf copper ion, on the

denslfication of Mg-Zn ferrite ca" b. reMooably .xplalned by possible bimodal diffusion

mechanism, Microstrucrural analyse> indicate thai CuO infl~e"ces the microstrucmrc of the !Cmte.,

by the formmlon of llq~id phase during ,intering. The gr,lo size increase, significantly with

increasing copp.r conl.nt. Exaggeralcd gram growth i, observ.d for the samples Wil~ y ~ 0.25 _

0,35. The real part of initial permeabilily (~') increascs ,harply witb inCreMing concentratIon of Cu

Ions. 11';' increase in ~' is expiained with the grain growth mechanism and enbanced densifioation

of the fordtes. The resonance frequcrtcie, of all the sample., ,hift toward the low.r frequency as the

porm.abilily mcre •••.• with Cu cont<nt, whIch i, in conformily with Snoek's 'elatio". Sinlering

tempcralure T, also affects the densific.tion, grain growth and imtial permcability ofth. sampies.

Smuration magnetization (M,) increaso' wllh copper onnl",,! up to y - 0.30 and then it decrease,

XVI!
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which call be explained in 1<:Itnsof tho call on redi,tributio" between A and B ,ublaltices. Diele<ltic

cons""'! (e') decrease, rapidl}' with the incre•• c in [rogumc)" at lower frequonoics and ,1",,,ly at

higher frcqu£l1ci•• which may be due to lhe Max"dl_Wagner interfacial polarization Dielectric

COIl>lantand dielectric loss tangent increase", tho temperature increase" which is attributed to tho

fact lhallhc hopping of elec!rons betw •• n Fe'. and F." ion, i, thermally activated on increasing !he

tompernture,

Mn_sub,llinted Mg,,~sCUo",Zno.<,O(Fe,.,Mt1,O,j",,, (z ~ 0,00, 0.02, 0 04, 0.06, 0,08, 0.10) ferdIe,

have .1.'0 been prepared by standard solid state reaction {cdmiquo and charaderi,."d by X-my

diffraction. The lattJoe constant is fOUlldto increase linearly with tho in=" in Mn" ion

cOtlconlnltion uhcying Vcgard', law. Th. lnib.1 permeability (j.l')of the Mn-sub,(ilutod Mg-Cu-Zn

ferrito' exhibits th.rn",l hy.t=SlS whon the temrcrature is cycled th:Jm abovo the Curie temperature

Tc 10 below The sharp decrea,e of j.l' at T - T, indicates that tho samplos hav. high homogeneity.

The T, of lho studied sarnpios waS ddormined Ii-om the fl'- T cur"e, wh"", Hopkin,on type of effect

at the T, has been obsorv<d with tho manifo,t.(ion of ,harp fall of permeabiiity. T, is found to

increase with increasing Mn con'<rI!. Inilial pennoab;lity change, apPTcciably wi~, Mn .ddition,

which is otrributed to the reduction of m'W'oloolriction constant due (0 .ddition of Mn. The value,

of relative 100' factor (RLF) found in the investig.ted ferrires are in the ordor of 10--4 up 10freq~<rIcy

2 MHz which eXlonds 10 higher frequ<rley range as the Mn content i, im:rc:ascd DC dcclrieal

resistivity increases significantly Wilh the increase of Mn-eonlen!. The AC rc:,i,tivity (PAc) and

didoctrie oonstant (0') of the ,ampio, lITefound to decrease witi, inerea,mg frequency exhibiting

nQrmal li:rrimagm:tic behaviour Dielectrio rei.""tion peak, were ob""r"ed fur ~,e mquency

dopcndenoo of dielectric loss tangent curves. The.' ioeroa,e, as tho temperature increases which is

tbe normal dielectric behaviour of the mO&l'elic semico"duCIOr ferrile. The obson<d vari.tlon of

electrical and dielectric properties i, explained on the basi, of Fe><-iFeHionic coneo"!ralio" as weli

as the eieelronie bopping ftequ<rlcy b<tween Fe" and Fo'"' ions.

Ferrite nanoparticJes of MgFe,O,. M~"Znr...,Fe,O. and Mg.",,zn,,,Cu.,.,Fe,O, have b""n

,ynrl,e,i:ocd by using chemical co_proclpitation method and charaotenzed by X-ray diffraction.

xv,,,
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Chapter One

General Introduction and Review Works

1.1 Introduction

Saoek had laid the foundation ofth. Physics and technology of practical ferrite, by 1945 and

nOW embmee a vory wide dil'crsity of compositions, properties and applioations [1.1].

Technologioal advances in a variety of areas have generated a growing demand for the soft

magnetic materials in devices. Among tbe soft magnetic materials, polycrystalline ferrites have

received sp.c~11 attention due to th.ir good magnetic properties and high electrical ,.,isl;';!}'

over n wide range of frequencies; 'tarting from a few hundred Hz to ,eve",1 GHz. Spinel type

ferrite, arC commonly used in IllllUYelectronic and magnetic devices duo to their high magnetic

pem1cability and low magnetic losses [\.2, 1.3] and al<o used in eleclrode materials fur high

I~mr"rature applications because of their high thermodynamic stabi~ty, electrical TCSi'livity,

electrolytic activity and resistance to corrosion [1.4, 1.5]. Moreover, these low cost materials are

easy to synthcsi,., and offer the advantages of greater shape formability tball their metal and

amorpbous magnetic counterparts. Almost every item of electronic equipment produced today

conlJins some ferrimagnetic spinel ferrite materials. Loudspeakers, motors, detlectiOll yokes,

electromagnetic interference sllppressors, mdar abWTbc,", antenna rods, proximity semaTI>,

humidity scnsors, memory devices, recording heads, broodband transformers, filters, indnctors,

etc arc frequently based on ferrites.

Ferrites possess the combined propertles of magnetic materials and illsulators. They f",m a

complex syslcm composed of grains, gtain boundaries and pores. A ferrimagnelie mateti"l is

defined as olle whieh below a ttansition temperature exhibits a spollrooeous maglleti,alion that

arises trom non parallel arrangement of the ,trongly cOllpled magnetic momcnl', Tbey have the

mUj,'Ilclo_dielectric property of material which is useful fur high frequency (2-30 MHz) antenna

desigll. The u,.rulnc", of ferrites is influenced by the physicJ! ""d chemical properties of the

material, and depends on many faelors including the preparalion conditions, such as, sintering

tempemture, sintering time, Tate of heating, cooling and grinding time.

This thesi. is aimed at studying the i>lT\1Ctllral,magnetic and elcctrical!ranslJ'Ort properties of

Mg-felTite ""d substituted Mg-felTile •. In the present study, lhtee ferrite systems have been

undertaken. These are a) Mg_felTile and Zn substiluted Mg-Zn femtes of the compositions:

Mg,.,Zn,F",O, (x ~ 0.0-1.0) b) Cu-subslituled Mg-Cu-Zn fel'rites of the compositions:

Mgo'l-,cu,Zno.,O(F",O,j.-"7 (y ~ 0.0, 0,10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30 and 0,35) and c) Mn-
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substituted Mg-Cu-Zn-Mn ferrites or the eompo,ition, Mg.15Cuo,,,ZIlo,,O(Fe,.,Mo,O,),,,

(pO.OO, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0 OR""d 010). Sample.' of the ,)',tem, (hl and (c) were made with

iron deficiency in order to suppress the formation of excess Fe'- ions, and thus retained high DC

Te,istivity and a low dickctric loss tangetlt rI.6]. Some ferrite nanopartides MgFe,O"

Mgo"Zn,,,Fe,O, and Mgo,,,Zno,,,Cuo,,,Fe,O, have also been synthesized by chem;c.1 co-

precipitation method.

Mg-based ferrite is. pertinent magnetic material due to its high resisitivity, Teiatively high

CUTietemperature, low cost, high mechanical hOTdne" and envimTImontalstability. MagTletio

properties of ferrites strongly depend on their chemic.1 compositions and

additives/substitutions. Small .mOUTIlof forcign ion, in thc rcttitc can dramalically change thc

pTopL>rticsof ferrites. Therefore, most of the latest ferrite products contain a ,mall amount of

additives. Norunagnehc Z" is a very promising and interesting candidale among thL'm.The

magnetic properties of Zn subslituted fcrrites have attracted con,iderable attention ~eause of

the importooce of these malerials for high frequency applications. Nomnagnetic zinc ferrite is

often added to increa", M, IIp to a certain critical concentration of zinc. ZiTICferrite (ZnFe,O,)

po,sesscs a normal 'pinel strnctnre, Le.,(7.n" l, [Fe:' J,O:-, wbere all Zn" ions reside on

A-sites and Fe" iollS on B-sites. Therefore, snbstitution of Mg by 7.n in Mg,~Zn,Fe,O, i,

expected to increase the magnetic moment up to a certain limit, thereafter it decreases for lhe

canting of spins in 13-sites. It is well kno"TI thot dianlagnetic sub,titution coo re,ull in spin

canting, i.e. non-collinear spin arrangements [1.7-1.10]. yaret and Kinel [1 11] formulaled a

simple model, whioh could explain the canting in these materials.

The possibility of continuousiy changing the concenlration of nonmagnetic zinc ion, in the

MgFc,O, ferrite causes dilute Mg-Zo ferrite system. When ferrile, are ,ufficientiy diluted with

nonmagnetic iOllS(such as Zo or Cd) they can e~hibit a wide spectrum of magnetic orderings:

ferromagnetism (I'M), local 'pin canting (LSC), amiferromagnetism (AFM), reentrant 'pin giass

(RSO), and spin glass (SG) [1.7, 1.9, !.I2]. This is because in the spinel ferrite' mtm.,ublattice

interactiollS are weaker than the imer-sublattice interoction; as a re,ult there are lln,atisfied

bonds in thc rerromagnelic phase. Due to these un,alisfled bonds, increasing the magnetic

dilution accentuates the competition between the various e~change i"ter~otion, resulting in a

variety of magnetic structurc, [1.7, 1.9, 1.12]. A ph"", diagram has been propo,ed by J. L.

Dormarm et a1. [1,7] to classify the different substituted ferrile compounds. Fru,tr~tion [t. t3]

and modomnc", arc necessary to obtmn such types of magnetic phases and aTeevidcntly present

in substituled ferrite,. A spin gl"" is a magnetically di,ordered material e~hibiting high

magnelic fru,lTation in which each electron ,pin freezes in a random direction below thc spin

,.
I
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freezing temperature (T,) [i.14] The most important features characterizing the spin glass

include the exIstence of irreversibility between field_cooled (FC) and 7eTo-fietd-cooled (ZFC)

magnetl?..alionsisuseeplibili\ics [t.l5], the increase in the magnetic viscosity [1.16], tbe critieal

slowing down observ.d by AC suseeplibility [1.17], the oecnrrcnee of ageing phenomenon

[U6, 1.17, 1.18], and the rapid increas. of the non-lin.af susceptibility [U6]. In the pres.nt

res~b work, the spin glass behaviour has been studied for the diluted Mg,..,.zn.Fe,O, (x =

0.7, 0,8, 0.9, 1.0) ferrites by measuring the FC and ZFC magnetIzations and temperature

dependent complex AC susceptibility. A detailed study on the 'pin-glas, dynamic, by

measuring the aging, the memory effect and rejuvenation h"" bem performed fOTthes~ ferrite<.

The poor densHication and slow grain growtb ofMg-Zn f.rrites can be greatly influenced by

the ,ub,ti\u\ion of appropriate amount of CuD. in order to g.t higher initial p.nn.ability, lb.

ferrites were often doped with CuD, which activated sintering mecbanism and increased

,intere<! density. The promising effeel of Cu addition on thc sintcring behaviour and

electromagnetic properties of Mg-Zn ferrites ha., been eslablish.d. CuD forms liquid phase

during sintering which ean influence atomic diffusivity, sint.ring kinetics and the intriru;ic

parameters of ferrites. In particular, the addition of CuD in the ferrite composition has been

known (0 playa cruciai role in dropping tbe firing temperature of the ferrites [1.l9]. By

sint.ring at lower temperature, energy consumption is minimized and tho material loss by

evaporation is avoided, In this study, a series ofCu-substituted Mg-Cu-Ln ferrites synthesized

by double sinlt-'Tingsolid s(at. r.action method have been investigated by studying the effect of

Cu'~ ions on tbe densification, grain growth, magnetic and .Ieclrical transport properties.

With tbe rapid development of mobile communication and information teclmology, the

electronic devices wilh small size, low cost and high performance is in demand. As Oneoftbe

most important surface mounting devices (SMD), multilayer obip inductors (MLCl) made from

soft ferrites became more and more miniaturized and integrated. The MLCls are important

compononts for lhe lalest el.ctronlo products such as oellular phoncs, video oam.ras, notebook

computers, hard and floppy drives, ole which require small dimensions, light weight, and better

functions [1.20, 1.21]. Th.r. has b•• n a growing interest in Ni--cu-Zn and Mg-Cu-Zn ferrites

for tbe applications in producing MLCls mainly because these oxido; can be sintered at

relatively low tcmp.rarures with a wide range of compo,itions.

Spinel ferritos of different compositions have been sludied and used for a long time to get

useful product'. Many researchers have worked on different types offerrites in order to improve

their eiectrical and magnetic properties. There does nO!exist an ideal ferrite sample lhat meets

the requirements of low eddy currenl loss and usefulness at frequencies of the gigahertz. Each
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one has its own advantages and disadvamag<s. Researchers have not yet t>eenable to formulate

a r1gid set of rules for ferrltes abont a sIngle property. Sclcntists ,till oontinue their effmts to

achieve the optimum parameters of ferrites, like high satumtion magnetization, high

penneabihty, high resistivity etc. Since tbe research on ferrites is so vast, it Is difficult to collect

all of the experimental results and information about all lypes of fm-rite. in overy aspect.

However, attempts have been made to present a systematic review of various exp.r1mental and

theoretical observed facts rela/ed 10 l~is stlldy. Tbe systematic tcSCaTC~is ,\ill oeecsaary for a

more comprehensive uud.rstanding aod properties of such moter1als.

1,2 Objectives of the research

The main objective, of the present research work are to synthesize Mg-ferrltes and

subs!ituled Mg-ferrite\ by using a ,olid state reaction technique and to study thoir structurol,

magnelic and electrical transport properties by varyiug sinlering condition. The effect of Zn

substitution for Mg on tho properties ofMg,., Zn,Fe,O, ferrites is investigated.

The addition of CUO in ferrites forms the solid solution during smtering. TberefOTe,it is

believed that CuO would facilitate the gram growth of Mg-Zn ferriles and improve the

densification and magnetic properties of these ferrites. It also improves the sintembility of

Mg-Zn ferrites. For this reason, a series of MgD,,,.,Cu,-Z:n.,,O(Fe,O,),,, ferrites has been

investigated. Mn substitution fur Fe iu Mg--cu-Zn ferrite po"ibly deerease the

magoeto&lrictionconstant which results in tbe significant increase of ponncability.

Finally, some Mg-bosed ferrire "n.oopartkles" are synthesized by chemicol co-

precipitation method wbid, is likely to have quite different magnetie and electrical properties

compared with their bulk counter p3rt due to their size effect.

1.3 Review Works

Spinel ferrites first commanded the attention when S, llilpert [1.22J f""used on lhc

usefulness of ferrites at high frequency applicotions. Snoek [1.23] lannched a system"'lc

investigation at Philips researcb laboratory by i945. At the same time, Takai [1.24) at Japan

was engaged in the research work on the ferrite materials, Snook's extensive w<)Tkson ferrites

unveiled many mysteries regarding magnetic properties uf ferrites. He was partlculorly looking

fOI high permeability morerials of cubic structure. Hc found suitable materials in the form of

mixed spiuels of the type (MZn)Fc,O" w~ere M stands for metals hke Mn, Ni, Mg, Cn etc. A
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large number of scientists and technologists are engaged in the research to brlng about

Improvements on the propemes offemtes. -A brief review of recent studies relevant 10the presont inve'tigalion i, presented:

•
Substitution of Zn'+ and Cd" in spinel ferrites is interesting. Karche et.al L1.25J have st"died

magnetic propertles such as srnuration magnetization, AC susceplibilily, initial penmabiiity of

Cd,Mg,_,Fe,O, (x = 0.0, 0.2, 0,4, 0.6, 0,8 and ;'0) system. Tbey reported that Ned's two

sublattice model is applicable uplo x S 0.4 while Yafet_Kittel (Y_K) three sublattice modei is

predominant for x > 0.4. They also found that the addition of Cd" alters the domain slrueture

from multi-domain (MOl to single-domain (SD)-superparamagnetic (SP) tran,ition, while

x=O.8and CdFe,Q. are paramagnetic at room temperature. Low frequency dispe"ion in initial

permeability depiCl' thai ~ is mainly corrtribuled by domain wall motion. Increaso of fl, with

lemperamre can be explained as the rate of decreasing ohKi with lemperalure i, rn""h greater

than lhat ofM"

Zn and Cd-substituted mixed ferriles show canted spin arrangement on the B-site. The

canting of the spins gives rise 10Yafet-Kittel (Y_K) angies, which suggests that A-B and B-B

sup=ohange interactions are comparable in ,trength. R. V. Upedhyay et. al, [;'26] have

investigated Cd,.Mg,_,Fe,O. ferrile system for x :s 0 8 to study the varial10n of the saluration

magnetization with Cd concentration and 10 gain information aboul the Y-K angles in the

system. They employed lhe molecular approximation by Salyamurthy eL al. [1.27] using a non-

collinear three ,ublattice model, From the results, it is clear that Y-K angles do not exisl up to x

:S:0.3 but for x 2: 0.4, Y_K angles are present. Thus, Ihe obscrvcd variation of the saturation

magnetization wilh Cd concentration has been explained on the basi, of Ibe existence of Y_K

angles on the B_site spins.

Some physical and magnetic properties of Mg,.,Zn,F.,O. ferrites have been smdied by

Mazen et. aI. [1.28]. It was found thst the lattice parameter increases with increasing the Zn

concentralion. Thc basic composilion MgFe:,O. ,how, lowest magnetization while the

composilion with x ~ 0,4 shows the highest one. The behaviour of magnelization versus Zn

eontcnl was discussed on the hasi, of cation distribution. From the B-H loops, ti,e remanence

induction, B" saturation induction B and coercive force H, were deleITnineda.<a function ofZn

content. It was found that the Curic temperature decreases wilh increasing Zn-content. Tho

behaviour of fl' with t.mperntnre indioates that the samples with x ~ 0-0.3 show multi-dornain

(MOl nature, while the sample' with x ~ 0.4 and 0.5 arc single-domain (SO).
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m,o, is found to bc a good sintering aid for improving the don,ir.cation l>ehaviourand

enhancing the grain growth of ferrites, Kong et al [1.29] have prepared Bi,O, doped

MgFe, ,,04 ferrite by "-,ing the soiid state reaction process and studied tbc effect of m,o, and

sintering tcmp=ture on the DC resistivity, complex relative permittivity and penneability.

They found that tile poor densification and siow grain growth rate ofMgfe, ,,0, can be greatly

improved by the addition of Bi,O" because liquid phase sintt->rlngwa, facilitated by the

formation of a liquid phaae layer due to the low melting point ofBi,03, The average grain sire

has a maximum at a certain concentration, depending On sintering temperature. Too high

conoentr1itionof m,o, prevents further grain growth owing to the thickened liquid phase lay.,,-.

The addition of B;,O, has a significant effect on the DC Tc,istivity nnd dielectric properties of

the MgFeul'O, ceramics. The sampie with 0,5% Bi,O, has a slightly 10weT""istivity than pure

ones, wruch can be attributed to the 'cleaning' elTee!of the liquid phase. With the increase of

B1,O, concentration, an increase in DC resistivity i, observed due to the formation of a three-

dimensional grain boundary network structure with high resistivity. L-ow concentration of

B;,O, increased the static pL-nneability of the MgFe •."O, ferrites OW1Ogto the improved

densification and grain growth, while too high concentration led to decrease permeability owing

to the incorporation of the non_magnetic componefit (Bi,O,) and retarded grain growth.

The detaiied study of the inlluence of different types of additives (CaO, SiO"Di,o" MoO],

V,O" Nb,O" TiD" etc) on the magnetic properties, microstrucrure and densification ofMn-ZD

soft fwiles have been investigated by Shokrollahi and Janghorban [1.30]. They divided the

additives into three car.gories. The.e additives, generally, form a liquid phase OTa eutectic

phase and change the diffusion path, and affect the mab'll"tic properties. The first group consists

of additives that sagrcgate to tbe grain boundaries as an insulating layer and affect the grain-

boundary resistivity. The second group consi,ts of addilJves that affect microstruoturc

development The third group consist' of additives that arc dissolved into the grains and alter

the magnetic properties. These additives have a fundamental influence on the intrinsic mab'lletie

properties sucb as magnetization, ""isotropy and tile stability of tile propertics. It has been

found that the 0,'+ ion segregates to the grain boundaries, and small amounts can significantly

reduce the eddy current losses by increasing the resistivity of the grain boundaries. The excess

ofCaO reduces the permeability remarkably. SiO, segregales to the grain boundaries whL'1"eit

can enuse a resistive glassy phasc. It can also affect the development of tbe rrllcroi>lruCture.

Small amOlmt of SiO, can impede grain growth through impurity drag and precipitate drag

mechanisms whiie the excess of SiO, provokes the discontinuous grain growth formation so

called duplex structure by a liquid phase formation, which is unfavorable in reducing the loss at

high freqnencies. Microstucture is greatly influenced by the addition of Bi,OJ by liquid phase

•
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formation, A liquid pha..e film of optimized thickness can be u,ed during the ,intering to

increase the grain size of Mn~Zn ferrite,. The grain boundaries should be free of any impurities

that could cause lattice strains iu order to obtain high permeabiiity, The grain I;row(h h

promoted by V,O, addition and the possible mechanism fur the promotion of grain growth in

Mn~Zn ferrite by V,O, is the reduetioa of the impurity and pore drag on the grain boundary

motion.

Koh .t, al. [1,31, 1,32J have ,ynthe,ized Cu-Mg-Zn ferrites by a ceramic method, whieh

im'olves ,0Hd ,tate reactions between intimately mIxed fine powders at high temperatures. They

have reported the effects of powder preparation eenditious on electrical properties, maguetic

properties and microstructure, as well as the effect on physicai properties by changing raw

maltrial compositions and sintering temperatures o~ferrite<.Park et. aI. [1.33J have syuthesized

Mg-Cu-Zn ferrites by a ceramic technique and have investigated the effect of additives such as

NiO and Cr,O, on the magnetic properties of the Mg--Cu~Zn ferrites. They have further

reported that the Mg--Cu~Zn ferrites have magnetic properties similar to those ofNi~Cu~Zn

ferrites, and the former life economical. The motivation to investigate Cu~Mg~Zn ferrites also

Hesin ill; low cost and wide range of applications,

Mg--Cu~Zn ferrites represent a pertinont magnetic material for applicatiollS owing to their

better properties at highcr frequency. Sachelarie et. al [1.34] have investigated the effect of

additives of PhO on (he Mg-Cu~Zn felTiteson the magnetic and electrical propcrties. PbO acts

as a flux due to its iow meiting pIlint (880'C) that significantiy reduce, the sintering

temperature and faciti!ates the growth of grains, Strong volwnc shrinkage Wli!lobserved which

lS a,sociated with an interdiffUSlOnmechanism favoured by liquid phase during the sjntering.

Material. transport assisted by the iiquid phase enhances b'Taingrowth and accelerates the

dcnsification process by a facilitation of cationic lallice diffusIOn [1.35]. Resistivity increa,ed

with incrcasing PbO content.

Zhenxing Vue et. al [1.36] have synthesized Mg~Zn-en ferrite' by sol-gel auto_combustion

method and showed the significant influence of CuO on the elee!romsgnetic properties such as

initial permeability, quality factor, DC re,istivity, dielectric constant and dieiectric loss tangent

as weH as their frequency dispersion. X-ray diffraction results showed that the dried gels,

synthesized from metal nitrate and eitrie acid, trans[onued directly into nano-sized ferrite

particles after an auto-combusuon J'Tocess in air. The synthesized powders can be ,inrere<!at

temperature less than 950°C. The low tempcrature sintercd Mg-Zn--Cu ferrites prepared

possess good electromagnetic propenies as well as fine grained microstructuTc" making them

good materiais for multilayer chip inductors with high performance and iow en,1.
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Mg_Cu_Zn ferrites with tho addition ofPbO and Ta,O, have been prepared by Reslescu el

aJ,[1.37J. They studIed tho variation of sinterod density, initiol permeability, saturation

mab'llelizatioD,Curie temperature and electrie"l ",si,tivity with the dopant concentration, PbO

was found to be better than Ta,O, fo, improvements in thc magnetic and electrical p,-operties of

the Mg_Cu_Zn ferrite. The sintered density was found to increase with PhO and exhibited an

appreciable higher resistivity compaITd to Ta-<loped and undoped samples as a result of the

insulating layers on the grain boundaries. The temper>lture depL't\dence of the electrical

resistivity shows a change in slope in the neighbourhood of Curie temperature for all the

samples and this has been attributed to the influence of the magnetic ordering on the conduction

mechanism. The origin of the beneficial effect of PbO compared to Ta,O, is believed to be

attributed to the low melting point ofPbO and formation ofliquid phase a! grain boundaries.

A detailed study of donsificalion behaviour and microstructure development of Mg-cu-Co

ferrites has been investigated by Kong et, al [1.38]. The poor densificatiou and .,iow grain

growth rate of MgFe, ,,0. CHUbe considerably improved by incorporating Co, due to the
occurrence of liquid-phase sintering <Ita bigh temper<lturo.The liquid phase layers were formed

at a high temperature due to the low melting point ofCu,O decomposed from CuO. MgFe""O,

ferrite cannot be s;ntered lit a temperature below 1200 °C and at that temperature the sample can

attain 94% of its theorelical density. Mg, .•Cu,Fe, ",0, is a solid solution of MgFe""O, and

CuFe,O,. The sintering of Cu contained samples attains at relalively lower temperarure. For

example, the sample with x ~ 0.25 can be almost fully sintered at 1000 DCfor 2 h, which is at

least 200 "C lower than the sintering temperature of MgFe,,9IO,. They also observed that a

critioal coneentnttiou of Cu (x _0.20) was observed for Mg,.,Cu,Fe,,,O, above which both

denaification and grain growth were maximized.
Hui Zhong et al. [1.39] reported the effect ofWO, addilion on the electromagnetic properties

ofNi-Cu-Zn ferrite prepared by usual ceramie technique. They observed Iha! the substitution

of w'" ioru; in Ni-Cu-Zn ferrite can improve not only electromagnetie properties but also

miorostructu,es of the ,inlered sample. The scanning eleelron microscope (SEM)

microphotographs showed that the grain size of sintored ceramic decreases with the incteasing

WO, contenl None of pl)TC' entraps within the grains and the quantity of pores at grain

boundaries i, reduced with the increase of vi" ions conceutratiQJ\.The decreaM: of the grain
size may be attributed to the presence of we, as a secundary phase al the grain ooundaries

which hinders the grain growth in the microstructure ofNi-Cu-Zn ferrites. The bulk density

and real pennlttivity increases with increasing vi" ions. The resonance frequency increases on

the condition of deterioration of the real part of complex penneability !-".
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Complex permeabilily spectra I-"~ I-"-il-''' fot two typ.s of _,pinelferrites (Ni-Zn ferrito and

Mn-Zn rorrite) and theiT composite material, have been in.e,tigaled by Takanori T,u\<:lka

[I .40]. Generally, domain-wall motion and gyromagnetic spin Totationgive the re""nance_type

frequency dispersion but magnelizat;on rotation has a relaxation-type one, In the polycrystailine

fi.--rrite,the frequency dispersion of gyromagnetic spin rolation (fllliural re""nanre) can also be

the relaxation type due \<:lhigh damping faotor of gyromagnetic spin motion. The contribmion of

doma;n-wall and natural resonance to the permeability spectra was estimated by the numerical

filhng of aetual measwement data \<:la simpie formula. Frequency dispersion lype of each

component, relllXation or resonance, can be estimated from one of the fitting parameters,

damping factor. In sintered Mn-Zn ferrite, domain-wall oontribmion is dominant and

gyromagnetic spin reSonance or relllXation-typemagnetization rotation is large in Ni-Zn ferrite.

The oomposite structuTebrings about the reiaxation-type disp.rsion character in both of Mn-Zn

and Ni-Zn spind ferrites.

J. I-1uet. aL [1.41] have considered the ways of reducing sintering K'Tl1peratureof high

permeability Ni-Zn ferritc,. It was found that optimum additions of CuO and V,O, contribmed

to the grain growth and the d.nsifieation of matrix in thc ,intering process, leading \<:ldecr.ase

in sintering temperature, of Ni-Zn ferrites. The post-sintering density and the initial

permeability ,,-.re also strongly affected by the average particle size of raw materiais. The

domain wall motion piays a predominant role;n the magnetizing process and loss mechan;,m at

100 kHz. Using raw malerials of 0.8 fU" average partiele size and adding 10 mol% CuO and

0.20 % V,O" Ni-Zn ferrite with initial permeability as high as 1618 and r.lative los,

coefficient taoIi/I-"of as low as 8,6xI0" (100 kHz) were obtained fot the ,ample sinler.d at

9300C. The optimum additions ofCuO and v,O, are 10 and 0.2 %, respectively.

T. Nakamum [1.42J has observed that the post-sintering density and the permeability of the
sintered ferrite aTCstrongly affccl.d by the size of lhe Slarling oxide powders and the pre-

s;ntering temperature. Thes. ferrite particies allow the preparation of the sintercd ferrite with

high density and high permeability at relatively low temJX'ratures.Sintered ferrite with a d.ns;ty

greater than 4.5 g~m.J and permeability at 10 MHz greater than 200 can be obtained al a

relatively iow sintering temperature (about 900 "C)- The eomple" permeability of sintered

ferrite was well-described as the summation of the spin rotational contTibution and the domain

wall motion component. 'the penn.ability in the 100MHzregion was determined mainly by the

spin rolation magnetizing mechanism and then it depend.d only on the ferrite volrune loading i.

e. the post_sintering density. However, the contribution of lh. domain wall motion as not
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negligible in the 10 MHz Tegionand tbc domain wall contribution was controlled b)' altering the

post-,intering dellSity "nd by "",')'ing the ferrite grin size,

A series of Mn-substituted Mg--cu-Zn limite, of the compositions Mg"C"",Zn"O(Fe,.

xMn.o,),," prepared by sol.gel auto.combustion method have been investigated by Xiwc; Qi

et ai [1.43]. The effect of Mn content on mioto'tructuTc and magnetic properties were

investigated. The result shows that low tempemture sintered Mg-Cu-Zn ferrite, doped "ith Mn

possess high~'T initial perm""bllity and better grain structure than that of low temperature

sintered Ni-Cu-Zn ferrites prepared by the sarne method. Therefore, Mn doped Mg-Cu-Zn

ferrite' should be ideal materials for high inductive multilayer chip inductor. It is thought th"t

the variation of initial perme"bility of Mg--cu-Zn ferrites wim me Mn substitution was

attributed to the decrease of magnetostrietion constant.

The eITcct of Mn'< doping on the high and low frequeney electromagnetic properties of

Ni--{:u-Zn ferrites has been inve,tigated by T,aklondi et. aL [1.44]. Manganese addition,

inllucnee the electromagnetic propertie, of Ni-Cu-Zn ferriles by influencing the

microstructure. The optimum Mn' > concentration depends on the Fe.1• content of the material

and is subjected to the restriction that the concentration of both should be sligbtiy beJuw

stoichiometry, Wheu the addition of manganese i, such that wbere the total trivalent cation

amouut of the material remains slightly below stoichiometry (i. e. Fe'. + Mn3+~ 2), Mn;l+ions

act as grain growth promoters. This ,<:suItsin polycrystalJine microstruerures with large grain

sizes and consequently high initi"l penneability and low coercivity fields. The low frequency

losses decrease because of the positive influence on the hysteresis losses, while the high

&equcnoy losses increase because of the increased contribution ofre,onane<' losses. When Mn'.

is added to Ni--cn-Zn ferrites under thc condition that me total Mn'-+Fe" content exceeds

stoichiometry, grain growth i, inhihited and the infiuence on the low or high frequency

electromagnetic properties is reversed.

Kong et. at. reported [1,45] that MgFe, ,,0. "nd MgO,"CoD,"CUo"Fe, ,,0. have shown the

magneto-dielectric property of material. This magneto-<!ielectric properties of ferrite is useful

for high fTcquency (2-30 MHz) antenna design, A prim"')' objective is to develop magneto_

dielectric materials with almost equal values of pcrmeablllty and pennittivity, as well as low

magnetic and dielectric loss tangent, felTminiaturizatiou of anteunas. These magueto-dielectric

properties include a high refractivc index (n = JI' 'c' where 1" and .' are the real parts of

permeability and pennittivity, respectively) and inductance matched to free space

(Z =~I'.I" / , =1l,,jjJ.'Ie' = 1]0,where Z and '10are lmpooilllceofthc materials and free space,Ie,.
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re'peet;vely), together with low dielectric and mab'tletic loss tangents. h i.' well known that

reduction ofanlcnna ,ize ~as always been a challenge to t~e desib'ller, espedally for liP (2-30

MHz) and VHF (3Q-.300MHz) bands where convenlinnal antennas have rather large p~ysical

size [1.46, 147]. HoweveT, such matenals ore rarely found il1 nature [1.46, 1.47]. Among

v""ou, types of material" ferr;tes are potent;ally capable of achievmg such behaviour, as they

have bot~ magneti" and diolectrie properties, The ,ample MgFe,,,O, 'lllnple sintered at

I 125"C for 2 h possessed J!most equal values ofperrneability and permittivity (IJ.'"E'~ - 6.7),

as well as relatively low magnetic and dielectric loss tangents « 10-' ), over 3 _ 30 MHz, But

due to its poor den,ification prop"rly, t~e densily of t~e I 125°C sintered MgFe •.,,o. ceramics

Is only - 70"/0of its theoretical dellSlty.With the Introduction of eu in by partially replacing Mg

Improves the slnterability of this ferrite. The introduction of Cu not only improved the

dens;fication behaviour bul also allered the electrical and magnetic properties of MgFeulSO,.

The ssmple M&,-"CO,,,Cu,.LOFe,,,O. sintered at 1100'C show, 1-1'" .' ~ _ 9.5, a

magneticJdielectric loss tangent of < 10-2over 3_30 MHz (HF) and good den,ifioation. It is a

promising magneto-dielectric material for HF antenna de,ign. The,e magncto-dicleetrie

mJierials could be potential condidate for the design of small antennas in the HF band (3-30•Mfu).

The effects of compositional variation on magnetic susceptibility, satoralion magnetization,

Curie temperature and magnetic moments of Cu,_.Z""Fe,O, ferrites have been reported by Rana

.1. al. [1.48]. The Curie temporalure and saturation magnetization increase, from zinc contenl

0.0 to 0.75, The Y-K angles increases gradually with increasing Zn contenl and extrapolates to

90" for ZnFe,O,. From the Y-K angles fur Zn substituted ferrites, il was concluded Ihat the

mixed zinc fmites e><bibita non'collinearity of t~e Y-K lype while CuF"",o. s~ows a Ncel typo

of ordering.

A semi_'p;n glasa (SSG) ,tale ha, been reported [1.49] in ferrites. The existence of SSG

phase in substiluted ferrite. is predicled by Dormann [1.50]. In a .emi 'pin glass syslem two

lrallSition, arc expected: the first one is at high temperature for the iongitudinal .pin component

whioh orders fctrimagnetically and the second at a low tempemrure for the transverse .pin

component which has a spin-glass-type order. Tho reentrant stale is p~enomcno[ogically 'trictly

equivalent to the semi-spin-glass stale. Frustration and randomness are necessary to obtain the

spin gls.•• and other disordered magnetio phase. and are cventually present in substiru!e<l

ferrites.

Verwey el. al [1.51] found relations belv,een electronic conductivity and arrangement of

cJtiollS in the crystal structure, H was found !hat in more complicated spinels, containing other
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atoms as well as iron in both the divalent and trivalent 'lllte, the electronic interchange is more

or less inhibited by the foreign metal atoms. Thi, phenomenon is now called hopping

mechani<tn. Koops [1.52] described the 0" resistivity and dieicclTic dispersion in N;-Zn ferrites

by as,uming that tbe ,intered ferrite is made up of grai", separated at grain boundaries by thin

layers of a sub,tance of relatively poor cnnciuctivit>, The mechanism of dieleclric polarizalion

was found to be similar to that of cond~c(;<)n_It Was observed that the electron exohange

between Fe" and Fe" determines the polarirntion off.niles.

Frequency, tempeTature and compo,iliona! dependence on Iho dielectric behaviour were

studied by M.A El !liti [1.53] fur the Mg,Zn,.,Fe,O. ferrite samples prepared by ceramic

t.chnique. Th. experimental results indical<d thai lb. dieloctric loss (Illn&)and real dlel.ctric

constant (0') increas., as the t.mperature increa'es and as fr.quency dccrca,es which i, tho

normal dielectric b.haviour in magnetic semiconductor f.rrit.s. This could be explained on tho

basi, of Koops theory for (he double layers diei.ctric slructure. Abnormal diei.ctric b.haviour

(pCBks)were ob,.rved on Illn&CIlrvesat reiativ.ly high temperatures and th.se relaxalion peaks

take place "h.n the jumping frequency oflocaliz.d .i.ctrons between Fe" and Fe" ions .quals

to that of the applied AC .lectrie field. He found (he reai dielectric constant and loss tan6 to

d.erease with Mg" ion concentrations. The r.laxation frequ.ncy fDwas found to be shifted to

higher values as the temperature increases. Th. hopping oflocaJlzcd ei.ctrons betw.en Fe"and

F." iollSis responsible for electric conduction and diel.ctric polarization in (he ,tudied Mg,Zn,_

,F.,O, ferrite_

Suryavanshl et. al. [1.54] studied (he DC r.sistlvity and di.lectric behaviour of Ti"

substituted Mg-Zn ferrite' and they found that the lin.ar incr.a",e of resistivity for higher Ti4+

concentration is attributed to an ov.rali d.".,.,e of F.'- ions on Ti" substitution. Disp.rsion cf

the diel.ctrk constant is rolat.d to the Ve:rwey conduction mechanism. Peaks have be.n

observed in the variation of dielectric loss tangent with the frequ.ncy. The,e peaks are shifted to

the low frequency side by increasing the Ti" content. 1be jump fr.quencies are found to b. in

the range 70-120 kHz. All the samples exhibit space charge polarization du. to an

inhomogen.ous dielectric structur •. It was coneluded that the addition ofTi4+ obstructs the now

of spooe charge_

Di.lec(ric properties of Li-Mg- Ti ferrit., have been investigat.d by Bdlad etal [1.55]. The

compositionai variation of resistivity and di.lectric Coru;tllntindicated the inverse trend with

each other. The AC resistiVIty, di.lectric coru;t"n!, dielectric loss tangent (tan&) and loss factor

(tan1V~)of "II the .amples d.cr •••• with increase in frequency .xhibiting normat ferromagnetic
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behaviour. All the OOOCTVCl!,aTialion, are explained on the basia of Fe'-lFe'.

concentration as well as the electronic hopping frequency between Fc" and Fe" ions.

lOmc

s. F, Mansour has observed [1.56]lhat the dielectric behaviour for Mg-Zn fernles can be

explained qualitatively in \<."ml' of the supposition that the mechanism of the polari""li<)Tl

process is electronic po!ariza.tion, He observed peaks at a certain frequency in the dielectric loss

tangent versus frequency curves in all the samples. He gave explanation of the occurrenCe or

peaks in the varilltion of 10"' tangent with frequency, The peak can be observM when the

hopping frequency i, approximately equal 10 that of the externally applied electric field. The

condition for observing a maximum in tan5 of a dielectric material is given by the relation

(1.1)

wbere, (0) ~ 2nf""" and , is the relaxation time. Now the relaxation time' is reiated to the

jumping probability per unit time p by an equation ~ m l!2p or,

(1.2)

Equation 1.2 shows that f_ is proportional to the jumping or hopping probability. There rote, a

maximum can be observed when lhe jumping or hopping frequenoy of electrons between Fe"

and Fe'. becomes approximateiy equai to the frequency of lhe applied field and the

phenomenon is termed as ferromagnetic re,onance. Ravinder et. al, [1.57] also observed tbe

abnormal behavior of dielectric properties in MnL.,Zn,fc,O, ferrites, giving a peak at a certain

frcqnency. They found that the peak shifts to lower frequency due to increasing zinc

concentration. The decrease of fm", wilh increasing zinc conlont indicates that the hopping 0'

jumping probabiHty per unit time is decreased continuousty,

John Berchmlill' el. al [1.581 have synthesized Ni'_xMg,Fe,O, ferrilc, by cilrate gel process

and investigated the AC electrical parameters sueh as dielectric constant (0'), dielectric ioss

tangent and elcetrical conductivity a, a function of frequency. The dielcctric constant follows

the Maxwell-Wagner interfaoial polarization and the relaxation peaks were ob>c,ved in the

dielectric ioss properties. Electrical resistivity and thermoelectric pow.,,- of Cu-Cd ferrilos with

different rare earth .ubstitutions have be.n investigated by A. A. SalIM [1.59]. He found that

electrical rcsi,livity increases due to the presence of we carth ions at B-,ilo which will increase

the 'eparation between I'<,'+ and Fe" in proportion to its ionic radius. Thus it impc'<1cs the

eiectron transfer between Fe" and Fe" i,e., it incr.a.,es the activation energy and hence the

resistivity according to its ionic ",dius. The presence or La ion at grain boundaries seelD5 to

fuciiitate the electron transfer betwcen Fe" and Fe'" in the B.gite. He suggested lhat as Ep is

higher than 0.2 .V (which is tho transilion cnergy between Fe" and Fe'''), the conduction

mechanism is predominantly due to small polaron thall tbe .lectron hopping mechani5Il\.
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The dielectric con,rants and dielectric loss tangents of Ll-Ti ferrites of dIfferent

compositions have been investigared 11.60].The dielectric constant is found to dcerea.,e

continuously with incn;asing frequency for all thc specimens under investigahon. This

behaviouTmay be .xplained qualitatively as due to the lact that electronic exchange between

ferrous and ferric iom; can not folio,," the frequency of externally applied alternating field

b.yond a critical frequency value. The compo,itional variation of resistivily and di.lectric

constant indicated the iove"e trend wilh each other, giving an impr"",sion that both tbe

dielectric constant &' and e1eclricalconductivity lip b.have more or less in a ,imHar WIly.They

assumed that the same mcchan;sm is respoosible ror both phenomena. In addition, they assnmed

that the electron .xchange !Dteraction Pe" .:=;Fe3+results in local displacement of eieclron' in

thc direction of the field, which d.tennines tbe polarization of the rcrtile.

Jain et. al, [1.61) invesHgat.d the influence ofV,O, addition Onelectrical conductivity and

found thai a .harp d.crease in conductivity is observed wilh an increase in V,O, additinn to

0.4% in Ni,Znj.,F",O, fertite. The decrease ;n el.clrical conductivity can be attributed (0 two

reasons, One cfthom is tllat thc V'+ iom;bebave as sentlering centeThfnr the electrons Ilopping

between Fe'+•..•Fe" ions, consequenlly decroasing: their mobility and thus lh. grain

conductivity. The other is the scgregation of y" ions n.ar the grain bOLlndaries.The higb

activation cnergy alO.4% V,O, i, also observed,

S. Manjura Hcque et. aI. [1.62) hav. studied thc crystal structure. density, cnmpres",ve

strengtll, microstructure, magnetic and dectrical properties ofNi,«Cu,I'e,O, ferrites. Tetragonal

d.formation is observed fur the sample of composition x - 1.0, i.e., rcr pure CuF",O,. SEM

miorographs exhibit increase in grain sile with the incrca,e of copper ocntent. Addition of

copper ""haves like a flux in N;' .•Cu,Fe,O,. SEM micrographs cxhibit secondary

recrystallization for x > 0.2, wllicb leads to exaggerated grain growth and poor sinl;eTcdproduct

The increase in lhe initial permeability between x K 0 and 0.5 is accom]Xlni.d by a shill in the

dispersion toward low frequ.ucies, Saturation magnetization incre".es with the ;ncto.'lSeofCu

con(.m up to x = 0,2 and then decrcases. Resislivity d.creases witll the increase of Cu content.

Compressive strenb<tbdecreases with the increase of Cu content.

Electrical transport properties or ferrite. provide information ,uilable fer the seleclion of

!hese materials for specific apptientions. Ramana Reddy et al. [1,63] have studied the .Iectrical

conductivity and thermoelectric power as a function of lemperature and compositions in

c""Zn"xFc,O, (x91.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0) ferriles. The specimen. with x - 0.6 and 1.0

show negative Seebcck coefficient indicating that th.y are n-type ,emiconduclOT_',whereas the

specimens witlI x ~ 0.2, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.&.bow positive Seebeck co.fficient indicating tho p-type
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,emiconductors, In the Cu-Zn ferrite, the oquiH!>Tiummay exist during sintering as Fe" + Co"

<=> Fe'. + C'-e>".Thu' lho oonduction m.chanism in the n-type specimL'n' i, mainly due to the

hopping of electron, bel"eeT1Fe" and Fe" ions, wbereas the conduotion mechanism in lh. p-

type specimen i, due to thojumpIng of holes hetween Co" and Co" ions. From the log (aT) vs,

10'1Tcurves it was found that electrIcal conductivity of an the ferrite, incr.ases wIth increasing

temp.rature with a change or the slope at magnetic lrnnsition, The change of the slope is

attributed to tho change in CGnductivitymechanism. The conduction at lowcr temperature

(below Curie point) i, due to the hopping of electron" between F,,'+ and Fe'. ions, whereas al

higher temperature (above Curie puint) it is due to polaron bopping, The aotivation energy in

the ferromagnetic region is, in general, less than lilat in the paramagnctic region. This suggests

thai in the paramagnetic Tegion the conduction mechanism i, due to polaron bopping. Similar

behaviour of the tempcrature dependence of conductivity is ob,erved in Mn-Zn ferrite [1.64].

Nanocrystalline ferrite sySlOm,bave be.n tile topic of iulense research in recent yeaTSdue 10

lh. wid. possibilitie, of use in technological applications that reqmre miniaturization as in high-

density data storage. In fL'ITltesof the same composition, the physical propertie, are size

dependent, since the properties of nano s)'Stem, are iarg.ly determined hy interparticle spacing

and surfuc.,.to-volumo rntio [1.65].

Wel--ehih thu .1. al. [1.66J have been synthesized the Ni-Cu-Zn forrite nanopartiolo, with

the composition ofNi,Cu"Zn1,,'yFe:.O, (where x ~ 0.i5-o.5 and y g 0.0-0.35) by the chemical

co_precipillltion method at various reaction temp.,,-aturcs with a linal pH value of 12. The

partide size ranges fmm 2 to 60 lllll by the ob,.rvation of transmission e1eotronmicroscopy.

The ferrites powders we'e compressed and sintered at various temperatures botwooo 800 and

1000 'C for 2 b. They found that Cu suhstitution for Ni in Ni-Zn ferril. would enhance the

den,ification ufthe ferrite and subsequently increases the permeability valu. as well as B. value

and decreases the H. vaiu. of the sintCTCd f.rrite. The density of the sintered

Ni,)j,CUo~lZno"Fe20, ferrite was 5.01 glem' after s!ntering at 90()'C and the initial

penneability of this sintered sample i, about 390 at frequency oft MHz.

Hakim .t. aL [1.67] have synthesized Mg_f.rrite mmoparticles by using a chemical eo-

predpitation method in three dilTcrenl methods, Metai nitrates were used for preparing

MgFe,04 nanpartid.s. In tbe fiTSImethod, they uscd NHoOH as the precursor. In second

mothod, KOil is used as predpitating agent and in method three, MgF.204 was prepared by

direct mixing of salt solutions. 1l1ey reported that first method is relatively good methods

among the three. Average size uflhe MgFe,O, particle, was found to be in lh. range of 17 -49

nm annealed at temp.ramres uf 500 - 900 "C.
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Akthel' Hossain el al. [ 1,68] have studied Ni,.,Zn,F~'20, (x~ 0.2. 0,4) samples sintered at

differenl lemperatures. The DC electrioal resisl;vlty deore",es as the temperalure Increases

Indicating that the ,amples have semiconductor like bch,,';our, As the Zn content increase"!he

Curie tempeTalure (T,), resistIvIty and activalion energy decrease wh;lo the magnetIzation,

in;tial permeablllty and the TClal;vequal;ty factor Increases, A Hopk;nson peak is obtained noar

T, In tbe real part of the InitIal permeability "~. temperature curves, The ferrite with h;gh.r

permeabH;ty has relatively Jowcr frequency. The mitial permeability and magnetization of the

,amples has been found 10correlate with density and average grain sizes. Po;s;ble explanation

for the obscrved structural, Tllilb'llelieand ehanges of res;,tivity behaviour with various Zn

content are discussed.

From the above mentioned review works, it is observed that physical, magnel;c, electrIcal

tran~porr and microslructural properties are slrongly dependenl on add;tives/sub,titutions in a

very complicated way and there ;s no straight forward relationship between the nature and the

quantity of dopIng on the ffi"b'J\etieeharncteristics to be underatood by any s;mple theory. These

are strongly dependent on several faclors like swerlng condilions, preparation melhods,

composItions elC, In the present work, it;s aimed at determ;nlng experimenlaliy the magnetic,

.Iectrical and microstructural properties as aITected by sintering temperature/time,

compositions, and the nature and amouot ofsubstitutions; sOthat Mg-ferr;te, wilh appropriate

SIlbstitutioncan be obtained ;n respect ofimprov;ng magnetic and electrical properlie'.
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Chapter Two
Theoretical Background

2.1 General aspects of magnetism

2.1.1 Origin of Magnet ism

The origin of magnetism lies in the orbital and ~pin motion.< of eleclrons and how the

eloc!rom; interact with One another. The lies! way to introduce the different types of magnetism

is to de.,cribe how materials respond 10magnetic fields. This may be surprising to some, but all

matler is magnetic. It is just that some materials are much more magnetic than others. The main

distinction is that in some materials there is no colloctive interaction of atomic magnetic

moments, whereas in other materials there is a very strong interaction between atomic moments.

A simple electromagnet can be produced by wrapping copper wire into the fonn of a coil

and connecting the wire to a battery. A magnetic field is creared in the coli but it remains there

only while electricity flows through the wire. The ficld created by the magnet is associated with

the motions and intera~1ions of its electrons, the minute charged particles which orbit the

nucleus of each atom. Electricity is the movement of electrons, whether in a wire or in an atom,

S<)each atom represents a tiny penmment magnet in its own right. The circulating electron

produces its own orbital magnetic moment, measured in Bohr magnetons (j.l,,), lIIIdthere is also

a spin magnetic moment associated with it due \(}tile eleClmn itself spinning, like the earth, on

its own axis (illustrated in figure 2.1). In most materials there is resultant magnetic moment, due

to the electrons being grouped in pairs causing the magnetic momenl to be cancelled by its

neighbour.

Orbit

Eiectron

~,n

Figure 2.1 '/he arM ,,/ a ,'pinning eleclJYm about ,h. nucle"" 0/ an atom
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In certam magnetic matcrials the magnetic moments of a larg" proportion of the electrons

nlign. producing a un,ficd magnetic field. The field produccd in the mal~rial (or by an

electromagnct) has a direction of flow and any mab'Ilct w,ll exp~,.icn~e a foree lrying to allgn it

with an externally applied field, Just like a oompass needle. Thesc force3 are u,cd to drive

electric motor" produce sounds in a speaker 3Y"tem, control the voice COlIin a CD player, etc,

2.1.2 Magnetic moment of atoms

The strcngth of a magnetic dipole, cnlled the magnetic d'pole moment, may be thought ofa3

a measurc ofa d'pole's ability to tnrn itsc1finto alignment w,th a given extemal magnetic field.

In a uniform magnetIC field, the magnitude of the dipole moment is proportlOnnl to the

maximum amount of torque on the dipole, whIch OCCur3when thc dipole 13at right angles to the

magnetic field,

The magnetic momcnt or magnetic dipole moment is a !!leasure of the strt'ngth of a mognetic

source. In the simplest case ofa ClUTentloop, the magnetic moment is defined as:

(2.1)

where a lS the vcctor area of the current loop, and the current, I, is eon,tant By convention, the

directIOn of the vector-area is given by the right hand rule (moving one's right hand in the

current direction around the loop, when the palm of the hand is "touching" the loop's surfacc,

and the straight thumb indIcate the direction).

In the more comphcated C3.';eofa spllming charged sohd, thc trulgnetic moment can be found by

thc following equation,

- 1)_-f1~ = '2 r x Jdr (2.2)

where, d, = ,"sin 0 d, de dojl,J is the current density.

Magnet,c moment can be explained by a bar magnet which has magnetlc pob of equal

magnitude but opposite polarity. Each pole is the source of magnetic force which weaken3 Wlth

distance. Smce magnetic poles corne 1Il pairs, their forces intcrfcre with each other because

while one pole pulls, the other repels. This interference is greate3t when the polc3 ore close to

each othcr i.e. when the bar magnct is 3hort. The magnetic force produced by a bar magl,et, at a

given point in space, therefore depends on two factors, on both tile strength p of ltS poles, and

on thc distance d Separating them. The force is proportional to the product, )F Pd, where, ]J

describes' the "magnctic moment" or "dipole moment" of the magnet along a distance R and its

dIrection as the angle bel\vceII R and the axis of the bar magnet. Magnetism can be created by

clectric current 1Il loops aud ooils 30 any CUtT<..'ntcirculating in a plauar loop produces n

•
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magnetic moment whose magnitude is equal to tlie product of the current and thc area of the

loop. When allY charged particle,s mtatmg, it behaves like a current loop with a magnetic

moment.

TIle equation for magnetlC moment in thc current -carrymg loop, carrying current 1 and of area
~

vector a for which the magmtude is given by:

(2.3)

(2.4)

"hcn:, f'm is the magnetic moment, a vcctor m=ured in ampere-square meters, or

equivalently joules per testa, I is the cllITent, a scalar measured in amp~-res, anda lS the loop

area vector, having as x, y, and z coordmates tlie area in square meters of the projectlon of the

loop into the )'Z-, zx-, and xy-planes.

2.1.3 Magnetic moment of electrons

The electron is a negatively charged particle with angular momentum. A rotating electrically

charged body in c1asslCal electrodynamics causes a magnctic dipole effect creating magnetlc

poles of equal magnitude but opposite polarity like a bar magnet For magnellc dipoles, tlie

dipolc moment points from the magnetic south to the magnetic north pole, The clcctron exists in

a magnetic field whIch' exerts a torque opposing its alignment creating a potential energy that

depends on its orientation with respect to the field. The magnetic energy of an electron is

approximately twice what it should De in classical mechanics. TIle factor of two multiplying the

electron spin angular momentum comes from the fact that it is twice as effective in producing

magnctic moment. This factor is eallcd the electronic spin g-factor. The persistent early

spectroscopists, such as Alfred Lande, worked out a way to calculate the effect of the variou,

directions of angular momenta. lbe resulting geometric factor is called the Lande g-factor.

The intrinsic magnetic moment!-' ofa particle with charge q, mass m, and spin s, ;.,

Jim=g2:"
where, the dimensionless quantity g is called the g-factor.

The g-faclor is an essential value related to thc magnctic momcnt of the subatomic particles

and corrects for the precession of the angular momentum. One of the trinmphs of tl'e theory of

quantum electrodynamics is its accumte prcdiction of the clcctron g-faclor, which has been

experimentally determined to h ave the value 2 .002319. The value of2 arises from the Dimc

equation, a fundamental equation connecting the electron's sp'n with ,ts electromagnetic

properties, and the correction of 0.002319, called the ;momalous magnctic dipolc momcnt of the

• -
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electron, ariscs from the electron's interactIOn wLthVIrtual photons in quantum electrodynamic"

Reduction of thc Dirac equalion fot an c1eC!ronin a magnetic fleld to lIS nOIHelativl,llc limit

yield, the Schr5dinger equation with a correction tcrm which takes account of the ,nteracllon of

the decrron', intrinsic magnetic momcnt with thc magnetic field giving the correct energy,

The total spin magnclie momcnt of thc elc<:tron is

(2.5)

wherc g, - 2 in D!rac mechanics, but ISslightly larger due to Quantum Electrod)1lamic effect"

~" is the Bohr magncton and s is (he elc<:tron spin. The z component of the electron magnetic

moment is

(2.6)

where, m, is the spin quantum number.

The total magnetic dipole moment due to orbItal angular momentum is given by

#, = __e_L=_jl,,~I(I+I) (2.7)
2m,

where, ~BISthe Bohr magneton,

'The z-eomponent of the orbital magnetic dipole moment for an elc<:tron with a magnetic

quantum number ml is given by

(2.8)

I,

2.1.4 Magnetic Behaviour

The magnetic properties of a maller arC fundamentally the result of the electrons of the alOm,

which have a magnetic moment by means of the eleC!ron motIOn. There are two lypCS of

electronic motion, spin and orbilal, and each has a magnetic momenl associatcd wilh It. Since

thc response of a material to a magnetic field (H) is characteristic of the magnetic induction or

the flux density (B) and the effect that a material has upon the magnctic induct,on in a magnetic

field is represented by the magnelization (M). Thus a universal equation can IJ.eestablished,

relaling these three magnetic quantities, by

B - flo(H+M) (2.9)

B-;:!!_ j11!JI (2.10)

where, flo is a universal constant of penneability ill a free space and I-lis the permeability of a

material. In equation (2.9). one can see that floH is the magnetIc induction genera1ed by the field

ra.
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alonc a nd ~M is the addmonal magnetic induction ~onrribllted b y a material. l1le tll agnetlc

suscept, b, lity CO is defincd as the ratio of magnel,~al'on to magneti~ fidd

Mxe~
H

(2.11)

The permeabllity and susceptibility of a material is correlated ,,~th respect to each other by

(2.12)

The magnetlc behavIOr of materials can be elassified ,nto the follo\\ing fivc major groups;

1. Diamagnetism

2. Paramagnetism

3. Ferromagnetism

4. Antiferromagnetism

5. Ferrimagnctism

Materials in lhe first two groups are those that exhibit no collective magnetic interactions and

are not magnetically older"d. Materials in the lasl three groups exhibit long-rang<: magneti~

order b<:low a certain criti~al temperature. Ferromagnel1C and ferrimagnetie materials llIO

usually what we consider as being magnetlc (le., behaving like iron). The remaining three are so

weakly magnetic that thoy are usually thought of as "nonmagneIlC". The varieties of magnetic

orderings are schemallcally presented in Fig. 2.2.

A brief de,eriplion ofthe above menlloned classes of magnetlc materials arc described below:

1. Diamagnetism

Dfumaglle1ism is a fundanlental property of all maller, although it is usually very weak. It is

due to the non-.eooperative behaVIOrof orbiting electrons when e"pos~d to an applied magnetic

field. Diamagnel1c substances are composed of atoms which have no nct magnetic moments

('.e., all the orbital shells are filled and thcre arc no unpaired elcctrons). However, when

exposed to a field, a negative magnetization is produced and thus the suscept, bl1ity is negatlve.

It obeys len's law. The other characteristic behavior of diamagnetic material, is that the

susceptibility i g I cmpcrature independent. The typical values 0 f susceptibility on the order of

10-' to 10-'. Most of the materials are diamagnetic, including Cu, B, S, N2 and most organic

compounds.
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ngure 2.2 Varielle., oj magnetic orderings ra) paramagnetlC. (b) jerromagnetic,
(c)jerrimagnelic, (d) anHjerromagneUc and (e) sup"'paramagnelic.

2. Paramagnetism

Parlllflugneric materials possess a permanent dipole moment due to incomplete cancellation

of electron spin and/or orbital magnetic moments (unpaired electrons). In the absence of an

applied magnetic field the dipole moments are randomly oriented; therefore the material has nO

net macroscopic magnetization. When a field is applied these moments tend to allgn by rotation

towards the direction of the applied field and the material acquires a net magnetization [2.1].The

magnetic moment can be orknted along an applied field to give rise to a positive susceptibility,

and the values of susceptibility are very slIlllii with the order of 10" to 10", 0" NO, Mn and Cr

are just a few examples of the paramagnetic materials. The susceptibility of a paramagnetic

material is inversely dependent on temperature, which is known as Cnrie law (figure 2.3a)

(2.13)

where C is the Curie constant.
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3. Ferromagnetism

Ferromagnetic material dtffers from diamagnetic and paramal;flclic matmial, in many

different ways. In a ferromagnehe material, the exchange coupling between neighboring

moments leads the moments to allgn parallel with caeh othcr. In fcrromagnetic materials, tIllS

permanent magnetic moment IS the result of the cooperative in(~'Taetionof large numbers of

atomic spins in what are called domains, regions where all spins are aligned in the same

direetlon. The exchange forcc is a quantum mechanical phenomenon due to the relative

orientatlOnof the spins oftwo electrons.

Therefore, the ferromagnetic materials generally can acqmre a large magneti7,at'oneven m

the absence 0 fa magnetic ficId, since all magnetic moments are ea,ily ahgned together. The

susceptibility of a ferromagnetic material does not follow the Cune law, but displayed a

modIfiedbehavior defined by Curie-Weiss law (figure 2.3b).

(2.14)

where, C is a constant and e is called Weiss constant. For ferromagnetic materials, the WelSS

constant is almost identical to the Curie temperature (T.). At temperature below T" the

magnetic moments are ordered whereas above T, material losses magnetic ordering and show

paramagnetic character. The elements Fe, Ni, and Co and many of their aIloys are typLeal

ferromagneticmaterials.

Two distinct characteristles of ferromagneticmaterials arc:

• spontaneons magnetLntlon and

• the existence of magnetiCordering temperature (Curie tempcrarure)

The spontaneous magnetization is the net magnetization that exists inside a uniformly

magnetized microscopic volume in the abscnce ofa field. The magnitude of this magnetization,

at OK,is dependent on the spin maguetic moments of electrons. The saturation magnetization is

the maximum induced magnetic moment that can be obtained in a magnetIc field (H"J; beyond

this field no further increase in magnetization occurs. Saturation magnetization is an intrinsic

property, indep~"Ildentof particle size but dependr:ntOntemperature.
Even though electronic cxchange forces in fcrromagnets arc very large, thermal energy

evcntually ovcrcomes the exchange and produces a randomizing effect. This OCCursat a

particular temperature called the Curie temperature (T,). Below the Curie temperature, the
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fcrromagnet is ordered and aoove j~ disordcred. Thc saturation mab'Iletization goes to zero at

the Curie temperature. The Curie temperature is also an intrin,ic properry.

1
X

T

Figure 1.3 The inverse sU5ceplibihty varies with temperalure Tfor (aJ paramagnelic.
(b) ferromagnetic, (c)ferrimagnelic, (d) antiferramagnelic malertais. TN
and 1~are Nee/temperature and Curie temperature, reSpeCtively.

4. Antiferromagnctism

Antiferromagnetie material aligns the magnetic momcnts in a way that all moments are anti"

parallel to each other, the net moment i~ zero. The anti-ferromagnctic susceptibility is followed

by the Curie-Weiss law with a negative e as in equation (2.14). Thc invcrsc susceptibility as a

function of temperature is shown in Fig. 2.3(d). Common examples of materials with

anliferromag:netic ordering: include MnO, FeO, CoO and NiO.

5. Fcrrimagnelism

Ferrinulgnetic material has the same anti-parallel alignment of magnetic moments as an

antiferromagnetic material does. However, the magnitude of magnetic moment in one direction

differs from that of thc opposite direction. As a result, a net magnctic moment rcmaitlS in the

absence of external magnetic field. The behavior of susceptibility of a ferrimagnelic malerial

also obeys Curie-Weiss law and has a negative e as well in Fig. 2.3(c). In ionic compounds,

such as oxides, mOre complex forms of magnetic ordering can occur as a resull of the crystal

structure. The magnetic structure is composed of two magnetic sublattices (called A and B)
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separated hy oxygens. The e~change interactions are mediated by the o>'y~",n"nions. When this

happen<, the interactions are called indirect or ,nperexchange intcr"ction;. The strongest

superexchange interactions result in an antiparallel alignment of 'pins be(ween (he A and B

sublanice. In ferrimagnets, the magnetic moment, of the A and II sublattice, are not equal and

result in a net magnetIC moment. Ferrimagnetisl11 is therefore similar to ferromagnetism. It

e~hibits all the hallmarks of ferromagnetic behavior like spontaneous magnetization, Curie

temperature, hy,teresis, and remanence. However, ferro- and ferrimagnets have very different

magnetic ordering.

Magnetic Field

Figure 2.4 Hy8tersis loop

2.1.5 Hysteresis Loop

In addition to the Curie temperature and saturation magnetization, ferromagnets and

ferrimagnets can retain a memory of an applied field once it is removed. This behavior is called

hysteresis and a plot of the variation of magnetization with magnetic field is called a hysteresis

loop.

Another hysteresis property is the Cllercivity of remMnenCe (H,) as in Fig. 2.4. This is the

reverse field which, when applied and then removed, reduces the saturation remanence to zero.

It is always larger than the coercive force. The initial susceptibility (;wl is the magnetization

obsetved in low fields, on the order of the earth's field (50-100 J-lT). The various hysteresis

paramelers are not solely intrinsic properties but are dependent on grain size, domain state,

stresses, and temperature. llecause hysteresis parameter> ere depenMnt on grain size, they are

useful for magnetic grain sizing of natural samples.
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2.1.6 Magnetic Domain.I'

In 1907 Weiss proposed that a magnetic material con,i'ts of physically distinct reglOn,

called domains and each of "hich was magnetically 3aturated ;n difTercnl directions ([he

magnetic moments arc oriented in a fixed direction) a3 shown schematically in Fig-, 2.5, Even

eaeh domain is fully m"b'lletized but the materia; as a whole may have zero magnetization. The

external applied field alig-n3the domains, 30 there i, net moment. At low fields this alignment

occurs through the growth of some domains at the cost of less favorably oriented ones and the

intensity of the magnetization increase3 rapidly. GrO"'1h of domains stops as the saturation

region i3 approached and rotation of unfavorably alig-ned domain occur". Domain rotation

requires more energy than domain growth, In a ferromagnetic domain, there is parallel

alignment of the atomic moments. In a ferrite domain, the net moment, of the antiferromagnetie

interactions are spontaneously oriented parallel to each other.

Figure 2,5 lIIus/raiion of domains inferromagnelic malerials.

12 "Domains typically contain from 10 to 10 atoms and are separated by domain boundaries

Or walls called Bloch walls. The formation of domains altows a ferro or ferri_material to

minimize its lotal magnetic energy. The magnetic energy is compo3ed of3evera! types of energy

[2.2,2.3]:

i). Magnetostotic or demagnetization energy: The magnetized material behaves like a magnet,

with a surrounding magnetic field. This field act3 to magnetize the material in the direction

opposite from its own magnetization, causing a magnetostatie energy whieh depends on the

shape of the material. This magnetostatic energy can be reduced by reducing the net external

field throug-h the formation of domains inside the material.

ii) Magnetocrystafljne anisotropy energy: In some materials the domain magnetization tends to

align in a particular crystal direction (the so-called easy axis). The material is easiest to
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magneti7e to 3aturation or demagnetize from saturation If the field is applied along an ea3Yaxis

The energy difference bc(ween aligning the domain in (he easy and another direction (hard

direction) is called magne(ocrystaliine ani3otropy ~ncrgy. Aniso(ropy energy i, the energy

needed to rotate the moment from (h. easy direction to a hard dirc~tion. For materials with

cubic cry,talline structure (such a, ferrite,), the energy is expresscd in t~rms of anisotropy

constants and the di rection to which the magnetization rotates,

E, =K, sin' 8+K) ran' e..
,"")'.'"'E. =K,(a,-«, +a;::O'; +a) an +K,("',"a,a; +..

(h~:<ason~1strucmre)

(cubic 3truettlre)

where, K is the anisotropy constant, e is the angle between thc easy axis and the direction of

magne(illltion, and a's are the direction cosines, which are the ratios of the individual

components of the magnetization projected on each axis divided by the magnitude of the

magnctillllion. A ery,tal is higher in anisotropy energy when the magnetization points in the

hard direclion rather than along the easy direction. The formation of domains permits the

magnetization to point along the easy axis, resulting: in a decrease in the net anisotropy energy.

c) Magnelo,'lrietive energy: In a magnelic field, the material may change its dimensions on lhe

order of several parts per million. Thi, change in dimension results in what is called

magnetostriclive energy, which is lowered by a reduction in the size of the domains, requiring

the formalion of more domains.

d) Domain wali energy: This is energy resulting from the increase or decrease in the width of

the wall, due to the growth/shrinkage of domains.

The magnetization in a domain changes by two mechanisms: rotation of the magnetic dipoie,

toward the direction of the applied ficld and change in the domain volume. In the Hrst case, a

certain amount of anisotropy energy is needed to rotate the magnelization in a crystal from the

easy to another axis. In the second mechanism, the volume of the domain changes, changing its

conlribution to the bulk magnetillltion, while the magnelizalion direction is unchanged. The

change in the magnelization intensity of a domain depends on how close its direclion is to lhe

direction of the applied field. if the magnetization direClion is close, the intensity in the domain

increru;es, whereas if it is fM, the intensity decreases,

The domain volume ehang<:s due to motion of the domain wall. Thi, movement i, originated

by a torque that rotates the moments of the domain in line with the Held, moving the center of

the wall toward !he domain opposed to the Held. Consequently, the volume of the domains

whose direction i, favorable is increased whereas the domains with unfavorable direction

decrease in volume [2.2J. in order to explain !he fact thaI ferromagnetic material, with
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~ponlaneouS magnetization could exist in the dem.rlgndi;m1 S!lIteWC'i~ prtI\lO$I:Iithe eona:pl of

m~ic donu!irt'l. The rnmgnetiZlltionwithin the dOJllll.ini. Slllu..tcd llfId will.1Wl1)"-lie in the

easy direction of magnniZillion whm lh= is no cX1mI:I1tyapplied field. The direction of the

dorn3in alignment IlCrDS.II large volume of material is mon: or les. mndom Il1Idhence the

magnetiZlllion of IIspecimen tlIIl be =0.

Mllgndic domlli"" c.,iJl in order 10m1~ the energy of the ')'SImI. II unifonnly rnngnetizrd

specimen It! silo"," in Fig. 2.6 (II) 11MIllargc magnetMlll!ic energy Mwcillled with it 'nm i. the

mull of the ~ of mag:lldic free pole$ II the surface of the specimen gcnen.ting a

~zing field. H~From the con\'elltion adopted for the definition of the magnetic

mlllllcfll for lll'lllgllelic dipole the msgneti.z:!tion w1lhin the .pec:imcn points from the south pole

to the north pole, while Ihe dil'l'll;lionof tho:rMgnnic (oeld points from north to south. Therefore,

the demagTlf:tizing field i. in oppmilion 10 the megneti_ion orllle specimen. The magnitude of

H~is okpo:ndent on 1he geomeuy IIId magndiUlion of 1he spedmm In gerlenlt If the: lI'IllIplc

tw a high length 10 diameter ratio (and is magnetized in the long axis) II1en the delnllglldirl"8

field and the I11llgnetostalicenergy ",ill be low.

(0)

(iii"

~)

Ii S Ii S
'-VV

(0) •(d)

FIj:IIrr 1.6 .~t; Uhmr<Zllcwl of 1Mbrft'! "I' of "'agrteft:mlM bIllJ domtJlM «IJ .1ngI~
11om"/,,, (b) no.••domafm. (c) ji>Iu dnmaf= and (tf) dmlUt' """af=.

The' break up of the magnctlntion into 1"0 domaim 1:1illlZS!nJledin figun: 2.6(b) ~\ICC'S the

magnctostalic energy by h3.1r.In fllCl if the I11lIgnctbmlks down into N dom,irtl lhm the

magnctosWic rncq:y is ~ucal by a fllClOl'of lIN. Itena: figun: 2.6(.:) h3.. & qu,,,ter of the

megr>etomtic er>niY of Fig. 2.6(&). Figun: 2.6(d) sllo""5 a c1",= domain 5lJuctun: when: lhe

magnetool&tic energy is zero, 110"".",., this is only p<.mible fur IIllItmab thlll do not hlIve a
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strong unia'tial anisotropy, and the neighbouring domains do OO!have to be at 180" to each

other.

1.1.7 Structure of dOl1Ulin wall

The introduction of a domain raises lhe overall energy of the system, therefore the division

into domains only continue, while the reduclion in magnetostatic energy is grealer thao lhe

energy required to form the domain walL The energy associated with a domain wan is

proportional to its area. The schematic representation of the domain wall, shown in Fig. 2.7,

illuslmles that the dipole moments of the atoms within the wall are not pointing in the easy

direction of magnetization and hence are in a higher energy state. In addilion, the alomie dipoles

within the wall are not at 180" to each other and sO lhe exchange energy is also raised within the

wall. Therefore, the domain wall energy is an intrinsic property of a material depending on the

degree of magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the ,t,ength of the exchange intemction between

neighbouring atoms. The lhickness of lhe wall will also vary in ,ciation to theae parameters, as

strong magnetocrystaJline anisotropy will favor a narrOW wall, whereas a strong exchange

interaction will favor a wider wall.

Figure 1.7Schema';" repre"enlation of a filii" domain wall

A minimum energy can therefore be achieved with a specific number of domains within a

specimen. This number of domains will depend on the size and shape ofthe sample (which will

affect the rnagnetostatic energy) and the intrinsic magnetic properties of the material (which will
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affect the magnelOstatic energy and the domain wali energy). FelTOmagnetic materials get their

magnetic propertIes not oniy bccause (heir atoms carry a magnellc moment but also hecause the

matenal is made up of ,mall reglons known as maguetic domallls. In each dOmalll, all of the

atomic dipoles are coupled together m a preferentlal d'reetion. Doting solidifi~~tion, a trillion or

more atom moments are ahgned parallel \0 that the magnetic forec within the ,iomain is strong

in one dIrection. Ferromagnetic materials are said to be charactenzed by "spontaneous

magnetlzatlOll" smce they 0 btam "aturallon magnetization in each 0 f thc domains without an

external magnetIc field bemg applied. Even though the domains arc magnetieally saturated, thc

bnlk material may not show any SIgnSof magnetism because the domains develop thcmselvcs

and are randomly onemed relative to cach other.

Ferromagnetic materials become magnetized when the magnetic domai", withill the material

are aligned. This can be done by piacillg th~ material In a strong external magnetic field or by

passing eiectricai curren! through the material. Some or all of the domains can become aligned.

The more dommlls that are aligned, the stronger the magnetic field in the materiaL When all of

the dOmalllS are aligned, the material IS smd to he magnetically saturated. When a material IS

magnellcally saturated, no addItional anlount of external magnellzatlon force will canse an

Increase in its internal ievel of magnetization. Tn an ullmagnetized sample of material, the

domains point in random dire<:tions, or form closed loops, so that therc is uo overall

magnetization of the sample. III a magnetized sample, the domains are aligned so that theIr

maglletic effects combine to produce a strong overall magnetism.

2.1.8 Theories of initial permeability

For high frequency applications, the desirable property of a ferrite is the high initial

pmllcabi1ity with low Im.s. The prcsent goal of the most of the recent ferrite researches is to

fulfill this requirement. The imtial permeabihty j..I,is defined as the derivative of mduction B

with respe<:t to the initial field H in the demagnetization state.

dB
jJJ= dH,H---joO,B~O (2.15)

At microwave frequency, and aiso iu low anisotropic amorphous materiais, dB and dH may be

in differeut directions, the permeability thus a tensor character. In the case of amorphous

nlaterials contain;ng a large llumber of randomly oriented magnetic atoms the permeability w,i!

be scalar. As we have

B=I4(lI+M)

and susceptibility,

(2.16)
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x=<L'.f ,=~(£-HJe-1(,u-l) (2.17)
dH dH Po !-'.

lbe magnetic cnc,",,')'den,ity

E=_l [H.dB

'"
(2.18)

For llme hamlOlllc field, H = H, "in())/, the dissipalion Can be de,cribed by a phase diITerenee

II between H and B. In the case of permeability, defined as lhe proportional eonslant belween

lbe magnetic field induction B and applied inlenslty H;

(2.19)

rfa magnetic materlallS subjected to an ac magnellc field as we get,

B-Be'.- , (2.20)

Then it IS observed that the magnetic flux density E experiences a delay. This is caused due 10

lhe presence of various losses and is thus expressed as,

(2.21)

where S is the phase angle and marks the delay of B with re'peetlO H, lhc permcability is then

given by

Bpe_
H

B ,(••-8)
"Il ,j"'o

B -"
"
H,

= B. coso -i B. sino
Ho H,

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

where !-l = ~eoso
H,

and fl'=~sino
H,

The real part fl' of complex penneability fl as expressed In equanon (2.23) represenls the

component of induclion E, which is in phase with H, so it corresponds to tl'e normal

permeabillty. If there are no losses' we should have!-, = fl' .The imaginary parr fl' corresponds

to that parr 0 f B, which i s delayed by phase 0 from H, The presence of such a Componenl



(2.25)
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requires a supply of energy to mainta,n the alternation magnetization, regal'dle,,, of the origm of

delay. It is useful to introduce the loss factor or loss tangent (tan J). The ratio of J'" to Ji, as

i, ~\'ident from equation givcs,

.&sinJ
p' H

" - tanJ,i B• -' cosJ
H,

Thi, tan J is called the loss factor. The Q-factor or quality factor is defined as the reciprocal of

this loss factor i.e.

I
Q--- (2.26)

- tanJ

•
And the relative quality fuctor =.....!!....-. The behavior of 1./ and fl' versus frequency is called

tanJ

the complex permeability spectrum. The initial permeability of a ferromagnctic substance is the

combtned effect of the wall permeability and rotational penneabilitymechanism.

2.2 Soft Magnetic Materials

TIle wide variety of magnetic matenals can be dIvided mto two groups, the magnetically soft

and the magnetically hard. Soft magnetiC materials are those materials that are easily

magneti,ed and demagnetised, Soft magnetic matcrials have low magnetocrystal1ine anisotropy

resulting in reduced co.reivity and high permeability. They typically have mtrinsic coercivity

less than 1000 Am", 'Thcy arCused primarily to enhance and/or channel the flux produced by an

electric current. The main parameter, often used as a I1gnre or merit for soft magnellc materials,

IS the high rc1ative permeability (u,., where)1, = BIIUl), which ISa measure of how readily the

materia! responds to the applied magnelie field. The other mam parameter, of mterest are the

ooercivity, the saturation magnetisation and the electrical conductivity.

The types of applications for soft magnetic materials fan into two main categories: AC and

DC. In DC applications the material is magnetised in order to perform an operation and then

demagneti'ed at the conclusion of the operation, e,g, an electromagnet on a crane at a scrap yard

will be switched on t 0 attract the scrap steel and then SWItched 0 ff to d rop t he s tcc!. In A C

apphcatlOns the material will be continuously cycled from being magnetised in one direction to

the other, throughout the period of operation, e.g. a power >opply transformer. A high

penneability will be desirable for each type of application but the significance of the other

properties varies.

•
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For DCa pphcations t he main c onsiderntion for material" eJection is most likely to be the

permeab,lity This would be the case, for example, In shielding applicalion" wh~'IOlhc flux mUSl

he channelled thmugh the materiaL Where the malenal is used 10 generale a magnctic fidd or to

creale a force thon lhc "alurntion ma!,'U.li,ation may also be sigm ficant, For AC applications the

importanl consideration is how muoh cn.rgy is 10Sl in the system as the material LS cycled

around its hysl<:rc,is loop. Tho ~"[]~"[!''Yloss can originate from three different sourceI' (1)

hysleresis loss, which is related to the area conlained "ilhin tho hystcresis loop; (2) eddy current

loss, which IS related to the generation of electric currents in the magnetic malerial and thc

associated resistive losse' and (3) anomalous loss, which is related to lhe movemenl of domain

walls "lthin the matenaL Hy,tere,i, losses can be reduced by the reduction of thc intrinsic

cocrcivity, with a consequent reduction In the area contained ",lhin the hysteresis loop. Eddy

current losses can be reduced by decreasmg the electncal conductivity of the material and by

laminating the material, which has an influence on ovcrall conductivity and is Important

bel:ause 0 fskm effect, at higher frequency. Finally, the anomalous losscs can be reduced by

having a completely bomogenoous material, w,thm "inch there will be no hindrJncc to the

motion of domain walls.

1.1.1 Softlerrites

At high frequency metallic soft magnetic materials simply cannot be used due to the eddy

current losses. Therefore, soft fcrritcg, whieh are ceramic insulators, become the mo,t desirable

material. l1'ese mJterial, are ferrimagnetie with a cubic crystal structure and the geneml

composition MO.Fe,O" where M" a transitIOn m~iJI sueh as nickel, manganese, magnesium or

zinc. The magneticaJly ,oft ferntes first came into comnK'feiai productton in 1948,

MnZn ferrite, .old commcrciJl1y as fcrroxcube, can be nsed at frequencies up to lOl\.1Hz, for

example in telephone signal transmitters and receive" and in ."itch mode powcr supplics (also

referred to JS DC-DC convertcrs). For these type of apphcation the driving forec to increase

[requen~y is to J110wminiaturiSJtion.

Additionally, part of the family of soft ferritcs, are the microwave ferrites, e.g. yttrium iron

garnet. Thcoc [errites are used in the freqnency nmge from l00l\.1Hz to 5000Hz, for waveguidcs

for electromagnetic radiation and m microwave devices such as pha,e .hillers.

1.1.1 Cubic lerrites with spinel structure

Thc cubic ferrite has the general formula MO.Fe,OJ where M is one of the d,valent cations of

the transition elements such as Mn, NI, Mg, Zn, Cd, Cu, Co etc. A combinJtion of these ion, is
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also possible JIld it can be named as solid ,olution of two ferrites or mixed spinel ferrite,_

Generally, M represents a combination of ions which has an average ,aleney of two, The

trivalent iron ion in Mo.Fe,O, can partially be replaced by another trivalent ion such as AI'. or

C?+, giving rise to mixed crystals. The structure of ferrite is derived from the mineral Mg-AI,O,

determined by Bragg [2.4]' These ferrites crystallize in the FCC spinel structure. The spinel

lattice is composed of a close-packed oxygen arrangement in which 32 oxygen ions fonn the

unit cell (the smallest repeating unit in the crystal network). These anion> arc packed in a f"ce

centered cllbic (FCC) arrangement leaving two kinds of spaces l>etween anions: tetrahedrally

coordinated sites (1\), surrounded by four nearest oxygen atoms. and octahedrally coordinated

sites (B), surrounded by ,ix nearest neighoor oxygen atoms. These are illustrated in Fig, 2,8, Tn

total, there are 64 tetrahedral sites and 32 octahedral sites in the unit cell, of which only 8

tetrahedral sites and 16 octahedral sites are occupied, resulting in a structure that is electrically

neutral [2.2,2.3].

00
Figure 2.8 Schemalic of two Jubcells of a unit cell of Ihe spinel '(rue/ur<.

showing octahedra! and tetrahedrai sites,

The localization of ions either in the A or B sites depend, fundamentally on the ion and

lattice sizes. Also it has been observed to depend on the lemperature and the orbital preference

for specific coordination. In general, divalent Ions are larger than trivalent ions. This is because

tri'a!ent ion nuclei produce greater electrostatic attraction, hence their electron orbits contract
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Thc octahedral sites are larger that the tetrahedral S1leS,thus, the divalent IOn.' are localized in

the octahedral sItes whereas triva1cnt ions are IIIthe tetrahedral ,itc, [2,2 J.

According to !he site occupancy of the metal LOll<,the spinel f~TIites are c1a,s,f1ed as (a)

I\ormal ,pinel; where the tetrahedral A-site, are occupied by divalent metal ions and !rlvaIent

ions occupy B sites. A maJO"ty of thesc ferrites present paramagnetic behavior, (b) inverse

spinel; "here all the dlvalenl Lons are prc,ent in the octahedral site ",hilc trivalent IOns are

located On both A and B "te,. The spin moments of the trivalent 10ns in an inverse spinel are

canceled (direction of moment (}nA sites is opposed to B site,) whereas the spm moments of

the dlvalent ions are aligned, resultmg m a net magnctie moment [2.3] and (e) mixed ,pinel;

where d'valent ions are present both in tetrahedral and octahedral sites.

The cubic ferrite IS easlly magnetized and demagnetized; it has high penneabillty and

saturation magnetization, low electrieal conductivity, and the anisotropy en~Tgy is dominated by

the anisotropy constant K,. If K, is greater than zero, the easy direction lS the cnbe edge

directlon (100) whereas if K, is l",s !han zero, the body dire<;tion is preferred (111). For most

ferrites the value ofKL is negative, with the exception of cobalt ferrite [2.2J.

2.2.3 Cation distribution inferrites

The cation distribution in the spinel ferrite Me" FeHO. can be as follows [2.2]:

• Normal splllel ferrite

The Me"+ cations are in tetrahedral positions, while the two Fe" cations are in octahedral sites

which is rcprescnted as (Mc'''},(FeH]I\O •.

• Inverse spinel fernIe

In thlS case the Me" cation and one of the FeH callOllS arc in octahedral positIOns whlle the

second Me" cahon occupies tetrahedral sites. The arrangement is as (Fe")A[Me>+FeH]"O •.

• Mixed spinel ferrite

The arrangement of the fonn (Fe:::' Me;') A[Fe;:,Me~:' 1. 0:- is often referred as mixed spinel,

where 1:\ is called the inversion parameter, 1:\ ~ 0 for completely normal and 1:\ ~ 1 for completely

inverse spinels 0 < 1:\ < 1 for mixed spinels.

lbe factors affecting the cation distribution OverA and B sites are as follows [2.2]

• the size of the cations

• the electronic configurations ofthe catIOns

• the electronic energy

• the saturation magnetization of the lattice
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Smaller calions (tnvalent) prefer to occupy lhc A-sites. The cation, have special preference for

A and B sites and lhe preference dL'pendson the fnllowing factors:

• ionic radius

• size ofinlCrstices

• sintering tempCTalure

• orbilal preference for the speCificcoordination

Zn'>, Cd'+, Ga'., In", Ge" etc, have stmng preference for A-sites while Ni", Ct", n'+, Sn"

ele. have the preference for B-.ites, Mg", Fe", AI'+,Mn"', Cu", Co" are distributed among A

and B-sItes. Moreover, the electrostatic energy also alfCClsthe cation dislrihution in the spincl
iauice.

2.2.4 Magnetic exchange interaction

The exchaoge energy between !he two atoms having spins S, and SJ Can be expressed

lUIiversally in tenus of Heigenbnrg Hamiitonian [2.51

H~-L.juS"S, (2.27)

where, J, the exchange inlegral represent, the strength of the exchange coupling bClween the

'pin angul.,. momentum i an j. It is well known that the favored situation is the one wilh the

lowest energy and there are two ways in which the wave function:; can combine for lowering the

energy by H. These are:

If Jij is positive, the parallel spin conOgllration will minimize the sysrem total energy and all

spins aligned to each other in the ground state, 'fhi. is the C<lseleading to ferromagnetic
ordering.

if J,j is negative, J'J favors the antip,,,allel alignmcnt of spins and con,equently gives ri,e 10

anliferromagnetie ordering.

1.2.5 Superexchange interaction

The magnetic interaction in magnetic oxide (ferrites) can not be explained on the basis of

direct exchange interaction becHuseoflbe following hcts:

• The mab'lletic ions are I""ated too far apart from each other shielded by lhe nonmagnetic

anion (oxygen). Thi, is bec.-.usethese arc not band type semiconductor r2.6]. The non_

magnetic anion is situated in the linejoining magnetic cation"

• Superexehange inreractions appear, i,e., indirect exchange via ""ion p-orbitais that may

be strong enough to order the magnelic moments.

•

.' t•••
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Figure 2,9 Three major types of mpercrchange interaelians in .pine/Jerri!", are
asJallow.: JAB,J8BandJAA The small empry circle is A sile, Ihe
.mall solid circle is B sile, and the large emply circle IS oxygen anion

Ferrimagnetie oxides are one kind of magnetic systems in which there exist at least two
inequivalent sub1artices for the magnetic ions, The antiparallcl alignment between these

sublattices (ferrimagnetic ordering) may occur provided the inler_.'ublatlice exchange

interactions are antiferromagnetic (AF) and some requirements concerning the signs and

strengths of the intra-sublattiee interactions are fulfilled. Since usually in ferrimagnetic oxides

the magnetic cations are surrounded by bigger oxygen anions (almost excluding the direct

overlap between cation orbital,) magnetic interactions occur via indirect superexchange

mediated by the p oxygen orbitals. It is well-knonwn that the sign of these superexchange

interactions depends both on the electronic structure of the cations and their geometrical

arrangement [2.7]. In most of ferrirnagneticoxides, the crystallographic and electronic structure

give rise to antiferromagnetic inter and in!ra-sublattice competing interactions. lb. magnitude

of negative exchange energIes between two magnetic ions M and M' depends upon the

distances from these ions to the oxygen ion 0'., via which the superexchange takas place, and
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on the angle M-O"-M' (~). According to the supereXchilJl[!;Ctheory, the angle ~~180o gives ri,e

to tile gr~"test exchange energy, and th" energy ,Iecreases very rapidly as the distance hetw~""

the Ions iJler~ase,. If A and B are the tetrahedral and octahedral ions respectively In a 'pinel

,tmclure, thc A-B interaction i, the greatest and A-A exchange ,ntera~tion is the weakest [2,5].

2.2.~Two sublattices in spineljerrites

lbe tenn "magnetic ,ublattice" IS ,,,idely used in the study of magnetic structures of the

whole spectrum of magnetic materials [2.8J. In the case of ferromagnetic materials, the

"magnetic ,ublattlcc" is exactly the same as the crystal structure and no problem arises, In the

case of antiferromagnetic" the importance of the direction of the magnetic moment, i, evident

and makes clear the existence of two magnetic sub lattices, a, for example, in MnO. The

difference between the two magnetic sublathces is the directlOn of their magnetic moment.

How~ver, ferrimagnetic materials are considerably more complex and the appllcation of the

molecular field theory to spinels has pointed to the problem of a elear definition of the concept

of magnetic sublattices. In spinel ferritcs the metal ions are separated by the oxygen ions and the

exchange energy between spins of neighbonring metal ions is found to be negative, that is,

antiferromagnetic, TIus is explained in tenus ofsuperexchange interaction of the metallOns via

the intmmediate oxygen ions [2.9]. There arc a few points to line out about the mteraction

between two ions in tetrahedral (Al sites:

• The distance betwccn two A ions ( -3.5 A) is very large compared with their ionic

radiOliS (0.67 A for Fe'+),

• The angle A-O'- -A (4'- 79"38') is unfavorable for superexchange interaction [2.5],

,"d
• The distance from one A ion to 0'- is not the same as the distance from the other A ion

to 0'- as there 1Sonly One A nearest neIghbour to an oxygen ion (in figure 2.10, M and

M' are A ions, r - 3.3 A and q = L7 A) [2.51. As a result, two nearest A ions are

connected via hvo oxygen ions.

These considerations led us to the conclusion that superexchange interactIOn between A ions

is very nnlike1y. 11,i, conclusion together with the observation that direct exchange is also

unlikcly in this case [2.5] support the assumptlOn that h.•._0 in the spinel ferrites. According

to Ned's theory, the total magnetization ofa ferrite divided into two suhlauiccs A and B is:

(2.28)

,,'here, T is the temperature, MB(T) and MA(T) are A and B sublattice magnetizations. Both

MB(D and M.•.{T) are given in terms of the BnHouin function Bsc (xi);

f
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Mo(T) ~ Me(T ~ 0) B,,,(xd

MAO) ~ MA(T ~ OJ B'A(XA)
wilh

(2,29)

(2.30)

(2.31)

(2.32)

The molecular field coefficients, N 'J' arerelatcd to the exchange constants J'J by the following

expression,

(2.33)

with nj the number of magnetic ions per mole in the jth sublattiee, g the Lande factor, '-'8 is the
Bohr magncton and Zijthe number of near<:st neighbours on the j'" sublattiec that interact with
thc i'" ion.

M'

M'

Figu", 2 10 Schemi,ic repre,<ntalian of ;00'-' .II and .II' ""d ,he D. ion through .••hich
'he supe=c/umge i.made. R ""d q are ,he centre to centre di.,tance"
from M and M' resp<ctiv<iy to d' and (Jr, the ongle between tbem
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According to Neel's theory "nd using JM ~ 0, equaling the inverse su,cepubil1t}' 1/): ~ 0 at T ~

1, we obtain fol' the coeffieicnts of the molecular field theory NABand 1':n[lof the following

expreSSlOn:

N _~_ C,N~.
"-C l'

, c

(2,34)

whel'e, CA and Cn are the Curie constJnts for each sublattice. Equations (2,28) and (2.34)

constitute J set of equations with two unknown, NABand NBB,provided thJt M,\ and MB are a

known function ofT.

2.3Magnetic Structure of Substituted Ferrites

2.1.1 Nee/'s colUne4r model ollerrites

Soft ferrites belong to the cnbic spinal structure. According to Neel's theory, the magnetic

ions are assnmed to be distnbuted among the tetrahedral A and octahedral B-sites of the spinel

structnre. The magnellc structure of such crystals essentially depends npon the type of magnetic

ions residing on the A artd B s,tes and the relativc strengths of the inter. (JAB) and intra-

subla[tice exchange interactlOns (JM, ]B")' Negativc exchange interactions eXist between A-A,

A-B and B-B ions. When A-B antiferromagncllc intcraction is the dominartt one, A and H_

sublartice1l will be magnetized in opposite direction below a transition temperature. When the

A-A (or B-B) interaction is dominant, Neel found that the above tramition will not takc place

and he conclnded thJt the substance remaillS pararllilgnetic down to the lower temperature. Bu!

this conclusion was not correct, as in the prcsenec of strong interactions, some kind of ordering

may be expected to occur at low temperature as claimed by Yafet and Kittel [2.1OJ-

2.3.2 Non-collinear model

In general, all the interactions are negativc (antifcrromagnctic) with IJABI"iJ"BI"IJAAI.Tn such

sitnation, collinear or Nee! type of ordering is obtained. yaret and Kittel theoretically

collSideroo the stability of the gronnd state of magnetic ordering, taking all the three exchJnge

interJtions into account and concluded that beyond a certain vJlue of J",,/],", the stable

structure wa\ a non-collinear triangnlar configuration of moment wherein the H-site moments

are oppositely canted relative to the A-site moments. Later on UYOllS eL al. [2.11J extending

thcse theoretical consideratiollS showed that for nonnal splnel the lowest energy wrrespond to

conical spinal strucmre for thc value of 3JaRS,J2JMSA greater than unlty. Initially one can
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illIderstand why the collinear Nee! ,truetme gets perturbed when J"1>11,,, ,ncrea,es. Sincc all

these three exchange in(~Tation, me negatlve (favnring amiferromagnellc alignment of

moments) the ,nter_ and intra-subiattice exchange interaction compete wIth each other in

aligning the moment dLrectLon in the subiattice. This is one of the ori~~n, of topolog,cal

fmstralion in the spinel latlJce. Ily selective magn~iie directions of say A-subiattice one can

effectively decrease the Lnf1uenee of JAB vis-a-vis J"ll and tbu., perturb the Neel ordenng, The

first neutron diffmctlOn study of sueh system i.e., Zn,Ni,.,Fe,o. was done at Trombay [2.12]

and ,t was shown to have the Y.K type of magnetic ordermg foiiowed by Neel ordering before

passing on to the paramagnetic p",,"c [2.13].

It wa., found that ferrites Vvhichhave been substituted sufficiently with non-magnetic atoms

showed significant departure from N eel c oiiinear m ode!' These t heoretieai m odds h ave been

nsed to explain these departnres;

• a paramagnetic centre model In which a number of magnelJe nearest neighbours

determines whether a magnetic ,on remains paramagnetic Or contributes to the

magnetization

• a unifonn spin canting relative to the average magnetization and

• a localized eanting where the canting angle ofa magnetic ion spin depends on the local

magnetic environment

The discrepancy in the Neel's theory was resolved by Yafet and Kittel [2.10] and they

fonnulated the non-collinear model offcrrimagnetism. They concluded that the ground state at

OKmight have one of the followmg configurations:

• have an antiparallel arrangement of the spins on two sites

• conSists of tnangular arrangements of the spins on the sublattices

• an anllferromagnet,c in each of the sites separately.

2.1.3 Re-entrant spin glass behaviour

When a piece of material i, cooled down ,ts constltuent atoms or molecules become more

and more ordered, Some syst=, however, seem to become d'sordered again when the

temperature continues to decrease. Such a behavior is comIllonly referred to as reentrant

transition, because the system reenters a disordered phase when lowering the tempenl.tnrc.

When such a system is cooled from a high temperature, it first exhibits a transition from

paramagnet,c (PM) to a ferromagnetic (FM) phase. Upon further lowering the temperatnre, the

spins are progressively frozen below a freezing temperature Tf The low temperature spin frozen

state is called a reentrant SPlll glass (SO) or mixed state, in which ferromagnetic order i, argued
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to coexiSI 'Wilhspin-glMs orucr [2,14. 2, I 5J. If the cooling proceeds, a trat\<Itiot\ to a RSG phMc

occurs. For cu",parison. in a diluted spm glass, spins freeze dlrectly from a paramagnelic Slate,

11\LSconlradicTOry bchavi"r was fi",t scon in binary liqmd mixtures [2 16]. After tilal il has b~en

ob,erved and inve'tlgated ln a varicly of differ~nt physi~al systems. e,g., magnet, [2 17],

,npereonductors [2.18], and liquid ctyslal, [2,19). When there LS a majorLty of thc

ferromagnclic mteractions and a minority of the antiferromagnetlc ,nteractions to crC<\te

snbstantial spin frustration effect, the sitnation may dra'tlcally change, Snch random ,pin

systcms arc called a reentrant ferromagnet. 111e system exhibits two phase transitions at TJ<5G

and T, (T,> TRSc): thc reentnmt spin glass (RSO) phase below T,sG and the ferromagnetic (FM)

phase between l-.,'i<) and T,. ln a reentrant spin glass. the fact that the FM slatc OCCurSat higher

temperatures than the SO state suggests largcr entropy for the FM state than for the SO state

[2.20].

111e usual mechanism for reentrance is thc cxistence of interactions that are capable of

lowering the entropy in some hidden way whilc at thc s arne time reducing the energy of the

'ystem. Reentrant b-ehavlOur in random ferromagnetg has been obscrved in many systerrn,

Neutron scattering on EU,Sr,_,S [2.21] has indicated that the long rangc onkr disappears at

temperatures below tile reentrant irreversibilitics. This suggests a transition to a low temperature

reentrant phase. This phase shonld be characterized by lack of long range ferromagnetic order

and a diverging 'pin glass correlation length.

2.3.4 Spin glass behaviour

The introduction of randomne,.' and dlsorder may dramatically change the physical

properties of a magnetic materia!. Spin glasse, (SO's) are disordered magnetlC systems wtth

competing ferromagnetic and anti ferromagnetic interactions. The combination of randomness

with these competing interactions causes "spin frustration". Below a SO freezmg temperatnre

T•• a highly irreversible metastable frozen state oecurs without any usual long-range spatlal spm

order [2.20. 2,22. 2.23). Spin glass ""'liSfirst observed by Canclla and Mydosh [2.20] in 1972 by

observing a peak in the ac susceptibility, and predicted the existcnce of a phasc transition to a

low temperature "pm glass phase.

A spin glass is a magnetic mat.rial in which the exchange interaction, J" between atomic

spins, S" is a random variable, A positivc sign !av~~ an antiparallcl alignmen! of a .spin pair, I
while a negative sign favors an antiparallel alignment. A consequence of such random exchange r

'e--- __ _'_ .• _ _ ~ '
interactions between the momentg is a frustrated system, l.e., for a representative spin there ISno

ObVlOUSdlrectlon relative to its neighbonrs to ahgn

•
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ll--IJASj
(',J'

(2,J5)

If J" - 1> 0, parallel orientatIon ofthe spins is favouTcd and al low tempcra!urc. all ,pins

wiU be aligned ferromagnetically, Such a system has two phase" At temperature high compared

to J, the entropy dominates lhe energy and !he spins fluctuate almost independently. In tlJi,

paramagnetic phase, the expectation value of a spin is <S,> « > denotes the time average over

iong times). At temperature low compared to J, the energy dominates the entropy and the spins

of the system aro prcd"minantly aligned in tho sarno di",et;on, i,o. <5;> 0<0. This phase is called

ferromagnclic. A transition belWCenthe two pha.<esooeurs at a finite crilical tcmpcnllure, T,.

An order parameter is associated to the trallsition, with the proporty that it is zero above and

non-zero below tbe phase transition. For J'J - J< 0, tho low temperature phase is

antiferromagnetic with the spin. aligllcd anti-parallol. If J;j - 0, tho Hamiltonian de,cribe' a

S}'stembcing paramagnetic at all temperalllres.

If positive and negative interactions "'" mixed tbe situation becomes more complioated. Then

there is a possibilily that not all of the exchange interactions can be ,ati,f1ed simultaneously.

This property is called frustration [2.24]. An example of frustration is given in Fig. 2.11. Here

the frustration ari",,~ due 10 bond disorder, bill it may also arise from randomness In spin

positions (site disorder), If only a small fraction of tbe interaction, are of opposite sign tho

ground ,tale will still be ferromagnetic or antiferrom"gnelic, with only" smail fraction of the

spins misaligned. If the den,ity of positive and negative intelllOtion' an: comparable, the sy'tem

will be strongly frustrated. Such systems are called spin glasses (SG).

t+t
, ,, (a) ,

~-----:;--------jf

t-----+t
, ,
: : +, ,

t-----(~~-------~?
+ :,,

Figure 2.11 Examples of (aJ a" ""f",-"rared a.d (I)) af",-",ated
>pin "anfilfUraliun.

,
•
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Edwards and Anderson [2.25] proposed the following Hamiltonian to describo a spin-glass

H~-LAS,SJ+HLS, (2.36)
"Jl

where, H i, an applied magnetic field. The interaction, are random and 'ymmetrically

di.ordered around zero, i.e. [JiJl 9J and [jtJ ~]' ,The order parameler is not the same as in

the other models since the magnetization is zero without an external field. Edwards and

Anderson [2,25) proposed the order parameter q ~ [<S,>].

Ferrite, represent the most important and intcre'ting class of magnClic oxides where

magnetic diwroer and exchange rrustration, introduced by ,i7.e mismatch of calion, and

competition between 'upcrexchange interaction, amongst A and B site mOmL"Tlts,gives rise to

various kind of magnetic order [2.26].

In recenl years, aging dynamics, of SG systems has been e~ten"ively studied theoretically

[227,2.28] and expenmentally [20-33] The low temperarnre SG pha.", below a SG fr.ezing

!L'mpo,ature T, exhibits intriguing nOll-equiUbriwn dynamic, which is characterized by the

chaotic nalure and ageing b.haviQT,The zero-field SG n.ver reaohes equlIibrium. The noll-

equiHbrium character can be experimentally observed from an age_dependence of the magnetio

response. When the SO "ystem is quenched from a high temperatur. abovc the SG transilion

t.mpemture Tz to a low temperalUrc T below T, (tbis process is called the zoro-field coolcd

(ZFC) aging protocol), the initi.l state is nOl thermodynamically stable and relaxes to more

stable ~tate. The aging behaviors depend strongly on tbeir thermal history within the SO phase.

The rejuvenatiou (cbao,) and memory effects arc also significanl feature. of the aging

dynamics .. These effects are typically m.asured from the low froquency AC magnetic

susceptibility. The SO pbase is also susceptible to any perturbation in thc form of temperature

or field chan!,,,,,, which consequ.ntly, if large enough, .ffectively reinitializes the ageing

proce" (temperamre chaos). Both aging behavior and chaotic nature of the low t.mpcrature SG

phas. have bern viewed first as additional difficulty in the W1derstandingof SG's. Howev••, il

proved to be a key f.aturc of the SG behavior, offcring the unique opportunity to explore the

nature of the SO phase.
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2.4 Transport Properties

1.4.1 Conduction Mechanism inferrites

Ferrit., are ferromagnetic ,.miconductors that could be used in electronic devle.s. Tbe

increasing demand for low loss ferriles resulted in detailed investigations on conductivity and

on the influence of various substitutions on the electrical conductivity, thermocleclric power,

etc. The conduclion mccbanism in ferrites is quile different from that in semiconductors. In

ferrites, the temp.rarurc dependence of mobility aff.cts the conductivity and the carrier

concentration is almost unaffected by temperalur. variation. In semiconductors, the band lype

conduction occurs, where in ferrile" the cations are surrounded by closed paek oxygen anions

and as a Ii",t approximation can well b. treated as isolated from each otb.r, Tbere will be a litlie

direct overlap of the anion charge clouds or orbital. In olh.r words, the electrons associated with

particular ion will largely TCIllain isolated and hence a localized electron model is more

appropriate than a collective .lectron (band) model. This accounts for the insulat;ng nature of

[errile,. The,e racton. led to the bopping electron modol [234]. An appreciable conductivity iu

thcse ferr;tes is found to "" due to tho presenec of iron ion ions witb differ.nt valence stat.s at

crystallograpbicaliy different cquivalent lattic. sites [2.35]. Conduction is duc 10exchange oDd

electron, localized at the m.tal ion" from Fo" to Fe". Various models have been sugg.sted to

account for the electrical properties. These are as follows

• Hopping model of.loctrons

• Small polnron model

1.4.1 Hopping model of electrons

in [errite" thL'TCis a po..,ibility in exchanging vai.ncy o[ a eonsidcrable fraction of metal

ions and especially that of iron. The temperature dependence of conductivity arises only due 10

mobility and not due to the number of charge carriers in the sample. h is noted that [or bOWing

conduction mechanism;

• The mobility has a minimum value much lowor than the limiting value (0.1 cm'Ns)

taken as minimum for band OOT\duclion[2.36].

• The independence of Seebeck coefficienl on tempcro.ture i.' due to tbe fuct that in

hopping model the number of ehaTgCcarriers is fixed.

• Thermally actiVllted process with activation energy E, called hopping activation energy.

• Occurrence of n-p transitions with charge carriers in the: Fe" or oxygen concentration in

the system.

•
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2.4.3 Small polaron model

A small polaron is" detect occurred when an elecltonie earric, becomes trapped at a gi~en

site as a consequence of the displacement of adjacent atoms 01' ions, The entire dcfe~1 then

migratc. by an activated hopping mechani.m. Small polaron formation can take place in

mmerials whose conduction eleolrons belong to incomplete irmer (d or f) ,;hells which due to

small electron overlap, tend to form extremely narrow band. [2.37, 2-38]. The mIgration of

small polaron r.qui",s the hopping of both the electron and the polarized atomic configuratiQTl

from QTlCSilo to an adjacent SIte, The small polaron model al.o explains the low mobility,

temperature independ.nce of lh. Seebeck coefficient and thermally acti~ated hcpping.
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Chapter Three

Experimental Procedure

3.1 Compositions of the studied ferrite systems

In the present "",eamh, several compositions of Mg-based soft fcrritcs are synthesized,

characterized and investigated. The :forritesunder iuvestigation aTe,

• Mg1.xZn,Fe,O, (0< x < 1.0)

• Mgo,5>-YCu"ZfIo "O(Fe20J)n 91 ( Y~ O.OO~O.3S)

• Mgo lICU0.2oZfIo.410(Fe2_J\1nzO,)o 97(z ~ 0.0-- O. 10)

3.2 Sample preparation
The sample preparation of polycrystalline ferrites with optimrun desired properties is stiii a

complex and difficult task. Knowledge and control of the the ehemica! composition,

homogeinity and microstructure are very crucial. The preparation of polycrystaliine ferrites with

optimized properties has always demanded delicate handling and cautious approach. The ferrite

i, not completely defined by its chemistry and crystal structure but also requires knowledge and

controi of parameters of its microstructure such as grain size. porosity. intra- and intergmnuiar

distribution. ThCTCare many processing methods such as soHd smte reaction method [3.1]; high

enCTgybaH miiiing [3.2]; ,ol_gcl [3.3]; chemical co-precipitation method [3.4]; microwave

sintering method [3.5]; auto combuslion method [3.6] etc fur the preparation of polycrystalline

ferrite materials. They are mainly divided into two groups:

• Conventional c~'r.l.micmelhod, i.e, solid-state rcacl;on method, involves milling of

reactants followed by sintermg al elevated temperature range.

• Non-eonvcnlional method also called wct method. Among these processes there are

sol-gel synthesis, Chemical co_precipitation method, organic precursor method,

Reverse micelles mcthod, co-spray roastiog, activated sintering, etc.

.'
•
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We have synthe,ized almo'l all of our samples hy using the solid-stale reaction method. Three

ferrite nanoparticles have been syntbesiZC<1by u,ing the chemIca! co-precipitation method. The

two .,ample j>Teparationmethods are briefly described as below,

3.2.1 Solid State Reaction Method

The ferrite samples of different composition, have been prepared by the standard double

.iotering ceramic technique at Materials Science Division, Atomic Energy Centn:, Dhaka,

Bangladesh The starting material> for the preparation of the srudied compositions were in the

form of AR grade oxides (Fe,D" MgO, 2nD, CuD and Mn,O,) of E, Mark of Gennany. The

reagent oxide powders were weighed precisely according to their molecular weight. Intimate

mixing of tile materials WIlScarried out using agate mortar for 4 hours and lhcn ball milled in a

planetaJy ball mill in othyl alcohoi media fur 2 hours with stainless .teel balls of different .izes

in diameter, The slurry was dried and the dried powder was pressed into disc ,bape. Tbe di,e

shaped sample WIlSpre-,inlered at temperature between 875 to 1000 'C for 10 h at a heating

late of 4"Clminute in air to form ferrile through chemical reaction. The san'ple was then cooled

down to room temperature at the same mte as lhat of heating. The pre-sinlered material was

crushed and ball milled for another 6 hours io distilled wali:r to reduce it to small crystallites of

uniform size. The mixture was dried and a small amount of saturated whrtioo of polyvinyl

alcohol were added as a bioder. The resulting powders were pressed uniaxially under a pressure

of 1.75 ton.cm-' and 1.2 ton_cm-1 in a stainless sleel die to make pellets aod toroid.,

respectively. The pressed penet and toroid shaped samples were then finally sintered at different

It-mperatLln:,for 12 hours in air and then cooied in the furnace. All samples wetc heated slowly

in tho Thcrmolyno high temperalure furnace (at Materials and Metallurgieal Eng;neering

departmet, BUET, Dhaka) at the rnte of 1°C/min and kepI allhe firing temperature for i2 hourn.

The cooling was dooe in the furnace at the same rate of heating. The samples were polished in

ordcr to remove ani' oxide layer fonned during tbe proees. of s;nlering. The weight and

dimensions of tile pellets were measured to determine bnlk densities. Figure 3.1 shows the

nowchart of the difTerentstep' of sample preparation by solid-state reaction method.

3.1.1 Pre-sintering

After ball milling of the mixture, lhe siurry was dried and palletized, Then the peile!. were

transferred to a ceramic tray for prc-sintering at tomperature between 875 10 1000 "C in the

furnace named Gallen Kamp at Materials Science Division of Atomic Energy Centre, Dhaka.

The eooiing and heating rates were 4 'Clmin. The pre-sinter;ng is very crucial because in this
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$lL'Jlof sample preparation a ferrlte Is formed from it., component oxid.s. The 'olid-stat.

reactions, leading to the rormatioTIof rerrites, actually achieved by eo""te' diffusion, This

m.ans that the diffusion involves two or more spedes of ion" which move in opposite direction

initially across the interface Oflwo contacting particles of differ.or component oxides,

Oxides of raw m.tori.is Weighingby differentmole pen;.ntage

Dry mixingby agat. mortar materials

Wet mixingby balimiHingin etb.yialcohol rOT2 hoursmatorial,

Pre,sed into dis<:,haped ''''''pl., aTldPre-ointering

W<1milling for 6 hoursm distilledwater
Diff"""t "tnperat,,,,,

Finish.d products Sinlering Pressing to desired shape,

Fjguro 3.1 Flowchart of Ferrite sample preparation

During the pre-sintering stage, the reaction ofF",o, with m.tal oxide of MO or M',D, (M i,

the divalent and M' i, the trivalent metal atom) take, place in the solid state to form spinel

ferrite according to tb. reactions [3.7]:

MD + Fe"O, 4 MF",O, (spinel)

2M'lO) + 4FelO)4 4M'Fe,O. (spinel) + O2

For Mg-ferrite, MgO + F",OJ 4MgF",O,

For Mg-Zn ferrite, (I-x) MgO + unO + Fe,O, 4 Mg'_xZn"Fe,o.

Tbe reaction of the Mg-Cu-Zn ferrite is as follows:

(0.55-y)MgO + 0.45ZnO + yCuO + 1.94Fe,,014 Mgo''''1CUyZno,,,O (Fe,O,)o"

(wh~'n',y ~ 0.00, 0.10, 0.15, 020, 0.25, 0.30 and 0.35.)
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The r"acllon ofthe Mg.Cu-Zn-Mn rerritc system is as fo!Jows:

O,35MgO+0.45ZnO+O.20CuO+( I ,94-z)l'elO)+ LMn,O-, ---'>

M80 J.'Cuu ,oZn045 °(Fe,.,Mn,O,I)097

(where, Z= 0,00, om, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 and 0, 10)

Thc ferrite 13formed e"entially III the pre-sintering step bnt the 'raw' fcrritc fonned has pour

qualities, In order to produce chemically homogeneous, dense and magnetically better material

of desired shape and siz", sintering at an clevated temperature is needed.

3.2.3 Sintering

This IS a heat treatment by which a mass of compacted powder is Imnsfonned mto a dense

object. This is the final and critical step of sample preparation. Sintcring is the bonding together

ofa porou.s aggregate of particles at high temperature. The thcrnrodynamic driving force is the

reduction in the specific surface area ofthc particles. The sintering mechamsm u.sually involves

atomic transport over particle surfaces, along grain boundaries and through the particle interiors.

Sintering may result in densification, depending on the prcdomiuant diffusion pathway, It is

used In the fabrication ofmetal and ceranlic components, the agglomeration of ore fines for

further metallurglcal processing and occurs during the formation of sandstones and glaciers.

Sintenng must fulfill three requirements

• (0 bond the particles together so as to 'mpart sufficient strength to the product

• to dcnsify the grain compacts by e1iminatmg the pores and

• to comptete the reactions left unfinished in the pre-smtering stqJ,

The theory of heat treatment is based on the principle that when a matcriJi has been heated

above a certain temperature, it undergoes a structural adjustment or stabilization when cooted at

room temperature. The cooling rate plays an imponant role on which the structural modification

is mainly based.

Sintering can be enhanced by the presence of a liquid phase. If the constitotion point of an

alloy during sintering falls in a solid plus liquid region of thc phase diagram, then the liquid

persists throughout sintering. TransiCIlt liquid phase sintering occurs when the liquid phase is

absorbed by the solid phase during sinkring. Because the amouut of1iquid which forms, and the

time for which it exists, is dependent on the sintenng conditions, tran31entliquid phase sintering

systoms are process sensitive. The liquid phase can fonn directly from the clements when the

sintcring temperature is betwecn the melting point of the matrix and the additive, by the melting

of eutectic phase mixtures, which fonn by diffUSIOnOr by incipient melting, The liquid flows
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bOlwe<:nthe particles tilling pores and cau,ing densification by e'"lJil1aryaction and through lhe

provision of a fast diffusion pathway, Shrinkage oecurs by p"'1icle rearrangement if the iiquid

volume is high enough and tile green density is low enough, by the particle, ehanglDg shape to

allow better packing, by pore filling and by soUdstate ,intering if a solid skelelon forms.

3.1.4 Synthesis offerrire nanoparticles

MgFe,O" Mgo"Zno "Fe,O, and Mg, "CI4I"Zn, "Fe,O, fernte nanoparticles were

syntheSIzed by using chemical co-precipitation and sol_gel methods. MgF",O", and

Mg, "Zno,,,Fe,O, ferrite sampies were synthcsi>'edby using a co-precipitation method whereas

Mg"~,CUo,oZno.,,Fe,O, ferrite nanoparticles were synthesized by gei method. The analylical

grade Fe(N0;),.9H,O, Zn(NO,),.6H,O, Mg(NO,),.6H,O, Cu(NO,),.3H,O, and liquid ammonia

were used as starting materials, Tbe starting materials were accurately weigbed in moleoulaT

moie fraction and sepamtcly dissolved in distilled WIlterto prcpam 0.25 M metal salt soiutious.

The solutions of the metal nitrates of the conccnlTlltion of 0,25 M were mixed logether and

stirred for about I h. Then 0.1 M NfLOH solutions were slowly added to the mixture as a

precipitating agent under a constant stirring at room temperature. NH,OH SOlullOnsconverted

the nitrates into their hydroxides. Calculated amount ofNli<0ll solution was added to ensure

lhe oomplote oonversion of metal nitrates 10hydro,idos. The hydroxides were then filtered and

washed repeatedly wilh de-ionized water. After then, il was dri.d in aiT in an oven at 125°C

ovemightw achieve MgFe,O, and Mg..,,zn,,,Fe,O, ferrite powders. These powders were then

annealed al difTerenllemperatures.

3.3 Experimental measurements

The following measurements were done in the present work.

1. Phase analysis was done by using PhiUips (PW3040) X' Pert PRO X-ray

diffractometer. The powder specimens were exposed to Cu Ka radiation Wilha primary

beam power of40 kV and 30 rnA wilh asampiing pitch of 0.02° and timc fOTeaeh step

dala collection was 1.0 sec. X-ray diffraction pa\K'r!Isof all the samples confinned lhe

spinel phase for all the samples, From the XRD data, the lattice conslaIlt was

determined by using Nelson-Riley function and then X-ray density is delennined from

the lattice constant. X-ray density (d,) of the prepaTCdceramic samples was caloulated

using the relation

2M". ---,No
(3.1)

••
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where, M is the molecular weight of the corre'pondiug composition. N i, Avogadro's

nwnber, a is the lattice parameter 3nd Z i, the numb",. of molecules per unit cen, which

is 8 for the spinel cubic slructure. The bulk density was calculated hy considering lhe

cylindrical shape of the pellets :lJ\dusiug the relation

m mdB =-=--
V mlh

where m is the mas" r the radius and h the lbickncS$ of the pellet Porosity P of the

sample indicates the presence of minute pores lItld channels within the sample. Porosity

P of lhe ferrite samples was then delennined by cmployiug the relation

P=(l- dB)
d,

(3.3)

(3.4)

2. The microstructures of the sinlered ferrites were done by 3 scanning elcctron

microscope (Hitaohi S-1400N, type-II, Japan). The SEM micrographs were taken On

smooth surfaces of the penet shaped polished samples, Before taking the micrographs,

the surfaces of the samples were thermally elched 3t a temperature of 150°C below

their sintering temperatures.

3, The complex perme3bility of the toroid shaped s:lJ\lplos at room temperature were

measured with the Agilent precision impedance analyzer (Agilent, 4294A) in the

ftequenoy range 1 kHz to 100MHz. The pcrrne3bility [1,was calcubted by

L
[1,~L'

o

where L is the measured sample inductance and L, is the induelance of the coil of same

geometric sh3pe of vacuum. L. is determined by using the relation,

L = ~oN_ZS. (35)
o .,

Here, p" i. the penne<1bilityoflhe vacuum, N i, the number of turn. (here N - 5), S i,

the cross-sectional area of the toroid shaped sample, d is the a,'emge diameter of the

toroid sample given as

(3.6)

where, dL and d, EIrethe inner and outer diameter of the toroid samples. For these

measurement, an applied voit3ge of5 mV was used with a 5 turn low ;nduclive coil.

4. The tempemlllre dependcnce of initial permeability of the samples was carried out by

using Hewlett P3Ckar! impedance analy2.Ct"(HP 4291A) in conjunction with a

laboratory mnde furnace at Mater~11sScience Division of Atomic Energy Centre,
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Dhaka. The Cmie r.m)X'Talurewas determined from the temperdture dependencc of

permeabiUty measuremems. P.rmeability was determined hy usmg equation.' (3.4) to

(3,6). At Curie temperature, the permeabihty shows an abrupt drop to a ,'ory low value.

The initial perm.ahilily as a funclion of temperature for bOlhIhe heating and cooling

cycle at 100 kHz was measured in the temperature range from room temperature 10

200°C nsing a HP 429lA impedance arlnlyzer. Tho sample was kepI in a lubular

fumnce which maintains the desired !L'TTlperaturewith tho help of a temperalurc

conlrollc'T.The cooling and hcating rales are maintainod as approximately O,5°Cmin-"

in ord.r to .nSure a homogeneous sample lemperature.

5. Field dependence of magnetization at room temperature was m.asutc<i by using a

vibraling ,ample magnclometer (VSM 02, Hirstlab, England) at Materials Science

Division, Alomic Energy Centre, Dhaka, Baogladesll.

6. Field cooled (FC) and zero fi.ld ceoled (ZFC) magn.tization, and temperature

dependence of AC susccplibility measuremenls WCredone by using a Supcroonducting

Quantum [nl~'TferenceDevic. (SQUID) MPMSXL magnetomcter. at Solid Stale

Pby,ics, Uppsala Universily, Sweden. Field-cooletf (FC) mognetizatfun: thc sample is

cooled in a field and the magnelization is recorded .ither on cooling or heating. Zero-

j1eld-cooled (ZFC) magnethatlon, lhe sample is cooled in zcro m3l.'lletic field, a fi.ld

i, applied at the lowest me""urement temperalure, and then the magneli7alion is

recorded on reheating.

7. Eleclricallllld diclcclJic properti.s were carried out by using Keithley Filec!rometerand

Hewlett Paekart impedance lllla1y= (lIP 429IA). For electrical and dielectric

measurements, lhe pellet shaped sampl", were v,ell polished to ",move any rouglmoss

and the two surfoc", of .ach pellet were coated wi!h silver paint as contact msterial.

The DC electrical resistivity and temperature dependence of r.silivity aTeCllITiedout

by a two probe method on compressed, sinrered p.llets of about i cm diameter and 0.2

em thickn.ss by using a Keithley ElectromelCT.Dielectric measurement as a function of

frequOlley in !he range 100 Hz-13MHz aI room temperature and also as a function of

lemperature iu tho range 30-2S0'C at different frequOllei.s were cllITiedalit by nsing

Hewlett Packan impedanco analy= in conjunction with a laboratory made fUfJIJce,

which maintain thc de,ired temperature wilh Ihe help of a temperature eontrotler. The

real pi1l1of diel.ctrle constanl was calculated nsing the fonnula

(3,7)
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where, C is tho capacitanoe of the pen.t in Farad, d tho thickn"$> of the pellet in motre,

A be the cross-sectional area of the f1"t surface "fthe pellet in m' and •• the constant of

pennittivity fur free space. The electrical ",sistivity was calculated according 10 lhe

relalion

p ~ RA ~ n:rlR (3.8), ,
where, R is the resistance ofthe pener, r is the radius of the p.llet and I is the thickness

Oflhc pene!.

3,4 X-ray diffraction

3.4.1 PhiUips X' Pert PRO X_ray diffractometer

X-ray dilfraction (XRD) provides substantial information on the crystal structure. The

wavelength of an X-ray is of the same order of flllIgnitude as the lattice constant of cryslal, and

this make, it so useful in structural analys;s of crystllis. XRD was don. by using tho Phillips

(PW3040) X' Pert PRO X-ray diffraclometer. The powder specimen.' were exposed to CuK~

radiation with a prinmry beam or 40 kV and 30 rnA with a sampling pitch of 0.02° and time for

eacb step data collection was 1.0 sec. A 29 scan w"" taken from 100 to 90" 10 get possibie

fundamenlal peaks where Ni filter wa., used to roduco CuK~ radiation. All the data of the

samples wo", analyzed using computer software "X' PERT HIGHSCOREn. X-ray diffraction

palt(:m, were carried outto confirm the crystal structure. Instrumental broadening of the system

was determined from e-2e scan of standard Si. At (31l) reflection's position of tho peak. the
valne of instrumental brcadening was Foundto be 0.07°. This value cf instrlllllenta! hrcadenlng

was subtracted from thc pallern. After that, using the X-ray d"ta, the lattice ocnstanl (aa) "nd

honee the X_ray densities were cllieulated.

A PHILIPS PW3040 X'perl PRO X-my dllTrectOllleterwas used to sludy the crysmmne

phases of the prepared samples in the Materiais Science division, Atomic Energy Centre,

Dh""
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Fig. 3,2 BlO!:kdlagram a/1M PHIUPS PW 3040X'Perl PROXRD S)Wlem,

3.4.2 Powder X-ray Diffraction

Powder XRD (X-ray Diffraction) is perhaps the most widely used x-ray diffraction technique

for characteri7.ingmaterials. Powder diffraction (XRD) is a technique used to characteri"" the
crystallographic ~lruclure. cryst.aHile size (grain ~ize), and preferred orientalion in

polycrystalJine or powdered solid samples. Powder diffraction is commonly used 10 identify

unknown substances, by comparing diffraction data againsl a dalabase maintained by the

International Centre for DilTractionData. It may also be used to characterize helerogeneou,

solid mixtures to delermine relative abundance of crysl<ll1inecompounds and, when coupled

with lattice refinement lechniques, such a~ Rietveld refinement, can provide ~lruetural
informalion on unknown materials. Powder diffraction is also a common melhod for

determining strains in erystall1ncmaterials.

The term 'powder' really means that the crytalJine domains are randomly oriented in the
sample. Therefore when the 2.D diffraction pattern is recorded. it shows concentric rings of

scattering peaks corresponding to the vano1JJld spacings in the cry:stallattice. The [Xlsilionsand

the inlensities of tl1epeaks are 1JJledfor identirying tl1eunderlying structure (or phase) of tl1e

material. For example, the diffraction lines of graphite would be different from diamond even ~
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tbough they both are made of carbon atoms. This phase identification is important because the

material properties are highly dependent on structure.

Renection

f"/g. 3.3 X_ray diffraction

Sample

Transmissiorl

I
-

•-

Powder diffraction data can be collected using either transmission or reflection geometry.

Because the particles in the po»der sample are randomly oriented, these two methods will yield

the same data. Powder diffraction data are mea.,ured using the Philips XPERT PRO

diffractnmeter, which measures data in reHection mode and is u,;ed mo<tly with powder or solid

samples.

Diffraction can occur when elcctromagnctic radiation interacts with a periodic structure

whose repeat distance is about lhc samc as the wavelength of the radiation. Visible light, fnr

example, can be diffracted by a grating that contains s~-ribed lines spaced only a few thousand

angstroms apart, about thc wavelength of visible light. X-rays have wavelengths on the order of

angstroms, in the range of typical interatomic distances in crystallinc solids. Therefore, X-rays

can be diffracted frnm the repeating patterns I'll' atnms that are characteristic of crystalline

materials.

When electromagnetic radiation from several sources overlaps in 'pace simultaneously,

either constlUClive or destructive interference occurs. Interferenec oCCurs among the waves

scattered by the atoms when cry~ta1\ine snlids are exposed to X-rays. The aloms in the crystal

scatter the incnming radiation, resulting in dilti"aclion patterns. Destructive interference occurs

most nften, bUl in specific directinns constructive interference occurs.

A crystal lattice is a regular three-dimensional distribution (cubic, rhombic, ete.) of atoms in

space. These are arranged so lhal they form a series of parallel planes separated from one

anotber by a di,tance d, which varies according to the nature of the material. For any crystal,

planes exist in a number of ditferent orientations - each with its own specific d-spacing. The
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peaks in an X-ray diffraction pattern are directly related to the atomic di.,ranee. Let us consider

an incident X-ray beam interact with the aloms arranged in a periodic manner as shown in

Fig.3.4. The atoms represented as block spheres in the figure, can be viewed as fonning

different sets ifplanes in the crystal.

c-r-----
- -~.•-~- - - - -~- - - - -- - - - -- - - --.- - - - --

B

Fig 3.4 Bragg'.> Jifjrm:tjGn palkm.

For a given set of lattice plane with an inler planner distance of ct, the condition for a diffraction

to occur can simply wrillen as

"hieh i, known as Bragg's law. \Vherc, }. is the wavelength of the x-ray, II is the scattering

angle and n is an integer representing the order of the diffraction.

•• 2d,,, sine ~ nA. (3.9)

3.4.3 Determination of grain size by using X-ray diffraction

Panicle size det.mlination is importllnl in the ferrite nanoJl8rlkles. Due to their small particle

size, significant fine partide broadening is observed in the Bragg peaks. A crystal is usually

consid~red perfect when aloms occupy all lattice siles and no imperfections exist in the

crystal. The broadening of diffraction peaks arises mainly due to three facton;:

• Instrumental effect

• Crystallite size

• Lallice slrain

The peak become broader due to the cffu:t of small crystallite sizes and thus an analysis of

peak broadening CIIl1 be used to detennine the crystallite ,izes. Small crystallite sizes introduce

additional broadening into the diflTaction peaks.

•
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Thc conditlOll for constructive intcrf~Ten"c, remforcement of X-ray ,cattering /i'om a

cryslalline powder lS given hy Bragg's law:

,

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.12)

(3.11)

(3.13)

(3.10)nle = 2d ,in EI

2D sinO] = (m+I))"

20 sin02={m-l)J,

fi = .!.(20, - 2(2) = OJ - 0,
2

By .ublr~"tiou we find:

o (sinO] -sinOz)=),.

Now consider the path differences for each of the two angles Elt and a, for X-rays traveling the

fnll thickness of the crystal. The widlh ~ is nsually measured in radians. We now write path

difference equations for these two angles, related 10 the enlire thickness of the crystal rather to

the distance between adjacent planes.

l1,is equates the path di ffercnce of X-mys s"altered Irom parallel crystalline planes spaced d

= d',k1apart to an mtegral (n) number of X-ray wavelengths J,. Here e is the diffraction angle

measured with respect to the crystallme planes For an infinitc crystal Bragg scattering occurs at

discrete values of 2E1satisfying the Bragg condition, i.e. Bragg peaks are li-timetJon,. For finite

"7.ed crystals the peaks are broadened over a range of angles.

To better understand the phenomenon of fine partlcle broadening following argument of

Cullily [3.8], we consider a finite crystal ofthlCkness, D ~ md, wherc m is an integer, and d is

the distauce between cryslalline planes, i.e., there are m planes in D, Consldenng Flg.3.5, if the

broadened Bragg peak begins al an angle 2ll, and ends at 213" the breadth of the peak or full

width at half maximum is given as:

(0 -0 J (' -0 )But 0, and 13,are both very nearly equal toa, so that 0,+0, '" 21J and sinT '"T
so that equation (3.15) can be written as:

20cosa{ElI ;El2 )=),. (3,16)

From equation (3.11) and equation (3.16) \w get:

~.D cose=),. (J.17)
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A mOr~~xact empirical treatment yields:

0= O.9A,
~eose

(3, ISJ

(3.1 Q)

which 15known as the Scherrer's formula, It is uscd to estimate the particle ,i7e of very small

crystals from the measured width of their diffraction curve,.

'-- (~ (bi

! f •, .,
• 11_- •• •

~

'"
~ 2e. 296 29, " ,~

Fig, 3,5 Effeet offlne particle size on diffraction curves (schematic),

3.5 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

The scanning e1ectrnn microscope (SEM) that creates various images by focusing a high

energy beam of electrons onto the surfacc of a sample and detecting signals from the interaction

of the incident electroru; with the sample's surface. Thc type of signals gathered in a SEM varies

and can include sccondary electrons(SE), characteristic X-rays, and back scattered

e1ectrons(BSE). In a SEM, these signals come not only from the primary beam impinging upon

the sample, but from other interactions within the sample near the surface. The SEM is capable

of producing high-resolution images of a sample surface in its primary use mode, secondary

electron imaging. Due to the manner in which this image is created, SEM images have great

depth of field yielding a characteristic three-dimensional appearance useful tor understanding

the surface structure of a sample. This great depth of field and the wide range of magnifications

are the most familiar imaging mode for specimens in the SEM, Characteristic x-rays are emitted

r
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when tile primary beam causes the ejection of inner shell eleclrons from thc sample and are used

to tel! the elemental composition of the sample. The back"'cattered eleclrons emilled from the

sample may be used alone to fonn an image or in conjunction with the characteristic x-rays as

atomic numher cont""'l clues to the elemental oomposition ofthe sample

Hgure3.6 S-3400N Fully AUiomaled Variable Pressure SliM

3.5.1 S-3400N Hi10chi Scanning Electron Mkroscopy

The S-3400N electron microscope offers advances in automation including full filament

saturation and "no touch" objeclive aperture alignment. A ncw analytical chamber provides a

lOla! often ports wilh three high lake off angle ports for EDS, Full Focusing WDS, PHS, EBSD,

and XRF. A SSE deteclor allows TV rate scanning and high_resolution imaging. Hitachi's

patented Quad variable gun bias and SE accelerator plate ensures high currents for low voltage

applications now approaching Ficld Emission performance.

3,5,1 Scanning Process

In a typical SEM, eleclrons are thermiOl1ically emitted from a tungsten or lanthanum

hcxaboride (LaB,;) cathode and are accelerated towards an anode; altemativcly, ckclrons can be

emitted via field emission (FE). Tungslen is used because it has the highest melting po;nt and

lowe,t vapour pressure of all metals, thereby allowing il to be heated fot electron emission. The

eleclron beam, which typically has an energy ranging from a few hundred eY to JOOkeY, is
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focused by one or two cond~TIscrlenses into a beam wnh a very fine focal ,pot slzcd 0.4 nm to 5

nm llle bcam passes through pall'Sof scanning:coib or pairs of deflector plates in the electron

optical colunm, typically in the objective I~TI'.which deflect the bcam hOTlzontallyand
vertically so that it scans in a rastel' fa,hLonover a rectangular area of the 'ample surface. When

the pnmary d""tron beam mteracts with the sample, lhe electrons lose energy by rcpealed

scatterlng and absorplion within a teardrop-shaped volume of the 'pee, men known as lhe

lllteractlon volume, which exlends from less than 100 run 10around 5 ~m into the surfacc. The

size of the inl~"Tactionvolume depends on the dcc!ron,' landing energy, tile atomic number of

the specimen "nd lhe specimen's density. The energy exchange hetween the eleclron beam and

the sample results in the emi,sion of electrons and electromagnetic radiation, ",hich can be

delected to produce an image, as described below.

3.5.3 Detection of Secondary Electron

The most commOnimaging mode monitors low energy «50 eY) secondary electrons. Due to

their low energy, the,e eloctrons originate wilhin a few nanometers from the surface. The

electrons are detected by an Everharl-Thomley detector w11'ch is a typc of scintil1ator-

photomultiplier device and the resulting signal is rendered into a two-dimensional mtens,ty

d"tnbullon that can b<:vicwed and saved as a Digllal Image. This process relies on a raster_

scanned primary beam. The brightness of the s'gIIal depends on the number of secondary

cle<:tronsreaching the detector. If the beam enters the sample perpendicular to the surface, then

the activated reg,on is uillfoml about the axis of lhe beam and a certam number of electrons

"escape" from w,thin the sample. As the angle of incidence mcrease." the "escape" distance of
one side of the beam Wl11decrease, and more secondary eloctrons Win be emitted. Thus Sle<:p

surfaces and edges tend to be b"ghter than flat surfuees, which results III Images with a well-

defined, three-<iimensionalappearance. Using this technique, resolutions less than 1 nm are

possible.

3.5.4 Detection of hackscattered electrons

BackICattered electrons consist of high-energy electrons originating in the electron beam,

tllat are reflected or back-seattcred out of the specImen lllteraction volume. Backsealtercd

electrons may be used to dcle<:tcontrast between areas Wlthdifferent chemical compositions,

especially when the average atomic nrnnber of the various regions is different, since the

brightness of the BSE image tends to increase wilh the atomic number.Backscattered electrons

can also be used to form an eledron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) image. This image can be

used to determine the crystallographic structure of the speclmen.Thcre are fewer backscauercd
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electrons emitted trom a sample than secondary electron,. The number of backscattered

electron> lea,ing the sample <urface up"ard might be sLgnificantly lowcr (hon those that follow

trajectories tOMrrd the "des. Add,tlonally, in contrast to the ca,e 'W,th <ewn<!ary electrons, the

collection effiCIency of backscatlered electrons cannot bc ,ignificantly Improved by a positivc

bla' common on Everhart-Thomley detectors. TIus detector positioned on one Side of the

sample has low collection efficiency for backscartered electrons due to small acceptance angles,

The use of a dedicated baekscauered electron detector above the sample 111a "doughnut" typc

arrangement, with the electron beam passing through the hole of the doughnut, grcaUy increases

thc solid angle of collectlOn and allows for thc detection of more backscattered electrons.

3.6 Agilenl precision impedance analyzer (Agilent, 4294A)

Thc Agilcnt Technologies 4294A precision impedance analyzer greatly supports accurate

impedance measurement and analysIS of a wide variety of electronic devices (components and

circuits) as well as electronic and non-electronic material. Moreover, the 4294A's high

measurement performance and capable functionality delivers a powerful tool to circuit design

and development as well as materials research and development (both electronic and

nonelectronic materials) environments .

• Accumte measurement over WIde Impedance range and wide frequency range

• Powerful impedance analysis functions

• Ease of use and versatlle PC connectivity

The following arc application examples:

Electronic devices

Passive component

, Impedance measurement of h-,o terminal components such as capacitors, inductors, ferrite

beads, resistors, transformers, crystal/ceramic resonators, multi-chip modules or array/network

components.

SemktJDductor comp<lDcDts

• C-V characteristic analysis of varactor diodes .

• Parasitic analysis of a diode, transistor, or IC package terminalflcads .

• Amplifier input/output impedance measurement.

Other componcDts

• Impedance evaluation of printed cireuit boards, relays, switches, cables, batleries, etc,

Materials

Dielectric material

•
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• Pcnnittivity and los, tangent .valuatlon of p~lslks. ceremie" printed circuit boards, aad other

dielectric malerials.

Magnetic materilll

• Permeability and los, langent evaluation offerrite, amorphous, and other magnetic materials.

Semiconductor material

Permittivity, conductivity, and C V characterization ofsemironductor materials.

FIg. 3.7 Agi/enl 4294A PrecisIon lmp<idanee Analyzer (40 Hz 10 110 MHz),

3.7 Magnetization Measurement Techniques

In the pres.nt ,tudy mago.tization h"" been performed ll.'llng a Vibrating Sample

Magnetometer (VSM) and a Superrondueting Quantum lnterme. Device (SQUID)

magnetometer

3.7.1 VihrQ/ing Sample Magnetometer (VSM)

A vibrating sample magn.tomet<rr (VSM) operates on Fareday's Law of Induction, which

leils us that a changing magnetic field will produce an electric field. Thi, .leemc field can be

measured and can tell us information about the changing magnetic field, A VSM is used to

measure the magnetic b.havior of magnetic mat.rials. Vibrating Sample Magnetometer is "

versatile and seusitive method of m.asuring magnctic properties dev.lopcd by S. Foner [3.9]
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and is based on the flux change in a coil when the sample is vibrated near it. The Vibreting

Sample Magnetometer (VSM) is designed to continuously measure the magnetic properties of

materials as a function of temperature and field. In this type of magnetometer, the sample i,

vibrated up and down in a regIon surrounded by severel pickup coIls. The magnetic ~ample is

thus actIng as a time-changing magnetic flux, varying InsIde a particulJr regIon of fixed area

From Maxwell's iaw it is known that a time varying magnetic flux is accompanied by an

electric fid" and the field induces a voltage in piokup coils, This alternating vollage signal is

processed by a control unit system, in order to increase the signal to noise Tatio.The result is a

measure of the magnetization of the sample.

Prineiple of VSM

If a sample is placed in a unifonn m"gnetic field, created between the poles of a

elooltomagnet, a dipole moment will be induced. If the sample vil>Tateswith sinusoidal motion a

sinusoidal electrical signal can be induced in suitable placed pick-up coils. The signal has the

same frequency of vibration and its amplitude will b. proportional to the magnetic moment,

amplitude, and Telative posilion with respect to the pick-up coils system, Figure 3.8 shows the

block diagram ofvibrating sample magnetometer.

0.,,,,",,,,"""",.,,I.~ ,
•
1•
•: T."'"
,;""'~"~,

Fig ).8 Block diagram oJ"ibm/in/?, sample magnetomerer.

The sample is fixed to a sample holder located at the end of a sample rod mounted in a

electromechanical transducer. The transducer is driven by a power amplifier which itself is

driven by an oscillator at " frequency of 90 Hertz. So, the sample vibrate. along the Z axis
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perpendicular to the magnetizing field. The latter mdnced a ,ignal III the piek-np coil system

that lS fed to a differential amplifier. Ibe output of the d, fferential amplifier is subsequently fed

into a tuned ampl1fier and an internal lock-m amplifier that reeciv~, a rderenee Signal ,upplled

by the oscll1ator,

The output of this loek.in amplifier, or the output of the magnetometer itself, is a DC "gnal

proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample bemg ,tudled. The electromechamcal

trnnsdllcer can move along X, Y and Z directions in order to fiud the ,addle point. Calibration of

the vibratmg sample magnctomcl\,'T i, done by measuring the signal of a pure Ni standard of

kuown saturation magnetic moment placed in the ,addle pomt. The basic instrumonl inelude,

the electromechanical system and the electronic system (including a personal computer).

Laboratory electromagnets or supcrconducting coils ofvanou\ maximum field strengths may be

used.

3. 7.} SQUID magnetometer

In the present work a Superconducting Quantum Interface Devlce (SQUID) magnetometer

MPMS XL, USA was used for the study of the magnetic propertles at the department of

Engineering Sciences, Angstrom laboratory, Upp,ala Un;verSLty, Sweden, The magnetic

properties measuremenl system MPMS XL is a sophisticated analytical instrument eonfigllroo

specially for the study of the magnetic properties of small samples over a broad range of

temperamre from 4.2 K to 400 K and magnetic fields !Tom-50 KOe to +50 KOe. This slandard

system made by Quantum Design Inc. USA can lllOasure the magnetic moment of solid, powder

and liquid samples WIth a differentlal sensltivlty of 10" emu and can handle a maximum signal

size of 0.5 emu, A gOlleral view of the MPMS XL WIth lts system components is shown in Fig.

3.9. Based on this sensitive device the so-<:alled 'SQUID magnetometer<' have been developed.

SQUID magnetometers are used to characterize materials when the highest detection senSltivity

over a broad temperature range and using applied magnetic fields up to several Tesla i, needed.

Nowadays, this instrument is widely used 'Ivorldwide in research laboratories. The system lS

designed to measure the magnetic moment of a sample, from whiCh the magnetization and

magnetic susceptibihty can be obtained. Therefore, SQUID magnetometers are versatile

instruments that perform both, DC and AC magnetic moment measurement.

The major components of a SQUID magnetometer are; superconducting magnet,

superconducting detection coil, a SQUID connected to the detectIOn coil, supercondncling

magnetic shield. Supetcondueting magnets are solenoid made of superconducting wire whlch

must bc kepi at liquid helium dewar. The nniform magnetic field is produced along lhe axial
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c:ylindric:albore of the coil. The supm:ondutting picl;.up wil.~em, which i. configum:l u a

sm:wtd order gtadiometer i. plllCed in the lII1ifonn magr>ctic field ~on of Ille <Glenoidal

superoondueling mII~. The SQUID device i. lJ:'lually a thin film lhlIt fllllCliom lIS aD

cxtmnely JmSiliVl: =Ilt 10 ,"011lIgecon,-mer. Mea'ItJtcments lll'e done in !his equipment by

moving the samples tItrough the m:ond order gradiOlTll':'ler.H~ the mllglle1ie moment of the

$lUI1pleinduces an electric curmII in the piek-up 1;011 !l)"$lC1I1.S.•••••,aliidlXting magnetic weld

i. '=ll to l!Jicld the SQUID smsor from the: nuetuatiom of the ambient mapt(lie field of the

place: ~ the rrIlI~ornetef i. located and from the IIlI'gCmagnelie field prodllCC'dby the

Slll"'rcondueling mIIgnet..

Fill._J.9 MPMSXLSQUJDM"IV"dam~ur.

Using this kind of equipment ""C can mc:ssun: the =1 and imagimuy COlTlJ'Olta1l'iof AC

mlWJelic smceptibility a3. funclion of frequency. ICmperatllTl'.AC magnetic field amplhudc

and DC magnetic field. and lime. Using I specially designed sample holder the IllIIgnnk

moment a. a funelion of angle alii be also measured.

It i. an Imponant fcmun: oftbe ;!tS\nIIl>nlttILal~ can clw1~ the tTUl&""ic field ei~ by

"oscillate mode~ or ~IIOO'"a"S1lotItmodcW

, The ~Hhne moc1ei. used to minimize the ~

field of the RUlgnct.,,'hmcva an IItCUJ1lICvalue of magnttic field i. ntedro, e.g. in c:asc:of Zl:fI)

r",ld cooling. In the h).I=i, measWtlllt1ll ~ no ovmhool mode IIIlSbcm selected, In whkh

~ field i, ctwlged directly from one value 10 anocher, and the ITIlIgncti, returned 10 i15

pmimTlllllOlk.
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I7I:U'~ J.l0 fIJ"'lT<Jtioo 01 O~ RSO "'=UTtM~JI/ ...-llhsmoll "mplilurU. (a) 1M fJNlI
SQUID nJpom~I'" " tlip<>I~and (b) ,h. "'''''''''0111 of lhe ,,,,,,pl. wllhilllN SQUID
pirl;."l' ",It..

111(, MPMSX(' fealll1'C$til(, new m:ip~ling sample mcasumnml system. Unli~e DC

meMumnm15 """'n: \he sample i. mo,~ through the coils in dism:lC steps the RSO

masun:men1S .Tl: performed using a servomotor, which I"Ipidly ""tili.lf:!; the $lImple is shown

in fig. 3.10. A shan encoder gn lite wvomotor =nb the position of the SlImplc synchron0U5

with lite SQUID signal. The dalll receival is lilted 10 ll1I ideal dipole moment rt!lpome. To

eMun: !his Msurnption is "I'Pli~le samplts nttd to be small: the calibration 53ll1pk is a

cylind~ of J rnm dillmeler and )mm heighl. Sampla cfth;. si~ or smaller match an ideal po;nl

dipole to an accul'lICYof approximately 0.1%.

RSO measun:menl.l ClIObe malk in one of two configurntiom: CC'fIlrCor maximum slope:.

Centre Sl:4ruJ1m: lal'l.~ oscillatioll!l (2 or 3 em) lIf'l)undthe centre point of the picl.:UJlcoil •. 1ks.e

!.Cllm1.llkca long lime but the SlImpl. always retll3im properly 10000lednnd a large number of

llIC':lJIumnmlJl are recorded. "T'hese gi''e llle mMt ac:cUl1lte~~dings. The maxim"", slape

mcIhod Meillate$!he .wnple over II ~mall ~giflll (O.2em) at !he mo'lliinear par1 oflhe SQUID

re'lpo!lse. Tlle smaller amplitude makes measumnenlJl quicker Il!Id preVl:nlJl !he SlIIIIplebeing

subjected to significanl rtUlgnetle fIeld \"llIialion; ho",'eVel"il also makes lhe IDCasurement less

IIC:turtlteand SU$Ceptiblela drift in the sample position.

The MPMSXI. fealum signifitllnl impn:lvernenlS In lhe lempenllure control S)'Slem.

Ulilillng a new design for !he helium flow impedance, lhe MPMS XL has capabilily 10 operate

continuously at lempermure'l below 4.2 K for indefinile periOl\5 of time_ completely removing

time Iimi\.lllions for milking melUUrements in !his tcmpertllure regime. The rn:w MPMS Xl.

'.. (
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eliminatls the operalions alIDCiato!d with filling ard rec\Cling the He rereNoir. Thus, the

syslem SJlvesthe tradtiCJrl<j problem; of terrpe-atIJre irJSlali Illy ard hyslereo's alIDCiaed with

rapd boil off of liquid helium whenwarrning through 4.2K. ThereSJltsaresmoolh m)'lOIOIlic

tramtiOllS across 4,2 K during both wanning ard cwing terrpel<ture weEPs. All thm:e

copatilities are f •..•ly aLlorre.to!d for pra::ise sy!.terrn cc.ntrol ard user-friaJdly operalioo. The

ad:Jition to a reoosgned Impedln:esystem, the M~SXL usesa rle>\Ithermomeu- desgn for

improved lerrperaure a:ctracy ard prg:ise ttumal contrd. The new thellTJJmetly, dWgned

ard dewloped at CIua1lum Desgn, is instaned in close proximity to the salTj)le within the

semtive cdl ddecioo regon. The improv!d design is cCJl"blnedwith lIeN lerrperatJre cCl1lroi

caralilitiesto provide m)re a~ato! rJ1Watrtmel1s ct the S1Jl1plechanber, ewnunderelilrelTE!

IEmperalure cialges.

The new telTpEl<l\Jre we'fl m:Jde of operation prOllides MPMS XL users with the ali Iity to

t!'l(e magJdic rJ1WSJrermrts wtile 9NOOpng the system te-nperaUre at a controlled rail,

aLiorre.ticaly with no marual inteNmtion. This mode providE's a crntroll!d. monotonic charge

in lerrperatJre during a meaSirerrert ooqJen:e at r<tl5 up to 10 Klmin. MeaSirEmerts of

IEmpera!ure delffidence over l<rge lelTpEl:alJre rarges which prEWiou~y reqJired time

ccnEUTling terrpel<iUre statilizaion, can now be mad! quickly <nd precisely U9ng terrp€l"atlre

weepmcxJe.
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Chapter Four

4.1 Introduction

Magn",iurn ferrite (MgFe,O,) is a partially Inverse cubic 'pin.1 and It can b. con,ldered as a

c<)lIincarferrimagnet whose degree of inversion is sensitive to the sample preparation history.

By Introduction of a relatively small amount of foreign ions, an important modification of both

structure and electromagnetic properties CllIlbe obtained. Introduction of nonmagnetic ions suoh

as Znl+ In Mg fcrri-reswill drastically affect the magnetic properties such as magnetization,

Curie temperature etc,

Zn ferrite has a normal spinel structure where Zn ions occupy A-sites and Fe ion. oocupy B

sites [4.1]. In contrast, MgFe,O, is a partially ;nv","", 'p;n.1 and it can be considered as a

collinear ferrimagnet wbo,e degree of inversion i, ,en,;tive to the sample preparation history.

Magnesium ferrite with diamagnetic substitution for Mg'+ and Fe'+ ions has attracted the

attention of numb., =.arch workers who attempted to explain the magnetie properties on the

ba.;s of the di,tribution of the only magnetic ion Fe" in tetrahedral and ocmh.dral sites, which

makes th. analysis reliable. The structural and magnetic charact.ristics of MgFe,O, with

norunagnetic subsmnce, such as Znl+ [42-4.4], Cdl+ [4.5], Ca'+ [4.6, 4.7], Tj'+ [4.8), Z," [4.9]

and AI" [4,10] hav. been ;nvw;gat.d by means of X-ray diffraction (XRD) and magnetic

measuTC1tlem,Zn and Cd-substituted mixed ferrites such as Ni-Zn [4.11]. Fe-Zn [4.12], Cu-Zn

[4.13], Cu-Cd [4.14], Ni-Cd [4,15], Mg-Cd [4.16], and Mg-2n [4.17] show canted ,pin

arrangement on the ocmh.dral 13-slte.The canting of the spins gives rise to Yafet_Klttel (Y-K)

angles, which sUM.,ts that A-B and B-B .upe",xehangc interactions are comparable in

strength. Therefore, it would be interesting to Invc,tigatc similar effects in the Zn-substituted

magnesium ferrite system. The ferrite eonmlnlng Mg and Zn exhibit severa! interesting

properties which mak. them suitable fur computer memory and Jogic devkes, cores of

transformers, recording heads, ant""na rod" loading coils and microwave devices [4.17]. In this

study, a sarks of Mg,_. Zn,Fc,O, (x - 0,0, 0.1, 0.2, OJ, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7) we,. prcp"red by

using solid state reaction method and Investigated their magnetic properties.
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4.2 X-ray Diffraction Analysis

4.2.1 XRD pattern

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattl:rn of the system Mg,_.Zn,F",O, is ,hown in Fig. 4.1. All

the sample, show crystallization, with well-defined diffraction lines. The powder X-ray

diffraction patterns exhibited that all the sample., were identified as a single phase of cubic

spinel structure with nO extra line, corre'ponding to any oth., crystallograplIic phase or

unreacted ingredient, The XRD patterns for all the Sllmpleswere indexed for fcc spinel structure

and the Bragg planes are shown in the panerns, 11is obvious that the characteristic peaks for

spinel Mg-Zn ferrites appear in the samples as the maiu crystalline phase with a slight shining

in the position of peaks towards the higher d-spacing values. The peaks (220), (311), (222),

(400), (422), (511), (440) and (620) correspoud to spinel phase. Generally, for the spinel ferrites

the peak iuteru;ity depends on the concentration of magnetic ions in the lattice, Using the X-ray

darn, the lattice parameter 'a' and hence the X-ray densities were caloulated.
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Figure 4, I XRD pallom, of Mg,.7.1l,Fe,O<ferrites.
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4.1.2 Lattice parameters

The values ofthe lattice parameter obtained from each plane ar. piotted against Nelson-Riley

function [4.1R] P(O)~ \I,[eos'e/sine + cos'e/e], where e is the Bragg's angle and straight lines

are obtained The values of lattice parameters were estimated from the .xtralX'lation of these

line. to 1'(13)- 0 or 0 ~ 90'. The variation of the lattice parameter 'a' as a function of Zn"

content x is as in Fig. 4.2. An inerease in lattice constant is observed with the increasing zinc

content (x) in the lattice. The increase in iatlice constant with zinc content indicates that the

present system obey. the Vogatd's law [4. i9]. This inerease ClIllbe nttribnted to the iooic si""

differeoces since tho unit e.n has to .xpnnd wh.n substiruted by ions with large ionic size, This

may be doe to Zn'+ ions having ~lI"gerionic radius (0.82 A) [4.20] than thllt ofMg" ions (0.66

A) [4.21], which when substituted resides on A-site and displaces smnll peJ+ ions from A-site to

BoSite,Similar results for Zn-Mg ferrite system have been reported by Mazen el al [4.22], Joshi

et. al [4.23] and Lndgaonkar et. ai [4.24]. This sugg"'ts occupancy of Zn'- ioo on A-sit•.
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F,gure 4,2 Varia/io" of loUie•• C""",""' a "-, af""etw" ofl" oo"/e"/ Ix) of
Mg,.,Z1JJe,D,femtes

4.2.3 Density

The variation of density with zinc content is shown in Fig. 4.3. The bulk d~nsity, dB,WlIS

mensured by usual mass and dimeosionnl considcration whereas X","y dem;;ty, d" WlIS

cnlculnted from the moi.cular weight and the volume of the unit ceil for ench sample by using

•

•
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the equation (3.1), The bulk don>ity (d") is IOWL'Tthan the X-my density (d,,). This may"" due

to the existence ofpmes, which were fonned and developed during the sample preparation or

the sintering process. Tho X-ray dcnsily and hulk density increase significantly with the

incre05ing Zn content. This is because the atomic weight and dL'TlsityofMg are 24,31 and 1.74

g-cm"' while these values of Zn are 65.37 and 7.14 g~m-J [4.25]. Porosity chanj,"" slightly with

zinc content (x),

5.0

4.8
~~
a,
'" 4.6.f?
"""0 4.4

4.2
0.0 0.\ 0.2 0.3 0.4 05 0.6

Zn contenl (xl

Figure 4.3: Ven'er;on of density wi,h Z" co,,'e,,' (x) DfMg,.J.".Fe,O,ferrltcs,

Tabl. 4.1 Va/u of /"" talli"" parome/er(a), balk de"sity (di), X_ray <!emity(dxJ, porosity (P%). Curie
tempera/are (T,)',;;""neability (pJ andresona""e !roquancy (fJ oj Mg1_J.".Fe.IJderriles
si,,'ered u' 1]75 C.

Zn Content (x) alA) d, (~Iom') dx (glom') ~,T,(°C) \1'(100 kHz) t; (MH7.)
ill,OOI

00 83836 '2~ 4.508 5.66 "0 " >100
0.1 8,3913 4.378 4.588 4.59 '"' " >100
0.2 8,3963 <AM 4.676 4.10 ". •• 56.234
0.3 8,401 J 4.531 4.759 4.79 '" In 31.623
OA 8.4139 4.625 U26 4.15 m 1M 14.125
0' 8.4177 4.665 4.911 4.99 '" '" 10.000
0.' 8.4214 4.7~ 4.9% 4.82 " m 7,499
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4.3 Magnetic Properties

4.3.1 Temperature dependence o/initial permeability

Figure 4,4 sho~ the thermal variation of initial permeability (~') for the toroid ,h"l'ed ferrite

samples. Since the initial permeability is directly related to the magnetiZlltion and to [he ionic

structure, then the thermal spectra of permeability can be taken as a test of the formmion and

homog.neity of [he ionic structure of the samples. In general, it was found that [he initial

permeability increases with increase in temperature, while it falls abruptly close to tho Curl.

point. The sharpness of the permeabmty drop at tbe Curl. point can be used as a measure of the

degree of oompositional homogen~ity aooording to Globus [4.26]. The present f~'nite•• how

good homogeneity as shown in Fig. 4.4, where an abrupt drop in permeability occu," within tho

temperature range less than 5 'c n.ar Curio point.

Tho variation of [.I;with t<.'Jnperaturecan be o,pressed as follows: The anisotropy collStant

(K,l and saturation magnetization (M,l usually decreases with increase 10 tempermure, which

disturbs the alignment of magnetic moments. But, dccrease of K, with temperature is faster than

tho decrease of M,. Wh.n the anisotropy constant reaches to zero, 14 auains its maximum value

•
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and then drops off to minimum value near the Curie point. The ,L,-T plot docs nol .,how any

secondary maximum that uccur due lu extess rurmalion of Fe" ion,. t~cTcb)' indicating t~e

single-phose funnation of the samples. TI,is observation is supported by XRD patterns, which

do not s~ow any impurity peaks. 11is clearly seen thatl~t eur>t' S~()W a maximum in fl;just

below T, and steep decrease in fl; is followed as the tempe",ture is increased beyond T,. For

larger zinc oontent, I-l,increases, bul the plateau in the I-l,-T corv.s narrows. Simllar ph.nomena

were observed by Reslescu e1. a1. [4.27J for copper substituted Mg-Zn ferrite. Fig. 4,5

represents the variation of the complex permeability and l.mperature derivative of permeability

a, a function of temperature of the sample x ~ 0.5. From this figure it is observed that the

imaginary permeability and l\:mperarure derivatives of permeability show peaks at Toessentially

matching with the sharp fa;; of permeabiHty at T•.
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Figure 4 5 Detenninarion of Curie tempem'u,"" from Ihe Wmperalani
depe"de"ce oftl, p' and djJUT as afulJCliolJofremperaluni,

Figure 4.6 represents the variation of Curie temperature T. as a function of Zn content of

Mg,,,,Zn,Fe,O, ferrites. The Curie l\:mperature (T.) is the transition l.mperature above which

the ferrite mal\:rial loses il'l magnetic propertios. The Curie temperature give. an idea of the

amount of .nergy takes to break up the long-range ordering in the material. Curie temperatures,

T, of the studied ferril\: system h"" been delermined from tho ~- T curve, where Hopkinson

tYJX"of.ff.ct at the T, h"s been observed with the manifes!atiun ofs~arp rau of permeability.

The Curie !eIllperature mainly d.pend, upon the strength of A-B exchange interaction. As the
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A-B exchange inleraclion, increase with the density and the magnetic moment of the magnetic

ions, greater amount of lhennal energy is required to offset the effecl, of exchange interaction,

It is observed from the Fig. 4.6 and Table 4.1 that T, decreases continuou,ly wilh the increase of

Zn" content It is well known that whenever diamagnetic ions are introduced in the ferrite sub-

iartice, the Curie temperature decrease,. Zn sub,tituled mixcd spinel ferrile, are cxamples of

this [4.20]. Zn substitution oniy weakens the A-B exchange interaction effeclively. Owing to

this reduced A-B exchange interaction with increasing Zn'+ content, the Curie temperature is

expected to drop. The addition of the non-magnetic Zn2+ ions that replaced the magnetic Fe"

ion' at the A-sites, thus the number of the Fe" ions decrease at the A-sites. This tends to

decrea,e the strength of A-B exchange interactions of the typeFe~' -0" - Fe~-.This

decreases the number of bonds or linkages between the magnetic ions that determine the

magnitude of the Curie temperature [4.28]. The sample with x ~ 0.6 shows the lowest T, and

beyond this limit, the sample\ Oecome paramagnetie at room temperature becanse of weak

interaotion. The ,hnUm trend in the variation ofL has been obaerved by ,orne workers in Zn

substituted Mg_fcrrite, [4.3, 4.22, 4.29].
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FI>;ure4.6 Varia/ion of Curie lemperaJure T, with Zn content (x) of Mgr_J.".FefJderrUos,
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.9,

A linear fitting of the Curio tempcralure with x is given by an empirical relation for the ;ample,

as:

T, (xl- T,(O)-667.86 x (4.2)

whe,e, T, (0) is the Curie t.mperatnTc of the pure Mg.ferrite and T, (x) corresponds to the Curie

temperature of any oomposition having Zn concentration (x). From this empirical mlation Curie

temperature of pure Mg-ferrite is found to be 473 "c. Our exp.rimental value of the Mg-mrrite

is460 "C, which is in ab'Teementwith the literature value of 440 'C [4.20).

4.3.2 Frequency dependence of complex permeubility

The complex permeability speotrum is shown in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8. The inilial perroeability

separates into two componenls fl' and 1''', 1" represents the real permeability with the

magnetization in phase Wilh lhe alternating magnetic Ileld and "," the imaginary permeability

with the magnetization 90'oul of phase with the alternating magnetic field. The complex

permeability is given by "'- I"-i,," where, ,,' is tho real permeability (in phase) and 1''' the

imaginary permeability (90'ont of phase). From the figure, it is noticed that lh. real componenl

of permeability ,,' is fuirly constant with frequency up to certain low frequencies, rises slightly

lo reach a maximum and then faUs rather rapidly lo very low value at a high frequency. The

imaginary component "," fll'S! rises slowly and lhen increases quite abruptly making a peak at a

certain frequency (called resonanoe mquenoy, f,) where the real component ",' is falling

sharply. This phenomenon is attribnted to the ferrimagn.tie resonance [4.30]. Resonance

frequency (f,) was determined from the maximum of imaginary permeability of the ferrites.

It is observed from lh. Fig. 4.8 that the higher the permeabiiity the iow.r tho frequency of

the material. This realiy confirms with Snoek's limit [4.31]

f,(~,-1)=(4/3»)1\-(, {4.3)

where, t; is the resonance frequency fOTdomain wall motion, y is the gyromagnetio ralio and M,

the saturation magnetizal;on. This means that there is an effective limit 10 the product of

resonance frequency and permeability. The resonanoe frequenoy peaks are the results of the

absorption of energy due to matohing of the oscillation frequency, of the magnetio dipoles and

the applied frequency. Since the onset of resonance fTequeney determines the upper limit of the

opemtional freqn.ncy of any device, it infers that the operational frequency range of the

samples is b'Teater than 10 MHz except for the sampie of x - 0.6. The resonance frequencies

along w;lh the permeability oflhe samples are listed in Table 4.1.
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The initial permeability 1-"increases with incrcasing Zn content which is consistent with the

increase in density with Zn content. The initial permeability is dosely correlated to the

densification of the samples with zinc content An increase in the density of ferrites not only

results in the reduction of demagnetizing field due to the presence of pores but abo rai,c the

spin rolational contribution, which in turn increase. the penneability [4.32].

Figure 4,9 Frequency dep,ndence of relativc quaiity faclor (RQF) of
Mg,_,z",F"e,O,jerrile!i s;nlerea 01 1225 "Cfor 12 h.

4.3.3 Frequency dependence ofrefatlve quality factor (RQF)

Figure 4.9 and 4.10 show the frcquency dependencc ofrclalivc quality factor (RQrl of the

samples sintered at 1225 and 1275 0c. The variatioo of the relative quality fac!or with

rrequency showed a similar trcnd for ail the samples. Q-factor increases with an increase of

frequency showing a peak and then decreases with further increase of frequeru:y. 11is seen that

RQF deteriorates beyond 10 MHz i.e" the loss tangent is minimum up to 10 MHz and then it

rises rapidly. The loss is due to lag of domain wall motion with respect to the applied alternating

magnetic field and is attributed to various domain defects [4.33J, whieb indude non-uniform

and non-repetitive domain wan motion, domain wall bo"ing, localized variation offlux density,

and nucleation and annil1ila!ion of domain walls. Thi, I1appcns at thc frequency where the

poermeahiiity begins to drop with frequency. This phenomenon is associated with the

ferr;mJlgnetie resonance within the domains [4.30] and at the ,",nnanee maximum energy is

transferred from the applied magnetic field to the lattice resulting in the rapid decrease in RQF.



The peak corresponding to maxima in Q-factor shifts to lower frequency rangc as ~inc content

increases. Sample with x ~ 0.3 possesses the maximum value of RQF for both the sintering

temperatures.

Figunl 4./0 Fnlqueocy dep,nr!enre of ,-.I"t,,,,, quality f<ICtor (RQF) of
MgJ_,Z1<,j'e,O;ferriless,nlered at 1175 °Cfor IJ h.

4.3.4 Magnetizatwn Study

The room temperature magnetic hysteresis loop of the samples has beea measnred and is

presented in Fig. 4.11. The hysteresis loops do not show any noticeable hysteresis effect. All

samples exhibited low coercivity values indicating tlmt all the samples belong to the family of

soft ferritcs.

Figure 4. t2 .how, (he variation saturation magnetization (M,) of the Mg,_xZn,Fe,O, ferrites

as a function of zinc content. It i, observed from the Fig. 4.12 and Table 4.2 thaI M, incre""e,"

up (0 x ~ 0.4 and then it decreases with increasing zinc content. The observed variation in

saturation magnetization can be explained on tho basis of oanon distribution and the excbange

interactions between A and B sites, respectively. The initial inere",e in M, with incrcased zinc

conlent i, due 10 thc increase of resultant subiattiee magnCliomOme'Tll,whioh oan be explained

on the basis of Neel', mo .ublattioe model. Neel [4.34] oonsidered three types of excbange

interactions between unpaired electrons oft"o ions lying in A and B sites, In perfect ferrites,

the A-A, B-8, and A-B noarest neighbour ""ohange oouplings are normally antiferromagnetic



and the A-8 exchange coupling is usually heaviiy prcdominant. Therefore, the spins at the A_

,iles wiil be antiparellcl 10 the ,pins at 8-sites below a tran,ition temperature (called Curie

temperature). The net magnetization i, therefore tho difference between the magnetic moment,

of 8 and A sublattice" i.e., M ~ M.-MA and wlU normally be parallel to the 8-sublattice

magnetization because the numb.r of cation, on B-3ites i, lwice tho number of cations on A-

sites. The magnetization of .ach compo,i(1on <R-pendson the distribution of Fe,+ ions between

the two .ublattices A and 8, where the Mg" and Zn2+ions are nonmagnetic.
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It is mentioned that MgFe,O, ferrite i, known as inverse ferrite, where Mg'+ ions are

located on B-site •. But there i, an inversion degree of about 0,9 [4.20], with tho following

cation distribution, F""..,!'vIg'.L[Mg,,Feu]O" where brackets denote 8-sites. In this case it may

be considered as a partly inv~'T'Sef~'TTile,then the cation distribution can be represerrled as:

(Mg;' Fe,l<., ).,[ Mg,'_+,Fe;';'"1.oi-

The iomc magnetic moment ofMg'~ is zero (non-magnetic) and the magnetic moment ofFel+

is 51-''''The replacement ofx amount of Zn2+ions (where Zn" ions prefer to occupy A sile,)

give (l_x_B)Fel+ions on tbe A-site, and (l+x+B)Fe;+ ions on B.,ites, The cation distribution

now will!ake tho form:

..'
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The substitution will load to increase Fe'> ions on the D-sire, and consequently the

magnetization of the B.,ites will increas., At the samc time the magnetization of A-site will

decrease according to the decrease of tho Fe'. ions on A-site. So thc nel magnetization wili

increase accordingi)' up to x ~ 0.4,

70

20
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(4.4)

Zinc content (x)

FIgure 4. /2 Samralion magneliza';"" (M,) a" a function oj zi"c co""'n' (x).

When B-B (or A-A) interacti()ll is dominant, Ne.1 found that the above transition will not

take place, and he concluded that the substance remains paramagnetic down to the iowost

temperaturo. But Yafet and Kittel [4.35J ciaimed that thoe exists some kind of strong magnetic

ordering at low temperature. They formulated this discreprnIC)' in the N.e1's theory by non_

collinear modei off.rrimagnetiSffi.

Using tho values of saturation magnetization obtained from the M-H curve, tho magnelon

number or saturation magnetization per formula unit, Jln(in Bohr magneton) has beon calculated

by using tho reiation [4.36]

Molecularweightx M,
p,N

where, M, tho saturation magnetization, N the Avogad!o', number and J1Ilthe Bohr magneton.

Thi, formuia is used to extract the microscopic magnctic information from the bulk

magnetization measurements. The values of magneton numbers (na) fot each of the samples

measured at room temperature (300 K) are given in Table 4.2. Variation of magneton number
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with Zn" content is shown in Fig 4.13, It is seen from the figure that the value oftnagnetic

moment (n"l gradually illCreases with increa,ing Zn'+ concentration, heeome. maximnm for

Zn" conlL'nt of x - 0.4 and then decrcase, with further increase in Zn'+ conlont, From the cation

distribution, it is clear that Zn ,eplaces the fllllgnetle ions Fe" from A-sir:. btlt lhe difference

hetween Ihe A and B site moments increase,; as a ",su1t, no Increases Initiaily. The decrease in

the mJgnetic moment after x > 0.4 indicates the possibility of a non-collinear spin canting effect

In Ihc syslem [4.35, 4.37, 4.38].

Figuro 4, IJ VariaUonof magn,tic ",om,"' as ajimctiQn ofZn co",enl M
of Mg, ..2".Fe,O</errUe"

According to random eanled model, subslitution of diamagnetic cations in one sublattice

of ferrimagnet leads to spin canting in the other sublattice resulling in decrease in lotal

magnetization per formnla nnit. The "'",on for the decrease of magnetie moment beyond x ~

0.4 is thallhe moment of A-sublattiee Is so mueh diluted Ihat the A-B exehange Inleraotiou

remains no longer stronger ""d thereby B-B sublattice interaction beeome, strong, which in

turn disturbs the parallel arr""Semenl of spin magnetic moments on the B-s;le and hence

canting of spin occurs. Neel's two sublatti"" oollinear ferrimagJIetism is observed for the system

np to x "" 0.4 and beyond this limit three sublartice nen-coll;near spin canting model is

predominant. The existence of canted spin gives rise to Yafct-Kittel angle (ay_0, which
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comp ••.e, the strength of A-B and B-B exchange interaction 14.35]. Y-K angle, are calculated

at 300 K by using the formula

tie'" M.(x)cosa'K -MA(x)

where, UY_Kis the canted angle (Y"K Ilflgle).

(4.5)

Table 4,2 Data oflh, ",,'ulation magneti,""ion (MJ, Mag""!>' ITlllmcnt(no), and Y.ffel-Kitld angle {"y.,j

Zinc Cation distrlbution M, n. in ~ no m fIn "',.Kcontent (,mulg) thcoretical experiment.l
(x)

(Mg, ,Fe,,')A [Mgo.,Fc, ,],Ol"" 27.9 '" 0,985 ""' (Z"" ,Mg,,,,F,,,, II)' [Mgo"Fe'."]B at 45.0
"

1.645 ""' (Z", ,Mgo"Fe., ,,)A[Mg, "F., dB at 57.5 '" 2,144 ""' (Z"",M!!II01Fe" ")A[M"" "Fc, "j,at 60.8 " 2.311 "OA (Z,," ,Mgo",Fe., ",h[Mg, "Fe, 4<1.oi- 63,9 ••• 2.476 ""' (2110,Mg,,,Fe., ,,)A[Mg, "Fc, ,,1. at 54,5 5.5 2.152 32.24'".• (Z", ,Mg, ",Fea ,,),[Mg,mFe, ••j, at 338 'A 1.359 53.14""., (Z", ,Mg, "Fea "lA[Mg, "Fe, llh at n, 7.3 0.614 68.230

The condition for Y.K angies to oecur in Zn.containing Ni-Zn fertilCS was investigated by

Smyamurthy el. al [4.39] in molecular fieid approixamalion using the non-collinear three

sublattice model. Aeeording to the ,imiiarities between Ni-Zn, Mg-Zn and Mg--.ed ferrites, it

is assnme the exis!t-'Ile. of Y-K angle, in the present Mg-Zn syslem for x >0,4. The vaines of

"y.x are presented in Table 4.2. from the !able, it is seen that UY.KIlflgies for the samples x ~

0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 are zero. This sugge,ts that Neel 's two subinttice model holds well in these

fertite,. The oalculated values of the Y-K angle.> for the present system are non-zero for x >0.4

and the non-zero Y-K angle, snggest tht the magnetization he!ulviour ean not be e,plained hy

Neel's two sublattice model due to presence of spin canting on B_,ilCS, which inerease.> tho B-B

interaction and consequentiy decrea,ing the A-B interaotion, Y-K modei holds good in these

samples, The increase in Y-K angle, for the sample. with Zn eontent (x >0.4) i, amibuted to the

increased favour of trianguiar spin arrangements on B sites ieading to the reduction in the A-B

exchange interaction and ,ub,equent deere"",s in magnetization [4.35, 4.40]. Almost all Zn"

and Cd" substituted fertite, bave ,hown a similar type of nanling behavior above certain limit

of their content [4.17, 4.40, 4.4i, 4.42]. Hence the present system of ferrite" frn'tration and

randomnes, increase, as Zn content increases in the Mg-fertites and show, ,ignificant departure

from NeeI'. collin.ar model.
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4.4 Summary

'I hc X_ray diffraction confirmed the singie phase cubic spinei structure of the samples. The

lattice coustanl increases with increasing Zn content obeying Yegard', law. Curie temperatures

show a decreasing trend with the succossi"c addition of zino ions. Thi, is due to thc fact that the

replacement ofFel+ ions by Zn" ions in the A-sires resnlts in the decrease of strength of A-B

sllperexchOllge interactions, Saruration magnetization and magnetic moment is found lo inerease

with Zn content up to x;£ 0,4, thereafte-.- it decreases. An increasc in initial permeability has

bttn found with increasing zinc content
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Chapter Five
Spin Glass Behaviour of Diluted Mg-Zn Ferrites

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter four Zn-substiiuted Mg1_,Z,,,,Fe:,04 (x ~ 0,7. 0.8, 0.9, 1.0) ferrites have been

inv.stiga!ed by ,mdying the field cooled (FC) and zero field cooled (ZFC) magnetiZ<ltionsand

temperature dependence of complex At sl.I.,ceptihility.The <pinel ferrite unit cell is b",.d on a

closed packed oxygen lattice with two type' of cation lattice ,ites tetmhedral and octahedral

,ites. The magnetic properties of the spinel ferrit.s are governed by the type of magnetic ions

residing on the A- and B-site, and the relative ,trength, of the inter-rho) and intra-sublattice

(JA.'"JBB)exchange interactions. When the A-B intcr-sublalticc interaction< are mnch stronger

than the A-A and B_B intnHnbiattice interactions, the SpiD' have a collinear ,trucmre in which

moment, on the A-sites are anti.parallel to the moments on !he B_,it"', The advantag. ofth.

mixed spinel is thai all interactions are w.ll defllled noar-neighbor antiferromagnetic, \Vi!h

I JAO I)} 1JBB IIII J""I.

Ferrites with .pinel .tTOeturcrepresent !he most important and interesting class of magnetic

o~idc. where magnetic disorder lUld exchange frustration. intT<)duecdby size mismatch of

cations lUldcompetition between .uperexehange interactions amongst A and B .ite moments,

givos ,ise to a wid. spectrum of nmgnetic structures: ferromagnetism (PM), local spin canting,

arrtiferromagneti,m (APM), re-entrant spin glass (RSG), and spin glas, (SG) [5.1, 5.2], In

collin.ar spinel 'y,tem hB » JBB» JM and the system shows long range ferrimagnetic order

[5.3]. \Vhon the concentration of magnetic ions on A_site is sufficiently diiuted, magnetic

lTustration resulting from !he competition between A-B and B-B interactions and !he magnetic

disorder on B ,ites gives ri,e to ,pin_glas,.Hk. behavior. A spin glass is a magnetically

disordered material exhibIting high magnetic ITo.strationin which each electron ,pin freezes in a

random direction below tho spin freezing temperature (Tr) [5.4]. FTustration r.fers to tho

inability of the sy'tem to remain in a single lowest ."ergy smte (ground ,tate). Spin glass

contains many metastabi. smtes '.paralOd by the potential barrlet of -KaT, [5.5]. Once it falls

into one of the meta'ltable stat.s, it cannol have a more s\able state at a !hermal energy beiow T,.

lt is the time dep.ndence, which distinguishes spin-glas, from other magnetic 'ystems.
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Spin dynamics i. one of the m"st inlL>re.<tingphenomena observed in spin glnsses. Mognetic

moment> are frozen in such a way that the direction of each of the magnetic moments i,

randomly oriented in a spin glaso below it, tnl",ition temperature, and it tokes an infinite lime to

reach a thermodynamic equilibrium state. To claritY the spin dynamics peculiar to spin phase,

such as aging phenomena involving rejuvenation and memory effects hm'e been performed

[5.6-5.9]. A typical experimental protocol is tbe isotbermal zero-lield-eooled magnetization

lllOasurementwhere a 'y'lem is rapidly cooled from above T,to a temperature T hc1"wT, and

after a wailing time tw a small probing fieid H is applied. In such an experimenl, the sample is

first cooled from above the transition tempemturc to a constant temperatnre. After a waiting

time t", a small de field i" applied and the magnetiZ[[tion is recorded. When cooling is made

during I., the system is aiiowed to relax towards its equilibrium stale at T,. This equilibrated

state becomes froren in on further lowering the temperature, aDd is retrieved Ofireheating.

Zinc rcrrite is of interest not amy to basic research in magnetism but also has great potential

in technological applications. Z"F",O. is a promising semiconductor photo-catalyst for various

pmee"",. due to its ability to absorb vi,iblc lighl and its high efficiency sheMSpotentially wide

oppJicatiollS in photo_induced transformer, photoelectrochemical cells and photochemical

bydrogen production [5.10-5.12]. The stobIe phase ofzinc ferrite (ZnFe,O,) possesses 0 nOJTIlaI

spinel structure i.e., (Zn" ).[Fe, "~O.'-,where the subscripts A and B denote the tetrahedral and

octahedral sites in a r""e_centered_cubic close-packed oxygen sub lattice, respectively. Various

type' of obserVlltions for the spinel zif\Cferrite have been performed by some researchers. It is

conventionally claimed that the nonna! spinel ZnFe,O, beha.es like an antiferromagnet below

the Neel temperature of 10K and behaves paramagIletic at room tempcralure. Souad Amm", et.

aI. [5.13] observed that thc zinc ferrite nanoparticJes exhibited superparamognetic character at

room temperature and fi:rrimagnetic at low temperatures. Kanmzawa reported [5.14, 5.15] that

ZnFe,O, with ideal normal spinel structure is a three-dimensional spin frustrated magnet. He

claimed that the long-range magnetic order of ZnFe,O, is not accompanied do"", to 1.5 K at

least. Tbe magnetic tran,ition at very low temperature resull' rrom tbe we"" superexchange

interaction between Fe" ion, in lhe B sites. Some autilOrs predicled spin glass behavior of

ZnFe,O, bulk sample [5.16] and pulsed-laser deposiled thin film [5.17] without studying non-

equilibrium spin glass dyrmmics. A superparamognetic-super-spin-glass pha:.e lransilion in a

sample of aggregated nonstoichiometric zinc ferrile nanoparticles has been idelllified by 0.

Cador et. al. [5.18]. Although very diluted spinel ferrites have been claimed to show a spin-

gl•• s behavior at low temperatures, a delallcd study on the spin-glass dynamics by measuring

the aging, the memory effccl and rejuvenntion has not been performed for ferrite., and we

If ••
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believe tluu such a study is important to clarify the real spin-giaM behavior. In this study, the

temp.rature and the frequency dependence of AC 'uscoptibiiity, the fieid-coolod and the zero

field.cooled DC magnetizarion measurement, were performed by using a SQUID magnetometer

for the 'pinol Mg" ,Zno"Fe,O, and ZnF.,O, f."ite, propared by the solid-state reaction method.

5.2 Results and Discussion

5.2.1 XRD patterns

Figure 5.1 represents the XRD patterns of x ~ 0.7 and x ~ 1.0 samples of MgJ.,Zn,F.,O,

ferrites. It is observ.d from the figure lhat all the samples exhibited the single phaso c~bk spinel

structure.

x-I,O

30 40

'"

I
60

x-0.7

70

FigUre 5, I XRD pal/ems at x ~ 0, 7 and 1.0 sample" of Mg,J.n,j-"e,O,ferri'es,

5.2.2 Field dependence ofmognetizatwn

Figure 5.2 shows the magnetization (M) vs. field (II) curves at ,elected temperatures with the

tklds up to 10 kOo.lt is seen from the ftgure that at 10 K M-H curve is not saluralcd due to

high anisotropy oonstant while at 150K M-H curve is almost saturate<!with much lower field,

which may be attribnted to the low anisotropy resulting !Tomtho temperature dependence of

anisotropy constant. It is well koown that the anisotropy oonslanl sharply drops with the

increase of temperature. The M-H curve at 300 K show, a pur. paramagnetic behavior,
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5.2.3 FieUJcoofed (FC) and ;eTo-field cooled (ZFC) magnetization

Effect of magnetic field on a ferromagnetic materi.1 is dep""d.nt on tbe stalo of nrdering of

m.gnetizat1on. Zoro.ficld_coolcd (ZFC) magtl<lizauon curves .s a function of field and temperaMe

of a magnetic m.terialare tlle reflection of the d(llllain slru<luro of the individnal m.te".L In ZFC

sitnation magnctic spocimrns arc spontanemsiy magnetized under the influence of internal

molecular field OIId•• sodated competition belwee" exchange ."'''gy, a"isotropy encrgy etc. which

deleJ'Olines the formation of domoiJ1s. So, MZl'("(l) giv.s tho l"mperaturc dopcndenoc of virgin

domain mag"olization. In the case of field-cooled (FC) magnetization, the external mag"etic field

w"at1y i"fiurnoos the domai" formalion since the magnetic moments are loo,ely coupled to each

other .bov. T~ therefore the virgIn dom.in fIUl~nelizatiQttas affected by exchange and anisotropy

energies is smeared ml Ii has been ,.,..11demo"strated that Mzr<: curvo bdow the Curie lomporalnre

is mainly determin.d by the magnetic amsotropy of the spocifio maleri,is [5,19, 5,20]. Therefore, it

is cxpoolod thaI magnelically ordered materials will sbow divergence (M",jlM"d below tho Tc

a"dloc spm rreezmg t<:mp",aluro between FC and ZFC magnetizations when measured with a

magnetic field les, than tile anisotropy field, Hk associated with the specIfic malori.L Th;s is

.ssociOled witil. corre'pondi"g change in the temperature dcprndellcc of cocrcivity, whIch ill turn

i, proportional to tile lemperature dependenoe of ani,otropy field. Figure 5.3 shows Mm; (11 and

MfC (T) curves for Mgo,>Zn"F""O, sample at H ~ 50 0., ['rom this figure it is observed that

magnetization sbarply rises 10 a high value indicating a PM-FM Irahs~ion (T, ~ 260.6 K) and
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develops a plateau followed by sharp fall of MzFCat much lower remperatu"" T, where a

divergence belween MDt: and M,c i, ob,erved. Thl, low temperature drop of M,,,,, at T,

eorre'ponds 10 'pin free7;ng temperature and referred to as re-entrant spin glass (RSG)

behaviour. Such" 1J.ehavioris commonly referred 10 as reentrant transition. because the system

=nters a di'ordered pbase when lowering the lemp"T"~ture.When such a sYSlemis cooled from

" high tem""r"ture, it first exhibits a transition from paramagnetic (PM) to a ferromagnetic

(FM) phase. Upon further lowering the temperature, the spins are progressively frozen below a

freezing lemperature Tf.The low temperature spin ITozenstale I, called a reontn",t spin glass

(SG) or mixed stale, in wbich ferromagnetic order is argued to coexist with spin-glass order

[5.21, 5.22]. Ir tho cooling proceed" a tran,ition to a RSG phase occurs. Thi, contradictory

behavior was flJ'St seen in binary liquid mixtures [5.23). In RSG system, there is a competition

between ,pin glas' order and long_rnnge ferromagnetic order where ti,ere is a majority or

ferrromagnetie couplings between the individual spins but a sufficiently large number of

antiferromagnetic couplings to c",ate substantial frustration. When the lemperalllrO is lowered

the sample exhibits a transition n-om a paramagnetic (PM) to a ferromagnetic (PM) ph••.", and

on further lowerIng the temperature typical spin glass, commonly called reemr""t spin-glass

(RSG), behavior appears. Therefore RSG foHows transitions in the sequence of phases,

PM-FM-RSG when tempom= Is lowered. SImilar beh"vionr was ,"so observed in the case of

__ ZFC

~,c

Mg",ZI\,Fe,O,

Mg"Zn"Fe,O. sample.

"
"
"
Iw

8
> 6,

,
"
" '"" ""T(K)

'00 ""
FIgure 5.3 Fe and ZFC ClJrV4"of the sample Mg, ,zn, 7Fe,O, at H~ 50 De
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'0
Mg",Zn,,Fep,

0.'

".. ~zcc

I ~"
M" H~500e

"'
""

,)

0 '" '". '5' '00 '50
'(K)

0,42
ZnFe,O,

0.35

~'C
0.28 ~"'C

jI 0,21" H~50 Oe,
0.14

0.07 0)

0.00
0 3. 00 90 "0 ''" '"" '"T(K)

Fig"re 5.4 (a, b) FC and ZFC <"",es afll,e ,<ample" Z"Fe,O, al H ~ 50 0..

Figures 5.4 (a, b) represent the temperature variation of ZFC and FC magnetizatiotl'l, M""

(D and M,t (n, measured at external magnetic fields of 50 Oe for Mgo,]Zno,Fe,O. and

ZnFe,O, sample,. Low field ZFC and FC magnetization measurements an: often used to study

spin-glass or spin-glass like phases. It is clear from the figures 5A(a) and 5.4(b) that the Mzre
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(T) and the Mfc{T) diverge after passing through a maximum. A sharp cusp at low temperature

from the temperature dependcncc of low field DC magnetizmion is observed for the samplcs.

These low temperature peaks of the ZFC magncliotation at 30 K for Mg, ,Zno,F",O. and 21.24

K for ZnF",04 correspond to the spin freezing tempemlure T,. The difference betv.ccn ZFC and

FC magneti7.ation at low temperamres has been ob>CTycd in spin glass or spin-giass like

materials [5.24, 5.25]. Although the appearance of the cusp allows (mC to beHeve that ZnFe,O,

with normal spinei structure is antifcrromagneHc with a Neel temperature of about 10 K.

Kamarnwa et. al. dcmon,trated by using neutron scattcring that the long-range m"gnetic order is

not attained in normal spinel ZnFe,O, eycn at a very iow temperatnre of 1.5 K [5.14, 5.15].

Tbey also claimed that normal spinel ZnP",O. crysrnl is not an antiferromagn<t but an

intrinsicaliy three-dimensional spin-frustrated magnet. The presence of a small amount of

structural dIsorder suppresses tho spin frustratIon, leading to tbe finite-range magnetic order.

This is signified by the discrepancy between MZF<: (T) and MH. {T) in our samples.

5.2.4 Temperature Dependence ojCompkx AC Susceptibility

AC susceptibility measurements are usefui 10 understand the dynamics of freezing of the

spin-glass systems in which the temperature associated with the maxima of 1.', corresponding to

spin fre~ing temperature varies slowly with the measuring frequency [5.26]. Figure 5.5

liIus!ra!es the temperature dependence of the in-phase component of the AC susceptibility (x:)

at three different frequcncies. Spin-glass behavior is usually oharaclerizod by the ac

susceptibility, and the spin freezing temperature Tr, dependent on frequency f, can be accurately

determined by the posltlon of the cusp of the real part of AC susceptibility X:. In olbcr words,
the maximum relaxalion time of the system t is equal to 1ff at Tr. It is observed in Fig. 5,5 that

the peak of AC snseeptibility shifts to lower tcmperatures with decreasing measuring freqneney.

Below the freezing temperature T" the amplitude of x: highly depends on the measuring

frequency 0>12", wbile it becomes almost frequenoy independent at temperamre above T f. This

behavior is typioal of a conventional spin glass.

Such a frequency shift is not expected for the usual anti ferromagnetic or ferromagnetic long-

range-ordered system [5.27]. This result implies that a transitiou takes place from paI1lmagnetic

phase to spin glass phase (PM-SG) in thc present Mgo"ZnD,,Fe,O, and ZnFc,O. ferrites.

•
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0.00.0 Mg",Zn"l'e,O, lJlFc,D,

-0.5 T =30.34K T=2I.2lK,
log" ~ 13.303
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Figure 5,6 Analysl' ojlhe emic.1 ,lowi"K down oj tire rdaxollo" time for Mg. IZ"o,Fef),
a"" ZnFe,o, ferrltes_

A sample that exhibits a spin_glas, transition will show critical slnwing down, and

hence tho ohamctcrislic r.lllXation time t varies with transition temperature according to r5.28]

T.= ..(/ -l)-",Tf>T,, (5,1)

where T, is the transilion temperature, Tf is the fi-equeneydepend.nl freezing temp.rature, t is

the ma><imumr.laxation time of tho spin system at a temperature Tr, Zl.'is lhe dynamic critical

exponent, and., is rciate<!to the relaxation time ofthe individual particle magnetio mom.nt in

tho system. For spin glasses, t -Hr" s and is fluctuation time ofan atomic momont. The valnes

ef Zl.'between 6.9 and II have boen reported [5.29]. The fre.zing temp.ramIe T, at a given

frequency f ~ lit i, mkon by the use of the cusp tempero.tureof the "1..'curv•. Figur. 5.6 sbows

tho scaling behavior with equation (5.1). Empioying T, as a fitting parameter, the bost fit of

equation (5.I) yidds log ~" = _13.024, Zl.'~10.419 and T, - 21.23 K for ZnFo,O, and log to ~

-13.303, z\' ~10.91 and T. ~ 30.34 K for Mg._,Zno,Fe,O, ferrite. These values of Zl.'and ., are

comparable to tho,o found in conventionai spin glasses [5.18, 5.29 -5.33]. Tho value of T, ~

,.•••
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21.23 K is "ery close to the cusp tempc'TatuTeof the ZFC magnotization of ZnF.,O. ferrite

which is 21.24 K, Dynamic scaling suggests that there is a divL'Tg.nce of the spin glass

relaxation times at a finite transition temperature. tn p:rrticular, tile value of t, _IO-n s i,

identical in magnitude with tho,c for atomic ,pin-glasses, fur which to denotes s 'pin nip time

of individual magnetic moment>.belonging 10aloms or ions,
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Figure 5.7 Variallo"~rimaginary putt of AC susceptibility with temperature
for d!/Jere"tf""lue"cie, of Mg",Z", ;Fe,o. und ZnFe,O.,

•
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Figure 5.7 shows the out of phase component of the AC susceptibility (r") at lhree di!Terent

frequcncie, fOTM~ ,Zno,Fe,O, and ZnFe,O, ferrites. x;"(T) ISnon-zero below T, and ,harply

falls toward =0 just above T" passing through a ,harp maximum that is frequency dependent

A freezing temperature 1', (m) corresponding to the cusp in the in-phase or the inflexion point in

the oul-of_phase component of the AC susceptibiljty may be ascribed to each frequeucy. The

spin glass characteristic is in fael the sharp and frequency dependent onset of a finite out of

phase component at a temperature corre'ponding 10T, (in fact, the inflexion poiul of the sharp

up rise closely coincide, with the maximum in 1.').

5.1.5 Ageiltg, Rejuvenatwlt altd Memory Effects

To elucidate a real spin glass hehavior TIonequilibriumdynamics of the spin glllSsphase

is required to study. Aging, rejuvenation and memory effect, are intriguing ehl1raetcri,tie oflhe

non--equilibrium dynamics in spin glllSses proposed by Mathieu el. al [5.6]. A simple DC

magnetization mellSurement is typically used to di,c1o,e nonequiJibrium spin glllSs

eharaclo.-'listicssuch as aging, memory and rejuvenalion wheIl .pecific single stop cooling

protoools are utilized. In such experiments, the sampie WlISfirst cooled rapidly in zcro magnetic

field from a temperature 1'>1', down to the stop temperature 1'5<1', and the cooling is

temporarily stopped at the temperature below the spin freezing temperature. In the present case,

the sample WllScooled from a lemper4ture well above T,to a stopping temperntore 1', (T,rr,g

0.8) and was kepI al 1', for lw~ 3 h. After a Wlliting time tw - 3 h, lhe cooling was Ihen

subsequently resumed down to the lowesl mellSurernenttempcrature, where a small de magTIe1ic

field H ~ 10 Oe WlISapplied and the magnetir.>tion (M7.Fd recorded on reheating. This

measurement is superimposed 011the Mzl'("and the MFCmeasured using the same pro\oeol but

without any intermittent stop. The results thus obtaiued are shown in Fig. 5.8.

The Mzrc curves involving a stop ooinddo with Ihe refereuce Mzl'r curve in a temperature

range well below T,. The Mac eUTVeobtained corresponding to an isothermal holding of 3 hrs

is obtained to lie significantly below the MZFCreference CIIrve (withorn holdiTIgtime) in a

limited Temperature range centered on 1',. As the temperature increllSes in a range above 1'" the

MzFCcurves gradually merge with the ML.'f:reference Curvesand evenlually coincide with the

refeTencecurves. During the isothermal holding, the magnetization relaxes to a lower vaiue due

to a rearrangement of its spin configuration IOwards the equilibrium state. The equilibrium of

lhe spin eonfJgura\ioTIalthe holding temperature corresponds to aging. If the spin glass (SG) i,

further cooled, the aging process restans (rejuvenation effect), butthe previous ngiog is not losl.

••••
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When reheated, the sa retrieves its former state and resnmes its former evolulioo. The system
thus remembers its age, "nd the ob"rved phenomenon is Ieno,," '" " memory effeeL A ,pin_

glass system h", been shown to be able to memorize information from ,"veral isothermal

holdings if they are sufficientiy separated [5.8]. The merging of the Mz,c curve having

isotherm"i hoiding with the reference eurve implies that tbe system is rejuvenated.
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Figure 5.9 shows lhe diffmf,nce piOI(difference between reference Mzec and Mz,(" with

holding), which appears as "dips" of finite width around the stop temperature. Such dips have

bcen shown to reflect dircctly the memory phenomenon [5,6]. It is observed from tho figure 5.9

that the iofiuence of the stop at coostant temp.rature during cooling is limited to a restricted

temperature mnge around T,. The appoarance of m.mory dips indicates that spin configurations

attained during a stop at T, aro pre,erved after cooling and subsequent heating. The width of

this region may be assigned to the existence of an overlap between the spin configuration

attained at T, and the <lOrrespondingstate at a vory neighboring temp.ramre (T+,1T). "]"},.two

coneepts lhat explain the widlh are lhen ehaotic nature of the spin glass cqu;;;brium

eonfigumtion and an overlap on short i.ngth scale, bet<,v"entho equilibrium configuration at T

and T+"'T. This memory effect has been confirmud for "pin_glas, sy'loms [5.7, 5.9, 5.33, 5.34]'

Thus, tho P""L'nt study on Mgo,Zn, ,Fe,O, and ZnFe,O,ferrit.s revealed spin-glass behavior

through nonequilibrium spin-glass dynamics s\llOhas aging, memory, and rejuvenation. It is weli

mown that effects s\llObas memory, aging and rejuvenation are observed in met~ahio 'y,tems

wher. the relaxation time ,cal.s are very irtrge as compared to systelm; with eonventionallong-

range order. This effectively rules out tb. possibility tltatllte magnetic groUlldstale of Zn-ferrite

,":.I",:
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is a canted AFM. Such memory effects would clearly be absent in systems with conventional

long_rangeorder of ferromagnetic, or antiferromagnetics.

5.3 Summary

MZfCof the samples Mgo,Zt4.,I.",O. and Mg",zna"F",O, "'" characteri7",d by a gradual rIse

at T, ~ 260.6 K signIfyIng a PM"FM transition with a plateau characteristic of ferromagnetic

ordering followed by a drop In ZFC magnetization at the lower tempcralu,e T, indicating spIn

freezing, This is commonly called re-entrnnt spin glass behaviour because the system reenten;

into Mother disordered phase when the temperature is lowered. The Ma( and Mpc curves of

Mg0l2n"Fc,o, aud ZnFe,O, samplea divergc below spin freezing temperature T, exhibiting

MZFCCIl'PSat 30 K for Mg.I,lZna,F.,O, sample and 21.24 K for ZnFe,o, sllJnple. Thi. is an

indicatIon of 'pin glass behavior (PM-SG). Frequency dependent complex AC susceptibility

and scaling analysis on critical .lowing down reveal that the Mg,uZn"Fe,O, and ZnF",O,

ferrites exhibit .pin-glass behavior. The ,amples show typical spm glass behavior (PM-SG)

with the manifestation of nonequlHbrium dynamics of the spin glass such aging, rejuvenation

and memory effects. It can be concluded from the above experimental results that

Mg. ,Z!l<J.,Fe,O,and Zu-ferrite cxhibil spin glMs behavior at low temperatures.
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Chapter Six

6,1 Introduction

Mg-Zn ferrilc is one of lhe important magnctic oxide wilh spinel structure because of it,

high electrical resistivity, relatively iIlgh Cune temperature, low cost, high mechanical hardness

and environmental stability [6,I]. SCYCTal;n,'e,tigators have shKliedthe magnetic and electrical

properties of Mg~Zn ferriles by partially snbstihlling Mg wilh eu ions [6,2-6.8]. The

densi f1cation at 1ow temperature is a problem for Mg-ferrites because of thelT high sintering

temperatnre. This could be a problem fot practical applical10ns where sufficient mechaoical

properties are required, because porous material, usually have poor mechanical strength, It has

been reported [6.2, 6,3] that the densir.cation of the Mg-Zn ferrites can be attained at

comparatively low .intering temperalure without degrading the properties of thcse malerial.>and

thc reactivity of the resulting mixtures when CUO;,; added to a particular ferrite system, CuO

plays an important role in improving the sinlCl"abiHtyof femtes, Substitution of Mg WIthCu

significantly improyed the densificalion and graio growth of Mg fcrrile owing to the fonnation

of a entectic Cu-rich phase. By .in(ering at low temperaturc, energy consumption is minimized

and material loss by evaporation;'; avoided. Koh et a1. [6,9, 6,10] and rark el. a1. [6.11] have

synthesized Mg-<:n-Zn ferrites by a ceramic method, which involves solid-state reactions

between intimately mixed fIne powders at high temperatures, They have rcpomd that the Mg-

Cu-Zn remles han magnetic properties similar to those of Ni-<:u-Zn ferrites, and the former

are economical and easy to synthesize.

The Mg-Cu-Zn ferriles of the genera! composition Mgo."_,CU,ZnDA5O(FC,o,),,, (where, y ~

0,0,0.10,0.15,0.20,0.25,0.30,0,35) were prepared by the standard double sintering ceramie

technique. The microslructural, electrical transport and magnehc propertics or the ,amples were

measured. The elTects of the compositional change of Mg-Zn ferritc by ,ub,lltuting of Mg"

with Cu'. ions, whIch can influence alomic diffusivity, sintering kinetic, and the intrinsic

parameters, have been invesligaled, The effect of sintering lemperature on the propert1es of

these Mg-Cu-Zn rerriles has also been invesligaled

,
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6.2 X-ray Diffraction Analysis

6.2.1 XRDpattern

w,

The crystal .(ructure identlficatlOn and lattice conatan( detenninatlOn waa performed on an

X-ray difliaC1i"n pattern (XRD). Typical XRD pattern of t!le ""mple y ~ 0,20 of the system

Mg, ".,.Cu,2llo "O(Fe,O,h" is shoWll in Fig.6.l, All the samples sho" well_defined diffrac1ion

lines, The pattern cm b" indc~ed as a .ingle_phase cnb1C spmel ,trncmre witll no e~trn Imes

corresponding to any other crystaliograph1C p!lase or unreacted ingredient. It 1Sobvious that tb"

"haracteristi" peaks for spinel Mg-Cu-Zn renites appear in the samples as the main cryotalline

phase. The peak. (220), (311), (222), (400), (422), (511) and (440) correspond (0 spinel pba,".

Counts

"''''
x=O.20

(3111

'''''
(511)

"'" <ill'

"",'i' ~

• '" 4.Position ["2Thi!I(lj
50 60

Fil<W'e 6, I Typical XII/) f'illtern of the >ample y ~ 0,20 of
Mg, ,,,,clip. "O(F"flJ,!." fert lies,

6.1.1 Lattice parameter

The laUice parameter is de(ormined by using tile Nelson-Riley e~t:rapolation met!lod [6.12J.

The variation of tile lattioc parameter 'a' as a function of Cu" content (y) is depleted in Fig. 6.2.
It i. nohced tIlat the lattlce paramoter inen:a.es witll tile copper eonlent in lhe lattice, This

variation can bc e""lained on the basis of an iomc size difference of the component ions. The

Cu" ion' !lave a huger ionie radius (0.70 A) tila!! tho Mg" (0 65A) ions [6.13]. The eu" {"ns

, •
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successively replace t hc M g" ion.' i n B -sIte. The unit c ell expands t 0 accumulate the larger

ion,. Thus addition ofCu"ions in place of Mg" ions in the ferrite is expected to Increa,e the

lattice parameter.

8.420

8.418

8.416

8.414

8.412

8.410 00 0.1 0.2 0,3
Copper content (y)

0.4

Fig. 6.2 Lallice cons/ant '0' a!IojUoc/ion of copper content (y) rf
.\fga"_,t::",z,,wO(F" P,Ja,- jerrile>,

6.3 Densification ofthe ferritcs

Density plays a key role in controlling the properties of polycrystalline ferr:ites. A

signific.nt mcreasc in the bulk dellSity is observed WIththe copper eont""\. Th. beneficial cffect

of copper ions on the dcru;ification of Mg-{;u-Zn ferrite can be reasonably ."plamed by

possible ,intering m .chanism' that t ake place through s high .tomic mobility 0 feu Ions. t

relatively low temperature, A po"ible e"planation may be the fonnal1ou of solid solution. It IS

,upposed that all copper ions enter into the 'pllle11attice during sinterlllg and aeti\'ate the lattice

diffuslOD. This ,,"Sump110Dof the formatiou of solid solution is coufirmod by the lattice

parameter measurement in which lattic. parameter i.ner"as"swith copper cont""t The increase

of the lattice diffusion u,ually increases the diffusion path leading to an increase of the rat" of

cation interdiffusion in til. solid ,olution, This is in agr"ement WIth the lattice diffuSIOn

mecbanism propo,ed by Gupta and Cobl" [6.14, 6.15].
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Figure 6.3 (a, b) ,hows the variation ofsinlered density ofMg-Cu-Zn ferrite with copper

contenl and sintenng temperature, By incorporating capp.r mto Mg-Zn ferrite, a high density

ha, b."" attam.d at relatively low finng temperature" Atlhe sintering lemperature of 1050 °c,

the density of ferrite, increases from 3,88 to 4.98 g/cm' as copper content increases from 0.0 to

0.35. A ,ignificantlDcrease of bulk densily is observed for all eopper conlaining sample, aftor

sinteriog at 1100 0c. The deIlSifieation of copper free ferrite ,ho,,"s a sl.ady increa,e with

,intering lemperature. This means that a Ingh sintering (emperarure is required to reach a n.ar_

maximum density in this compoSl!lon. The density of the samples y ~ 0,30 and 0.35 decreases

at Ingber sin(ering temperature. This decrease in density is attributed (0 (he increased intra-

granular/inter-granular porosity re,ulting from di,continuous grain growth a, proposed by

Burke [6.16]. According (0 ulDge and Kellel [6,17], grain growth and den,ification are

intimately related, Thu, in the pre:s.nt inve,tigations, the copper ions favor both lhe grain

growth and the rale of den,ification ofMg-Zn ferrite. For larger eopper cOUI.nt (y ~ 0,30 and

0.35), the formation of per.s within the grain, or on gram boundaries i, r.sponsible for the

observed decrea,e in density. This re,ult agrees well with that of .arlier reported rcsulls on

Mg--Cu-Zn ferrites [6.5]. It is observed thai Cu significanlly reduc.s the sintermg temperature,

The rcdnction of sintering lcmperarure IS due to lb. formation of hquid phase duriog sioteting,

,
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WhlCh assists tho densification thmugh particle re-arrangement, solution-repreClpitatiou and

,0iJd skeleton processes,

6.4 SEM Microstructure

Magnetic aud electrical propenies sensitively depend on the microstruclure of ferrltes,

lletween the graiu size and poroSity of microstructures, graIn sIze 1, more important parameter

affecting the magnetlc properties of ferrite.. GraIn growth IS closely related to the grain

boundary mobihty, Recrystallization and gram growth involve thc movement of grain

boundaries. The grain growth, being a re,ult of interpartiolc mass lransport, appears to be

dommated by the bimodal diffusion meohanism [6.14, 6.15], lattioe and grain boundary

diffusIOn. It is seen from the micrographs that the dense microstructures ore obtaincd for all the

samples. The average grains ize w as 0 blained from S EM picturc by linear i nlercept method

[6,18].

Figures (6.4-6.6) show the SEM micro,truoture of Mg,,,.,Cu;Zn,,,O(Fe,O,)o,,, ferrites

,in!<red at 1100, 1150 and 1200 'C. It is clear that the miCrostructure of Mg-Zn ferrite strongly

depends on the amount of CUO present in the 'amples. CUO inilumce, d,e lUlCroStructure of the

Mg-Zn ferrites by the formation of liquid pha,e during sintering, It facilitate, the grain growth

by increasing the rate of cation intercliffusion as • result of its .egregation to the grain

boundaries [6.19]. The behavior of grain growth reflects lhe competition between the driving

force for grain boundary movement aDd the retarding force exerted by pores [6.20]. Dunng the

sintenng, the thermal energy generates a force thaI drives the gram boundarie, 10 grow over

pores, thereby decreasing the pore volume aDd making thc malerial dense. When the driving

force of the gram boundary in each grain lS homugetlooUS, the ,intered body .ttains. uniform

graio size distribution, Abnonnal grain growth occur, if tills driving rorce is inhomogeneoes.

Moreover, the strength of the driving force depends upon the diffuslVity of individual grams,

.int«ing temper.ture and porosity.

During the liquid phase sintering, grain growth occnrs v, •• dissolvinglsolullon_preoipit.tion

process. Energetically, sm.1I gram, are less stable than large grains due to their higher specific

surface .rea" A:i; • consequence, small ~'Illins would be dissolved in the liqmd-phasc l.yers.

Once the concentr.tion of the dlSsolved phase reached a criticalleve1, pre<:'p,tation would t.ke

place. This mcnuS that larger grains grow at the expense of ,maller grains. Jt seems that small

graillll h.ve to "SWlDl" through a b.mer (liquid-ph.se l.yer) to combine with. large grain, It is

ob.erved d,.t an increase in the amount oreu content results in.n incre.se in the coverage of
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the grains by the liqmd-phase 1ayers, and t hi, i,h en.ticial tog rain growth. As a n;sult, the

overage grain size mcrea,e, with increasing concentratiOu of copper.

y=0.25

]0,30 y~O_35



'"

y ~ 0,00 y=O,15

y~O_20 y = 0.25

y=O.30 y ~ 0,35



'"

y 0,00, T, ~ 1200 °c rO_1O.T,~1200°C

y=O.l5,T,~1200.C y~0,20, T, ~ 1200.C

y~O,25,T,~1200°C }'~ 0.35, T, ~ 1200 'C

Fig, 6,6 SEU micrographs 0/1110.•ystem MgH>.,cu;zn, ,,o(Fe,Oy.,, smlered (It 1200 'c.
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Fig.5,7 SEM micrographs IYjMg, ,,c,,,, "z",,,O(!'hO,)o,, sample 6'~0 20)slnlered
at dfffrren: l<mperafUJ'es(a) 1050 (b) 1I00(c) 1I50 and(d) IlOO 'CO

" __ 1100.C
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w
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M 0.' "' 0; ,.
Copperoontent(y)

Hg. 6.8 Average grain size (D,.) as afwu:llon of copper comen: (y) of Ihs "ample,.

(
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It is seen from figures thot the sample without copper ,hows a homogeneous nucrostrucrure

with ,mall grain si,. and a uniform sl"" distribution. A gradual increase in 1.""';0 ,iro

distribution is observed with mere.sed copper content The cOll,iderab1e incrca"" in grain 51""

"ilh the ,ample, y ~ 0.15 .nd 0.20 ,hows the onset of nonuniform gram growth. The grain

growth in the samples with higher copper content y <: 0.25 ha' remarkably enhanced, giving rise

m a microstructure With exaggerated grain growth which acte!erate. J. ,inlering tcmpenlture

increases. The rapid grain growth may be due to the formation of larger ,mount of liquid phase

;0 the g ample._ The exaggerated gr.in b'f\)wth hinders the mi~'Ta(lOn of the pore to the grain

boundary, and hence conlIlbu!es to the reduction of tbe sintered deoSlty.

Effect of 5iotering tempcrntnre on the grain growlb of Milo ,,..,.Cu,Z~, "O{F",O,)o" fmilo, h•.,

bec" lnvestigatod. Figu'" 6.7 show, rl,e SEM mlorographs of the sample y ~ 0.20 ,inttTed at

diff=nttemperarure" The increase in gr.in size with sintering temperatures is dearly vi,ible. The

average grain si7£ eonbnUcS to merea.,e ITIJm4 to 21 I-'m while increasing the ,intcring t<mpcrature

ITIJm 1050 to 1200 0c. FiguTC 6.8 r"Pre,ents the average grain diamet<r as a function of eopper

content (y) sintered .t 1150 .nd 1200 'c. From thi, figure it is obse •.••.•d thaI the grain sizes

markedly increased with the eopper eontent .nd ,intering l""'perature. The v.lues of .verage grain

,ize of the samples are presented in Table 6.1.

6.5 Magnetic Properties

6.5.1 Complex initial magnetic permeability

The complex permeability spectra of the Mgo.,,..,cu,Zn •• ,O(Fe,O,) • .., samples a", p",semed In

Fig<. (6,9 -6.12). From these figur"" il i, ,eon thai the ,eal part of lhe permeabilily ~' remained

.lmo't con5tllot until the frequeney was rai,ed 10 a emam value and then drop, to a ve<y low values

at highct frequencies. The imaginary permeahiHty I!" gradually inereased with the frequency and

look a broad maximum at a certain frequency, where the real permeabilily !lIpidly decreased. This

feature is well known .s the fe,,;m.gnetio re,onance [6 21]. At low fr""uencie" a ferrite inductor is

a low Jo," constant seif.inductor where 1-"i, highest and the eme i, mostly inductive, rejecting the

eloetromagnetic interference (EMI) signal to the SOUrce. At high frequencies where the 1-'''

parameters hecome, mote significant, the inducrors ,how high impedance and boeome re,i,live and

dissipate interfering signal, !lither than ",f1ecting !he,e to the ,onree [6.22] The resonanoe frequency

peak, are the results of the ab,orption of enetgy due to matching of the oscillation frequency of the

magnetic dipoie, and the applied froquency. At the re,onance, maximum energy is tran,ferred ITIJm

the applied field to the latllee T.,,,lting in the rapid increase in tanli (tanli - Jl"/~'),

•
,
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The values of initlal permeabihty and resonance frequ~lleics for all the sample, ,inlered al

1150 au,1 1200 "C arc presented!fl Table 6.1. The re,onance frequencics ofthe ferrite, (f,) were

determined from the maximum of imaginary permeability, The resorumce frequencie, shills

from 13 MHz to 0 3 MHz", the copper content (y) !flcre",es from y ~ 0 0 to 0.35 ,intcrcd at

1200 0c. It ISaloo observed from the figures and Tabl. 6.1 that the higher the permeability of

the sample, the lower thc frequency of the onset of ferromagnetlc reoooance. Thi, is in

oonfonnity with the Sooek's relation in which Snoek found a relation between resorumce

frequency (where maxUlRlmlosses take place) and the initial permeability fl' as, 1-1',1; ~ oomtant

[6.23]. The product of frequency snd penneabllity remains con<tanL 'I his in,lieatcs that lower

the permeability ""lues, the higher ~ frequencies at which resonanc. phencmenon occun;,

When frequency is low, p-eoncability is high and "hen frequency is high, permeabihty ISlow.

Thus, an elIectlve limit of product cf frequency and p=ability is esrabIish.d. So that high

frequency and high permeability arc mutually inoompatible.

Table 6.1

The averagegrain size (D.,), initialpenne.bHily)1'(at 10kHz)and resonancefrequencyt;
oflhe Mg",~,CUyZn,AFe,0')'" ferntessmteredat 11SOand 12000c.~- T~I:<OO'C T ~1150°C

content(y) f,(MHz) " m f,(Mllz)
0.00 7 293 13.00 4 288 13.50

0.10 13 495 6.00 6 364 9.55

0.15 " 597 4.70 " 519 6.49

0.20 21 969 2.10 16 741 3.63

0.25 43 1244 0.65 21 988 2.78

0.30 52 1256 0.45 28 1121 0.322

0.35 "' 1242 0.30 35 1180 0.200
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fig, 6 /3 Complex p"rmeabilny 'p«lra ofy - 0./5 and 0,20 .ample.1Yj

Mg.,>-,Cu,Zn,,-,,O (Fe,(J,)"7jer,.;le. sinl","d at drffimmt temperatures,

Figure 6.13 represents the curves of the complex penn.ability (~', ~") ag,insl frequency fur

lhc samples y _ 0, 15 and 0.20 at dJfferenl sintoring t.mperarures 1050, 1100, 1150 aru11200 "C.

It is observed from the figures thall-" and~" increases with increasing sintenng temperature bul

th. resonance frequency moves towards the lower frequenoy, Similar results were reported for

•
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(6.2)

different ferrites [6,24-626]. The permeability v.lue, and hence the resorumce frequency

depend on !he amouot and lype of dopanl' ions and lhe ,intcring eondltious of these samples

[6,27, 6.28]. The on.et ofthe resonance frequency dctcmllnes the upper lwul of tile operational

frequeucy of any device,

6.5.1 Compositional dependence ofinilial permeability

Figure 6,14 displays the vanation of real permeability with ,intering temperature (1',) for all

!h~ compo,ition" tnitial permeability i, found to incre"e significantly wilh !he iucrea", of

copper content and smlering lemperature. The initial penneability of ferrite malerial depends on

mauy factors like reversible domain wall displacement, domain wan bulging as well as

rnicro'lructuml feature, vi2.. aVCTagegrain she, intra_grannulaTpOTo,ity,chemical composition

and tbe presence of ,econd pha,e [6.29]. 'flu: lUltialpermeability may be expected to increase

wilh the increase in grain sizo as a rosult of the remov.l of domain watt pinning silcs as the

grain boundary area is decreased. However, the presence of Cu-rich precIpitation and porosity

could effectively pin the domain walllhcrcby reducing the initial permeabilily and Q_faotot.

In a demagnetized magnehe matenal there are numbers of Weiss domains with Bloch walls

separating tl10two domains, These walls an; bound 10 the equilibrium posilions. tt is well

known that the penncability of po!ycI)'stallioe ferrite is related to IWO magnelizing mechanisms:

spin rotation .nd domain wall molion. According to Globus [6,30], lbe domain wails nonnally

remain pinned to the groin boundary aud bulgc when subjeclod 10 a small magnetic field

Globus assumed that the permoability due to the wall motion is likely 10be linearly dependent

On the gr.in SilO.while the perrnesbility oontnbul1on due 10 spin rotatlOUwas aSSllmodto be

independent of grain size, Globus and eo-workCTS[6.30] investigaled several Ni-Zn ferrites and

found a linear ret.tionship between p=ability and grain size. Kakaktar et ai, studied [6,31]

the effect of grain size on the initial permeability and found that ~'; ocD. Perduijin ct, al [6.32]

and Rocss cl. at. [6.33] also found a lmear relatIon between the initial permeability and grain

size in Mn-Zn ferntes. The permeability due to domain walt motion is given by

3M'n
(fl, -I). ~-----:t- (6.1)

that is,
M'D,

fl, oc r;;:-
;K,

wh.re M, is the saluralion magnelization, D is the average grain size, y is thc mab"'clic domain

wall onergy which is proporl1onal to the anisotropy eon,lant K,. Thus, the domain wall motion

,
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i, !,'Tully affected by the groin size .nd enhanced wilh thc increase of grain size. nus,. becau,e

blgger grain, tend to contain more number of domain waJis and imtl.i permeabiiily he;ng a

result of the easy reversal of domain wall di"pi.cement m the direelion of the applied m.guetic

field, The grealer the numbcr of domam wall" the highcr lSthe initial p<:rmoability.

f~lOkHZ

"00
___ \1"'0,00

1200
____ 1050"C

-0-\1"'0,10
•.••••• Y"O 15 -O-IIOO'C
--0-\1"'020 ______ t 150"C

'"00 ---+--)"'025 1000
-<>-1200'C--<1-\1"'0,30

-, -+-\I"'O,3~

.-!2 800 -. '"0

1 "'" f .00
,

~'"' <0"

'""
" 1050 1100 1150 1200

Sintering temperature ('C)
" eo 0,1 0.2 0,3

Copper cmUent(y)

Fig. 6 14 VW'ialian ¥the mmal permeabliity (jJ") wifh !iilllering lemperoJure (7'.<)
and capper com'm (x) 0/ Mg"".,c",zn""O(F<,O,)."jerrites.

In our m ieros1ructural study, iIi s ,een lhal grain, ize increases significantly with copper

contenl (y). Therefore, the !Decea,e of I" wi!h increasing copper contenl (y) is justifIed. The

magnetization/demagnetIZation caused by domain wall movement requires less energy than that

required by domain rolation, As !he number of w.lls in=",s wilh ~'Iainsize, !he contributiun

of will movement to magnetization or demagneti7,aI;onis gre.ter than that of domain rotation.

A critical s;", Wasob,erved for ferrite materials, below which domain wall. do not exISt [6.34j.

The critical size can be ;n • Tauge0, I _ 1 jllIl, dependmg on materiaJs. A neulron depolarization

sludy of Mn-Zn fcrrites revealed !hat !he samples with grain size below 4 I'TT1contain no

domain waUs [6.35]. P, J, van der ZaaS cl.1. [6,36] have studied !he magnetic domain size for

Ni-Zn ferrite and showed that the grains below -3 >,m are the mODo-domain slate, and the

domain wall can be presented in the gr.ins larger than -3 ~llll, Above the critical valCleof grain

size, !he large ccntribution 10 !he high value of >,'Come frOJUdomain wall movemeut The

.verage grain sizes of !he present samples are bigger than -4 flrn .nd the resonance frequency



of all the samples are under 100 MHz; therefore It ISbeheved th.tlho high perme,bihty of tile

prOSClltsamples is most likely duo to the developmeIll of larger don,,"n w,lIs of (ho samples.

Density also plays an important mle IIIUleincrea,e of !1'. An iTIcreaseIIIthe density of ferrile,

not QTllyresults in the reduction ofth. demagnetIzing field duc to the presence of pore' but al,o

rai,.s the spin rotational contributions, which, IIItnrus increases the permeability [6.37].

It ISobserv.d from the Fig. 6,14 thaI fl' aho increases with mcreasing Sllltering temperature

Ts. This illereas. in fl' with increasiTIgT, is atlributcd to the contributwn of domain wall

motion, whieh becomes mOres il,'llificant as t he s intered density and gram s ize 0 ft he ferrile

increase. Gen.rally, • higher 1nih.1 p .rm.ahility i, a chiel'ed throngh the control of both the

compositlon and tnlcrostructnre, which dep.nds on the sintering conditions. Although pores and

grain boundary would obstruct the movement of domalll wall, the fewer amounts of pores and

grain boundary could be obt.ined.t higher ,intering temperature and ieads easy movement of

domaiTIwalls and high initial permeability. Although the gram size of the samples y ~ 0.30 and

0,35 (fs ~ 1200"C) increased signific.ntly tho permeability do nol increa,e appreciably. We

believe th.t the reason behind this phcnomenon may be due to the formation of trapped pores

within the grains and/or grain boundaries. It is noted th.t the bulk density also decreased in thi5

case. If the,e pore, act as dom.in w.ll pinning factor, tho dom.in wall movement would be

obstructed. It is clear th,t, If pores can be suppressed or located at the gram bound.n.s, the

permcability may increasc with grain sizc, Gcncr411y, thc abnormal grain growth c.uses

formahon of closed pores (winch act!; as an extra pinnmg centre) irunde the gram, which

disturb, thomovomenl of dom.in walls [6.38].

6.5.3 Frequency dependence of relative quality factor (RQF)

Figure 6.15 represents the frequency dependence of RQF of Y ~ 0,15 aod 0.20 samples

.intcred at different temperatures. It is seen rrom this figure that the samples sintered at 1100

°C exhibit maximum rel.tive quality factor, FIgure 6,16 shows the froquency dependenc. of

relative quality factor (RQF) of thc samples sintered at different temperatures. The quality

factors were calculated from tho magu.ric loss tang.nt measured on the coil wound tamidal

<amp!.s. The variatiOTlof the rel.hve qu.lity factor With frequoncy showed. s1tOl1artrend for

all the samples, Q-factor incrcasc. with an iTIcroaseof frequency showiTIga pcak and then

decreases with further merease of frequency. It i. seen that RQF <1eterloral•.• beyond 2 MHz

i,e., the loss t.ngCTltis minimum np to 2 MHz and then it rise, rapidly. Tho loss is due to l'g of

domain w.lI mohon with the appliod alternating magnetic field a nd is attributed to v~rious
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domain defects [6.39]. whioh include uon-umform and non-repetitive domain wall motion,

domain w all bowing, Iocali2ed "ariation offlux d enslly, and n ueleation and annihilation 0 f

domain walls. This happens at tbe frequeuey whore the permeability begins to drop, T'his

phenomenon is ,s'O<:lated with the ferrimagnetie ,"WTIaneewlthm tho dom.ins [6.21] and at

the resonance m 'ximum "nergy i, transferred from the a ppJied magnetic field to tbe 1attice

resulting in the rapid decrease in RQF, The peak corre"Ponding to maxima in Q_factor shIft:<;to

lower frequency range", Copper c onlent increase •. The sample y ~ 0.10 h•., the ma~;mum

value ofRQF of 10337 .t f~ O,IS MHz. 1bough, the penneability being benefited, it appears

that larger copper content considerably detenorated the qnality factor of Mg-Cu-Zn ferrites.

Fig. 6./5 Rdmm quaUlyfacial" (RQF) of y ~ 0 /5 and 0 20 of Mg",.,cuyZn",O(Fe,OiJ."
Jerrites ,in'ered at dijfrrenllemperolures
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6.5.4 Temperature dependence of permeability

For applicalions, lemperature depondence 0 f iIlltlJl permeabihty is Important Figuro 6.17

shows Ihe lhennal variation 0 f inilial penneability (1lJ for the torOid shaped f.rrile _,ample<.

Since the inilial penneability is directly related \0 the magnetizat,on and to the ionic struolure,

the thermal sp.etra of pennellb1hty can be taken as a te,t of the fonnation and homogeneity of

the lOIllestructure of tho samples. In goneral, it was found that the iIll!!alpenneablhty morease,

wi!h increase in lemperalure, while it rail, abruplly dose to !he Curie point. Tho sharpnoss of

the penneability drop at the Curie point cau be used as a measnre ofth. degree of compo,i!!onal

homogeneity according \0 Globus [6.40]. The present ferriles show good homogeneity as shown

in Fig. 6.17, where an abrupt drop in penn.abilily oceuTSwithin the tempeTSlnreTangeleas lhan

5 "C n.ar Cnne point. The variation of II;with temperature can be expressed as follows: The

amsotropy constant (K,) and salunlion magneti?..lItion(M.,) usually decreases with increase in

temperature. BU!,deorease ofK, W1thtemperature is faster than that of M". When the aIllsotropy

conslant reaches to zero, e<,attains its maximum value and then drops off to minimum value

near the Curie pOint. Aocording \0 the equation ~ '" M:n [6.41J, '" must show a maximnm at
'.JK.

temperature at which K, vani'hes, where D i, !he diarn.ter of !h. graio,

__ yzO,OO
1500

"'"
-o-y.O.lO
~y.O."
--O-y~0,20

'W 1200

000 ~-~ ~"
"" __ y~0,2S

000 -0-;'-0,30

'"" ~y-035
T._1150'C

,~
'"'

"" '" "" '" "0 "" ,eo "" '" "" '" "" "" ,eo ""T("C) r("C)

Fig.6.17 r.mperalure dependence ofpermeabilny for Mg,,,.,Cu,znwO(Fe,O,J.,,ftrrUes
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The Curie temperature T, is a property "hieh lS relevant for iTIduet01".pplications and ,'cry

senSltlve to composition. FIgure 6.18 show, the varialiotl of Curie temperalure (T,) with copper

content (y), The Curie temperature of a ferrile i, a lcmpemture at which the femmagnetic material

becomes paramagnetic, T, of th~ stud,ed ferTite system has bern determined from the ",-T Curves

where Hopkinson type of effect at the T, has been obselVed with the m'TIifestation of sharp full of

permeability, The Curie temperature mainly depends upon the strength of A-B e~change intcraCDQn.

It IS soen that the Curie temperature largely depends on the copper concClltration and the effect of

copper content is eomplox. Zben"ing Yue el, al [6.4J have ob,erved the complicated dependence of

Cune temperature with copper content of (Milo ,.,Cu,Zn, ,)O(Fe,O,j",," ferrite,. They rcported that

the Curie temperature, ofth. ,amples ofx - 0,20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35 and 0.40 have tho values of 129,

125, 150, 145, and 160 "C, TO'pectl'".• ly. In the present Mg.",,.,Cu,Zno~F,,,O,Jo,., sy,tem, T,

decreases ,ignificantly .t y • D,IOand therealkr it ,how, the te"dency to increase, The valu", ofT,

of all the sample, are listed in Table 6.2. TIle change in To is attributod probably duo to the change

of A-B exchange interaction as a result of the mud,ncatio" of eotion distribution betwe,," A aIld B

sublattlco, due to cuo snbstitutioo. But lhe reaso", that are responsible for the compiicalcd

dependence of T, on copper concentralion h.ve n ot b.en cle.r to date, A further investigation i s

TIO""''''''Y m order to clarify ~)e f.ctors affecting the Curie tompcrature 'TId the thermal stability of

penTle.bi1ity.

no

~" 150

""
n"

n" "." "' "' "'Coppcr c""tcrrt (x)

Ng. 6,18 Varlallon ofeurl" le"'P'rature.<as afuncli"" of copper contenl (y),
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111. effect of sintering remperature (T,) on the Curie temperature (T,j of the ferrites is

presented m Fig. 6.19. It is observed that Curie temperature has 11ttl. connection with sintering

tempCJ1llure. Curie temperature is pnmarily detemrined by the materials' main prescription aDd

crystal structure, and has little connection with the microstructure, e.g., lattice dcfoct, porosity,

grain .ize etc. [6.42, 6,43J



6.5_5Magnetiwlion Studies

Mab'lletizatiOllmeasurements for the ferrite system Mg,,,_,cn,z!I<J,,O(Fe,O,),,,, (y ~ 0.0,

0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35) were carried out using the Supercondueting Quantum

In!<.,face Device (SQUlD) magnetometer at 5K with an applied field of 10 kOe to reach

,aturation values and tire resuits are plotted as iu Fig. 6,20. fig. 6.21 ,hows the variallon of

,aturation magnetization with the Cu content. lbe satuTation magnetiution increase, with

copper content up to y - 0.30 showing tnllXllllUmvalue of 117 emu/g and thereafter it decreases

fOTy - 0 35 It is known that the Mg ferrite is a spinel with inversion dcb'TeeSof about 0.8

[6.29], with the following cation distribution: Fe, .,Mg, "[Mgo",Fe",.]O,, where braekets

denote B-site<.

""
~ --

-o-y-O.OO
--o-y~O.10
-"'--y~O.15
---e--y~O.20
-C«--y~O.25
-----<l-----Y - 0 . 3 0
--+-y-O.35

'"
'" " , '"H(kOe)

Fig, 6,20. Fjeld dependence of magnetjzaJ;on m,a,"red at 5K using SQUID
magn<tometer af Mg" "."c",z"" ,,0(Fe ,0iJa"ftrriles.

The observed varialion in saturation magnetizollon can be e~plained on the basis of cation

distribution and the e~change in!enlctions between A and 13 sites, respectively. The A_B

interaction is known to be the strongest and dominates over the B-B and A_A interactions. In the

Mg-Zn ferrite the stable Zn'+ iollSoccupy the A-sites only. By sub'tituting Mg"" ,ons with Cu'+

(which have a magnetic moment of 1 11")011the octahedral B-sites, an increase of the

magnetization of B sublattice takes piace, leading to the increase of the saturation magnetization

of the ferrite.
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According to Ned's two 'uh-lallice model of fernmagnetism [6.44], saturation ma~'llotizalion

i, given by Ms - MR-MA where Mo and MA """ the octahedral and If!rahedr.l subl.ttice

magnetizatIon re,pectively. The inItial rise in the M, value is auribllted to the fact thaI Cu'. Ions

prefernbly tend to go to the B-sites by replacing Mgl+ ions and only a slight increase in the

magnetic moment of the B-sites, so that the net magnetic moment increases. The decrease in M,

for y>O.30 may be explained assuming the cation redistribution III whieh eu" ion can force

some of Fe' > ion' from B- site to A-site, Howcvor, Mg" Can also migrate from B-sltes to A-



sites depending upon heat treatment. The actual cation distribution can lhn'w tight on the

variation of saturation ma),'Ilctization. If there is migrntion of Mg'+ to A Sites, the subsequent

tnlgration of Fe" ions to B-sites will lead to an increase in rnagncti7atiun in B ,itcs, loading to

the increase of the saturation magnetization of the Mg-Cu-Zn ferrite The vatue of satuTation

magnetizatIOn M, as measured at 5 K is larger than thai measured al room tempcIutun:. This

difference in magnetization is due to the lh<;rIT1alvibration of spin ma),'Il<tiemoment of

Mg-Cu-Zn ferrites at higher temperature [6.45].

6.6 Electrical Transport Properties

6.6.1 Temperature dependence of DC electrical resistivity

The transport properties of ferrite. are very sensitive to the chemical COmpOSitiOn,sintering

temperature, sintcring tim<, typo and amount of substitutions. The tompcr.ture dependenee of

electrical resistivity of Mg" ".,en,zno "O(Fe,O'N.", ferrites has been invesllga!ed from room

temperature to well beyond tho Curie temperature. Tho relationship b<twccn resistivity and

temperature may be expressed by Arrhenius Telation [6.29] as

(6.3)

where, T is the absolnte temperatuTe,kBthe Boltzman constant and E. is the activation energy

Plots of e1edrical resistivity lnp vs. temperature (lO'fI') are sbpwn in Fig. 6.22. It is seen that

the electricat resistivity decrease, wilh lO'fT for all !he studied samples according to equation

(6.3) exhibiting the semiconducting nature of the samples. From this figuTcone can observe lbe

following", (il in the inve,tigated l<:mperaturerange, the ,""slStivitydecreased by about three

ordera of magnitude. This strong increa,e in the condnctivity with temperature must be regarded

mainly as due to tho thermally activated mobility of charge carrier" but not 10 a lbermally

activated creatIOn of theses carriers; (ii) all curves .how a cbange of the slope in !he

neighbourhood of the Curie point. This is a proof of the influence of the ferromagnetic ordering

on the conductivity process.

It cau be .een from the Fig. 6.22 thallhe valne of lnp decreases linearly with increasing

temperatu'"" np to a certain l<:mperature TDat which a ehangc of ,tope h•.• occurred. It is

ob,erved that the transition temperature To is in good agreement with the Curie temperature

,howing that the kink IIIeach CJse has occurred at the Curie point of lhe eorre,ponding ferrile.

The transition l<:mporaturcTo is shown in Table 6.2 along with the CUrle temperature T~ Tho

;1l
~



existence of !he kinks Of traruation, in the neighbourhood of !he Curie point has been explained

"ith the theory given by Irian and TuTI)v [6.46]. It was .hown theorel1eally that 0 n pa"ing

through the Curie point, a change must occur lfl the gradient orthe straight line [6.29] and the

magnitude of effect depends on the exchange interactiou between the outer and inner c1ectrons

whIeh alters allhe Curie POlO!. The expcrlmental ob,ervation of the transition near the Curie

point;n the case ofMg-Cu-Zn ferrites is!hus in conformity Wtth the theory of Irk in and Turov

[6.46].
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vorious composltlOt1!l of Mg. ,,_,cup, "O(Fe ,O:J!OJ17frrr ils.
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Table 6,2
Data for Cune temper.tIl'" (1',), oot;v.tion energy .nd room temporature DC "",tiv;ty
of Mg, lS.,C"7""-"O(Fc,o,),.,, fornte,.

Copper T,(C) T, (0C) AClvalionEno:rgy(cV) R<s;";vity

Content (~" Y5 T eunos) (1np"S. lO'rr eLi""') p,,(Q-em)

"~I Fcrri regIon(1:,) Para regioo (F"!,)

0,00 '"' "" 0.279 0.786 4.25xlO'

0,10 no ''" 0.245 0.290 3.94x]()'

0,15 m DO 0.104 0.184 3.06xlo'

0,20 '" 0,263 3.15xlo'

0,25 'M '" 0,104 0,480 9.53~1O'

0.30 '" '0; 0,031 0,522 12,6,10'

0.35 '" '" 0,109 0,639 35.5,10'

Th. activation "nergy E, and F-. in the ferromagnetic aud paramab'lletic regions was

determined from tho line in each regIOn of plots lnp vs, lO'rr by using the equation (6.3). Tabl.

6.2 shows the data ofT, determmed from '" vsT aud Inp vs. lo'rr curve" activation energies

(E,) and (Ep) and de re,istivity. An increase in the acttvation energy on passing from the

ferromagnetic to paramagnetic region is observed. This is due to the ordered slates in lhe

ferromagnetic region and disordered states io the parnmagoetic region. It is known from

thermodynamics lhatlhc magnetic transition, which is a second order transition, is accompamed

by a change in the volume expansivity [6.47], Snch expansIon increases the distance, between

the Ions that are responsIble for the conduction process and hence Increases the aCllvation enegy

cf the resistivity in lhe paramagnetic region relative to lhat in the fcrmmab'Tletic region,

Therefore, the chargc carriers in paramagnetic region need more cnergy to Jump between the

adjacent sites, It may also be noted from the Table 6,2 that the high actival10n energy goes hand

in hand with low conductivity of the ferrite. This is in good accordance with the conclusion that

the lower activation energies are associated with higher electrical conductivity while higher

activation energiea are associated with lower electrical conductivity,

6.6.2 Fr~quency dependence of dielectric cons/alit (&~

Figure 6.23 shows the variation of dielectric constant.' With log frequency from 100 Hz to

13 MHz al room lemrerature, It can be seen that all the ,ample, show the frequency_dependent

phenomena i,e" the dJelectric constant decreases With lIlcreaSlllg frequency exhiblting a normal
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ferrima~",etic behaviour. A more dIelectric dispersiou is observed at lower frequency region and

it rem'lDS almost independent of apphed external fieid .t high frequency ,ide. The dieiectric

behaviour of ferritcs may be expiained on the basis of dlelectnc polarizahon prace,. is similar

to thaI of the conduction mechanism and are mainly by the hopping conductIOn mechanism.

Electrical conduction lD fcrrites can be cxpiained by Verway-de-B<>erh"pping mechani;;m

[6.48]. Verway c;<.piainedthat the electronic conduction in ferrites is mainiy due 10hopping of

electrons between ious of the same element existing in more than one valence state and

distnbuted randomly over CTY,taUo!,'Taphicallyequivalent lattice si~s. A number of such ious

are formed duriug the sintering. Fe'+ ions concentrati"n is a characteristic property of a ferrite

material and depends upon several ractOT\!such as sllltcring temperature/time and atmosphere

includmg the grain structure. Creation of Fe" iODSgives mc to eiectroD hopping between Fe

ions in +2 and +3 valence states. Thc electronic exchange between Fe" and Fe'+ ion' results the

local displacement of chargcs in the direction of applied electnc field, which is responsible for

tho polarization in ferrites [6.49. 6.50]. Thc magnitude of exchange depends on the

concentration of Fe" !Fe" ion pairs present on B site Since Fe" IOUSare easily pol.rizable, the

larger the number of Fe" lOrn;the higher would be the dielectric constant The dielectric

constant decreases with increasing frequency and then reaches .1most cou,tant value duc to the

fact that beyond a certam frequency of cxtem.l AC field, the electron exchange between Fe'+

and Fe'"' c.rmo! fonow the altematiug field, Tlus lyre of dielectric beh.viour was observed in a

nillllbcr of fcrrites such a.s Cu-Cd ferrites [6.50J, Mg-Cu-Zn ferrites [6.4, 6,51], L,-CO ferrites

[6.52], Ni.Cu-Zn ferrites [6,53]'00, Li_Mg_Tiferrites [6,54].

All the samples have lugh valoe of c' in the order of \0'- to' at low frequencies, This high

value .t lower frequency region is due to Maxwell-Wa~"",r intcrfaCl.1type of polanzat!ou [6.55,

6.56J for the inhomogeneous double l.ycr dieiectric structure which is in .greement with Koops

Phenomenological theuty [6.57]. Thc inilomogeoeou' dielectric strncture was supposed to be

cousisted by two layers. The first one is the fairly wen conductiug large ferrite grains which i,

separated by the secoud tilln layer of the poorly conducting grain bounda" ••. The ~""in

boundaries of lower conductivity and higher dielecmc constaut are fouud to be more df.clive .t

lower rniquencies while the ferrite gr.ins of higher conductivity .nd IOweTdielectric COIlSt'Dt

are more effective.t high Jttquendes [6.49, 6.58].
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Fig. 6.13 Dielectric cons/ani '" aj"""Uon olfreq""ocy for Mg", •.,Cu,z"""O(Fe,Ov."
ferril" .intered at 1100 °Cfor /2 h..

According to Koops model, ferrite samples with inhomogeneous dielectric structure can be

unagmed as a system consisting of high conductive graios (with ." 0, and thickness d,)

,eparated by highly resistive thIn grJlD bound.nes (with "2, <12and t1ncknes.s d,). Koops

assumed thai x ~ d,l d,,,l, """"L, and &,-e, and the dieleclnc constant of the sample E' 15given

~. ~ &,IX_E,lx (6.4)

Thus the grain boundary phase controUs the behaviour of c' allower frequencies. The thillDcr

the grain boundary layers, the higher values atE', The dispersion in &' is large for y ~ 0,10, O.IS,

0.20 and 0.25 samples while that WIthy ~ 0.00, 0,30 0,35 samples showed a least frequency

dependeru;e. The presence of Fe'+ lon, in e~ccs, amount favours thc polari""tion cffccts. lbus,

the more dispersion observed in the samples can be attnbuted to the presence of Fe'+ ions in

excess amount which could bc farmed a I e levotcd sinlering t empcralure. Similarly Ihe weol<

depcndence of dielectric constant on frequency can be due to lack of Fe'+/Fe'+ ions

concentration. In the present Mg-Zn-Cu ferrite, tho following cquilibrium may C~iSlduring

sintering: Fe"+Cu+l~Fe2'+Cu".

It i'l seen from the Table 6,2 that samplos with y - 0,00, 0.30 and 0.35 have larger valnes of

resistivity than that of the samples y - 0,10, 0,15, 0,20 and 0.25. From the results, It" observed
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Figure 6,24 Temperalure del"'mience of dI_leClrlc co/!S1a11I(&; al drjJerem
/i'equellCIe< for Mga,~,cu,zna"O(F .,0,)." firri/e'_
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6. 6.3 Temperature dependence of dielectric constant

Figurc 6.24 corre1at.s thc ,"al part of the dielectric con,l.nt (e') and lemperaturc of the

samples atlhe selected frequcncics of 50 kHz, 100 kHz, 250 kHz, 500 kHz, 800 kHz, 1 MH"

and 2 MHz. Die1cotric eonstant (,') mcreascs as the temperamre incrcasc, which is the normil

dieleelric behaviour of magnetic sellllconductor ferrite, The increase lD~' with lemperature was

earlier observed for the Mg-Ti [6.59]. N,-Zn [6,60-6,62], Li"Fe"O. [6,631, Mg_Zn [6,1i4]

ferntea.

'The hopping of electrons between Fe" :md Fe'" ions at adj.cent B-aites " thonnatly

.ctivated on increasing the temperature, TIle hopping of these slrongiy localized electrons in tho

d-shetl causes 10c.l displacements in the direclion ofapplied AC field. TIle local displ.cements

of electronic charge canier.; cause the dielectric polarizatlon in feniles. In !he first reb~on.' is

increased slowly Withtemperature. Th" may he due to the fact that the thennal energy given to

tho system is not suffieienl enough to free the localized dipoles and 10orient thelD in the field

direction.
In most eascs, the .toms or molecules in the samples c.nnot orient themselves at • low

temporature region. When the temperature rises, the orientation of these dipole. is facilitated

and this increases the dielectric polarization, At vcry high lemperatuTe' the chaotic thermal

osoillalioos of molccules:m intensified and lhe dielectric conSl.nt p.sses through a tnllXlfllWll

value. II is observed that lhe varialion of dieleetric constant wilh temperature at lower

frequencies is much more pronounced than al higher frequencie,

w "
y~O,OO

'"
y= 0.30

" -o-50kH,
-0--100 kIlL

• "
--<>- 200~ll,
~~~

I
,

.-oQ-600kfu• '.0, -"~ -+--1 MHz
-+-'00"" -'----<>-""'~l. "'~~~, ~-~-+-1 MIl,

'"---<>---".~

"'" w w 'W 'W 'W "" '" '00 ''" ~ ""'l,," '""
Figure 6 24 TemperalUre depenm"'''' <if diel.e/rk lass langenl (IQnb)tJ(y ~ OJm

and 0.30 ,ampl es of Mg"".,c ",z"a"O(F",o.J" '"ferrile •..

• <!l!:i
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6.6.4 Temperature dependence o/dielectric /0 .•.•tangent (tanO)

Fig"'" 6,25 shows t he changos0 fton5 w ltb temperature 0 f tbe ,amples y - 0 .00 and 0.30 .t

different frequencies. It seems tlml tan5 h••, '" gen"",l, ,m.ll v.l"es and inc'e.,e. with incre:u;ing

tempemture The TlIJlgeof loss factor values indioaTesthaI tl1eprepa",d materials ,uffered very low

dielectric lo,ses even 01higher f••quellcle, A very low dickelne i"" lS one of the eh.,-acteri,tie

parameterfOTm;ITOw,voapplications,

6.7 Summary

The XRD pattern confirmed the single-pha1;e cubic spinel structure of the samples. The

latti"" pammeler 'a' increases with the eoppcr content due to iargcr ionic radius of Cu'"

compared 10 Mg' •. A sigmficoot ineTCasein t he value of bulk denslty has been found with

increosing Cu substitution for Mg in Mg--Zn ferrite, GTainsize is found to increase significantly

with copper content. The lmho! perme.bility increases with Cu conteut aud sinleTing

temperature but resonance frequency shifted towan! the lower froquency which really confirms

with Snoek's relation. The increose in the penneability can be atmbuted to the presen"" of Cu

ions activating the smtenng pro""" in ferrites and leading to increase m density and grain size.

Thus, it may be said that Cu substitution increases the densific.tion at lower sintering

temperalllre Il1IdaCIlV'les the grain growth of the Mg-Zn felTites .nd OS • consequence,

improves the initial magnetic penne.bility of those sample,. SaturatIOnmagnetizatlon inereoses

slightly with increasing copper content for y ,;; 0.30 and then it decrea,es for y ~ 0.35. DC

electric.l resishvity dcere"".s with the increase in temperature ensuring the semiconducting

naUlre of all the somples, The electrical conduction ill these ferntes is explaincd on the basis of

the hopping mechanism, Plots of lnp vs. lO'iT show a tran,ition near Curie temperalllre. The

activation energy in the ferromagnetic region is les' than tl1at m the paramagnetic region.

Dielectric consmnt (o') decre.ses with increasing frequency exhibiting normal dielectric

behaviour of ferritos. The compositional variation of dielectric constant and resishvity indicates

inverse trend with e.eh othcr .• ' increases With the increase of temperature pa"ing through a

tllIlximnm at high temperature,

it.
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Chapter Seven

7.1 Introduction

A series of MIl_substitutedMg, ."Cuo"oZna"O(Fe,~Mn,o:;),,,., (z ~ 0,02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 and

0.10) ferriles w.re synthesized by using a solid state reaction mcthod. It has been reported

[7.1,7.2] thaI in Mg-Cu-Zn and Ni-cu-Zn ferrites when Fe" ion, are partially replaced by

Mn'- ions, the lllab'llelic and .lectricnl properties are modified. They have shown that Mn

substitution for Fe CaJId~re •• e the magnctostriction coll5lant, Tcsulling in the significant

increase of permeability. The electrical resistivity arul dielectric constant are also affectcd by the

incorporation of Mn fOT Fe. In the preselll investigation, a study of the structural, magnetic and

e1eclricaltransporl properries ofMn snbstituted Mg-cu~Zn ferrite was undcrtaken,

7.2 X-ray Diffraction Analysis

7.2.] XRD patterns

The phase id.ntification and lattice constant dct.ennination were performed on an X-ray

diffractometer (XRD), The X-ray diffraction patterns of the synthcsiz.d Mn-substituted mixed

ferrite Mgo"C"".",ZIlo,,,(Fe, .•Mn,),.,,,O, are shown in Fig,7.1. Powder X_ray diffmclometry of

lhe ferrite samples, showing well-defined reflections withnut any ambignity, reveals tho

formation of single-phase cubic spinel structure and all the peaks observed mawh wei! with

those of Mg-Cu-Zn, Mg-cu and Zn-Mg ferrites rcporl.d .arlier [7.3-7.5]. It is obvlo,," thai

the characteristic peaks for spinel Mg-cu-Zn ferrires appear in all samples •• Ihe main

crystalline phase. The peaks (JU), (220), (311), (222), (400), (422), (333), (440), (620) and

(533) correspond to spinel phase. A strong diffraelion from the pianes (311), (220), (400), (511)

and (440) as wen as weak diffraction from the planes (lil), (422), (620), (533), and (444)

appeared in the X_tay diflfaclograms. Generaliy, fot the spinel ferrites the peak inlensity

dep.nds on the concentration of magnetic ions in the lattice. Using the X-ray dala, the lattice

constant (a.) and h.nce the X-ray densities were ealcuiJted,
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Fig"," 7.1 A Typical XRJ) !J<'1I"rnfor Ih""",pl. z ~ 0,08 of
Mg, "C,.. ";z;,,,,,,O(Fe ,,.Mn,O h", femres,

7.1.1 Lattice parameter

The lattice constant was determined through the Nelson-Riley extrapolation method [7.6].

Figure 7.2 ,hows the variation of lattice constant with Mn concentration. A linear increase is

evidenced in the lattice constant witll inercasing Mn" ion concentration from 8.4067A for z ~

0.0 to 8.4109A for z ~ 0.10. The increase in lattice constant with content of manganese indicates

that the present system obeys the Vegald's law [7.7]. An incre•• e in laalec con'tant with an

;nerease in tbe content of manganese can be attributed to the ionic size differences sinoe the unit

cell has to expand when substituted by ions with large ionic S;7-". Since the iOllieradius of Mn'-

ions (",,,,"~ 0.70 A) [7.8] is larger than that ofFel> ions (1"F."~0.645 A) [7.9], the subslitution

is expected to increa.<cthe iattice constant with the increase in z throughDut the concentration

studied. A similar HncaTvaliation has also been observed in Zn-Mg [7.5], Li-Mg [7,10]; Zn-

Mg-cu [7.1 I]; Zn-Mg [7.12]; and Li-Cd [7.13] ferrites. It was reported [7.14] that the value of

lattice constant of MgFe,O, i, 8.38 A. The valu.s of the pre.ent Mn sub,titute<! Mg-Cu-Zn

ferr;tes ale little larger than 8.38 A of MgFe,O, that attests the incorporation of Mn" (ionie

radius 0.70 A), CU" (ionic radius 0.70 A [7.8]) and Znl+ (iDnicradius 0.82 A [7,8]) dopants in

the lattice of Mg ferrite,

(
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Figure 7,] VarJali01luf 1a11100comla'" 'a' with Mn content (2,) of
Mgo "ClJ<J",zoQ"O{F c,_.Mn,O, lo ., ferriles,

7.1.3 P/lysical Properties

The bulk dellSity, dB, was obtained by usual mass Ilfld dimensional consideration whereas x-

ray density, d" was oalculated for each sample using the expression (3.]). The porosity

percentage was then calculated from d. ODdd, values by using the expression (3.3). The effuct

of Mn ion on the bulk density and on Ih. porosity is ,hown in Fig. 7.3. The bulk density is

lower than the X_ray density, Thi, may be due to the existence efpore., which were formed and

developed during the sample preparation or the sintering process. By incorporating Mn into

Mg--.eu-Zn ferrite, a significant increase of the bulk density was obtained after sintering at

1100 "C fur 12 hours. The highest density 4.86 glem' was obtained for the composition of z -

0.10. The increase in bulk density Wilh Mn SUbslilulion in Mg-eu-Zn fcrrile, has also been

reported [7.2, 7.3]. The porosity value of an the samples is less than 5.6 % lhat indicates the

existence of very few pores in the samples. The porosity is found to decrease from 5.60% for z

~ 0.0 to 1.77% for z - 0.10. The porosity values arc round to decrease signifiClllltly with

increasing Mn concentration, thereby giving an impression that manganese might be helping in

the drnsHlcation of the materials. The composition z ~ 0,10 h"s the highest density and lowest

porosity.
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7.3 Microstructure (SEM)

Figure 7.4 represents the SEM micrograp~s of Mg, "Clio ,,2no .,O(Fe,.,Mn,O,lo.'n (z ~ 0.00,

0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0,08, 0.10) ferrites sintered at 1200°C. It can b. seen from the micrographs that

the dense microstructures are obtained for all the samples. The average grain si"" of the samples

slightly increas.s al first lip to z ~ 0.06 and then it decrease, with increasing Mn content to 0.1O.

The ,ample z ~ 0.10 exhibits the lowest grain s;ze while the ,ample z ~ 0.06 has highe.t grain

s1",. This indicates that Mn substitution within a small Tang. pTOtnotes tbe grain growth, while

excess Mn,O, may b. fonned as ,coondary phase lit grain boundaries and hinders the grain

growth. Thus, z ~ 0.06 may be the crilkal concentration of Mn after that the grain size

decreases.

-
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7.4 Magnetic Properties

7.4.1 Frequency Dependence of Permeability

The meas~r.ments of the inilial permeability of brile, a, a function of frequency ate

performed. Figure 7.5 ,how' the frequency di,p""ion of permeability of Mno"Cuo ,cZno,"O

(Fe, .•Mn,O,)o '" ferrite, ,intered at I I00 and 1200 'C in the frequency rJl1ge of 1 kHz to 100

MHz. lnitial pcnneabiJity showg flat profile from I kHz to 2 MHz indicating good low

frequency stablHty for the samples with z ~ 0.0, 0.02 and 0.04 and its dispcrsion occurs slightly

above 2 MHz frcquoncy. But thc compositions with the Mn conlent of z <: 0.06 ob,'iously

showed reiaxation with real permeability fl' decreasing graduJ!ly with froqllency, becau,e the

spin rotation plays a relatively more important rolc when tho domain wall molion reduces. Thi,

relaxation phenom~'t1onis attributed to the delay of domain wall motion by a ohange in the

.x!ernal field due to cation migralions, impurities or d.f.cts [7.15J. This type of frequency

dispersion matches well with that reported in Mg--{;u-Zn f~'l'rite [7,16J; Ni-Cu-Zn ferrite

[7.17]. Ni-Zn-Cu ferrite [7.1R].

It is dearly s.en from Fig. 7.5 and Table 7.J thai the low frequency permeability incre",.s as

Mn content is increased from 0 to 0.08 for the samples s;ntered at liDO °C and from 0 to 0.06

for the samples sintered at 12000c. It is well known that the initiJ! penneabillty of spinel ferrite

dep.nds linearly with grain size [7.i9]. In the pr.sent composition,. however, the change of

grain sizc with Mn content is not apprcdablo. Therefore, there may be othcr reasons that arc

responsible for the compositional dependence of initial permeahility.

Table7,1
Dataot'Curie temp.mlure (1",), real pcnneabilily(~') and relalivelossf.ctor (l8nolii')
ot'Mn,,,CUo,oZr!o.,O(F",.,Mn.(),lo"fer~le'y>lcm.

Mn COLllcnt(z) T, (OC) T-ltoO°C T,---t200°C

" ,:ml\I~' " t""iil~'
.1 to kHz lMllz allO kll7 IMII7.

0,00 '" '" 1.67~10~ m 5,86xlO"
0.02 m '" 2.49xlO~ ~O 6.01~10"
OM m '" 3.54xlO-4 ,., 6.69xlO-4

0,", ''" m 3.72x10-4 1113 7.49xlO-4

0"' ,,. ." 3.77xllJ' m 6.24x104

0,10 '" ,% 3,'IRxlO-4 on 6.44xI0~

-,
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The initial permeability offcrti!e is expressed according to G. F. Dionne [7.20, 7.21J as follows:
M'

Jl- 0:: ' (7.3)
, aK,+b1..cr

where, j.1, is the initial permeability, Ms the saturation magnetiz"tion, KL the magneti"

anisotropy,)" the magnetcrstrictionconstant, a the inn.,,-.tress and., b are constant,. Nam et, ai,

,.ported [7.22] that Mn substitution with a small range in composition plays a crucial role in

propeT\ks of Ni-{;u-Zn ferrites by reducing magnclosmction oonstant. They hav" shown that

Mn substitution for Fe can decrease the magnetostriction constant, resulting in [he Sib",ificant

inc",ase of permeability. This reve"l, that the increase in permeability of the investigated Mg_

Cu-Zn ferrite, is also altributed to the decrease of magnetoSlti<tio~ CQJ],tantinduced by Mn

substitution in line with the reported results of Ni-Cu-Zn ferrites [1.22]. Similar [esults of

permeability also reported on Mn substituled Ni-Cu-Zn f<:trite[7.1] and Mg-Cu-Zn ferrites

[7.2J. Therefore, the variation of initial permeability of the present Mg-Cu-Zn-Mo ferrite Wa'l

influenced not only by microstructure" but also by magnetostricticn, inner stress, and other

factors. Within a limited Mn substitution, the improvement of magnetic penneability was

mainly obtained by decreasing the magnetostriction constant, not by the modifying the

micf'O.'ltrueture.'lof the ferrites.

7.4.2 Relmive loss factor

Relative loss factor (RLF) is the ralio of the magnetic loss tlmgentto the initial permeability.

High Il; and low tanS i.e. iow RLF arc required for high frequency magnetic applications. The

10"' is due to lag of domain wall motion with re,pect to the applied alternating magnetic field

and is attributed to variou, domain wall defects [1.23], which include non-uniform domain wall

malian, localized variallon of flux den,ity, and nuclealion and annihilation of domain walls.

The values ofRLF found in the investigated ferrites are in the order of 10-<at I MHz (as in

Table 7.1). The RLF increase, with the increa.", ofMn content but it is observed that the RLF is

quite stable with respect to Mn conlent. Thi, improvement of RLF may be attributed to Mn

addition, which is expected to decrease the magnelostricjion.

7.4.3 Tl,ermal hysteresis of initial permeability

For technical applications, temperature dependence of initial permeability is important

Figure, 7.6 to 7.8 show the thermal variation of initiai permeability (J-l;) for the toroid shaped

ferrite samples. Since the initial pennc:ability is directly related to the magnetization and to the

•



ionic Slructure, then the lhennal speclra of permeability can be taken a' a te,l of lhe formation

and homogeneity of the ionic struclure of the samples, Tn general, it was found thaI the initial

permeabilily increases with inerease in temperature, wbile il falls abruptly close to the Curie

point. The ,harpness of the permeability drop altbe Curie poinl can be usro as a measure of the

degree of compositional homogeneity according 10 Globus [724]. Th. present fmites show

good homogeueity, where an abrupt drop in permeability oceurs within the temperaturc range

less than 5 "C neat Curie point. The variation of ,"" with temperature can bc expressed as

follows: Th. anisotropy constant (K,) and saturation magnetization (M,) usually decreascs with

increase in tempCTalur •. But, deerease or K, with lomperature is fa'ter than the decrease of M,.

When the anisotropy constant reaches to zero, ~', attains iI, maximum valu. and then drops off

to minimum value near the Curie point. According to the equation [725]

M'D"" ''.fK,
(7,4)

II, musl ,how. maximum at temperatllre at wblch K, vanishes, whore D ISthe diameter oflhe grain.
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Figure 7 6 Thermai HySlere"" afinitial p.""eab,I,'Y (pJ for z ~ 0.00 and 0,0] """,pi"
o[!..fg",c"" "z",,,O(F.,.•Mn,O}.,, femte, ,in/em! aI / i/)() "c.

From figuros (7.6 to 7.8), it is ob,.rved that the ,amples exhibit thermal hysleresi, of tho

initial permeability when the temporature is cydro from above tho Curie temporalure T, to

below T•. Also j-l; versus T curve. do not show any socondary peaks. Noar the Curie lemp.rature

a Hopkinson peak has been observed. The,. types of peaks are normally exhibited by cubic
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structures and when anisotropy constant K, ;nctca,e, f,om the Curio point down to low

temp.rature.

Loaec [7.26]11<'lS classified d,e thermal spectra of initial permeability into two categoric,<;:

(il Fernl<:s exhibitlllg one peak in permeability named the Hopkinson peak near T~,

followed by a steady decrease with decreasing tempe",ture,

(ii) Perrites exhibiting an additional peak at 10".' temp.rature and named a secondary

peale Loaeo hM reported (he (~otmal ,pcClrum or the first category in the Ni-Zn

ferrite sample directly sintered from a mixture of oxid.,. All the f.rrite, in this

category or. characterized by a cubic 'tr1lcrure and a magnetocrystalline anisotropy

constant K, increasing smoo1Wyfrom T, to lower temperature.

Loacc [7.26] has reported that thermal hysteresis of '""consists of two types:

(il One which occurs bolow the Curie temperature (T,), tho permeability obtained

during heating cycle" is always lower than that oblllined during cooling cycle, that

(ii) Another type which occurs between the Hopkinson peak and Curie ternperatUr<(t,)

when the heating cUrveis ahove the cooling one.

"""
'""
'""

-::\. 500

'""

~

~/,
__ Heating
--0- Cooling

z.O,04

""' 100 150
T(°C)

Figure 7.7 lherma! Hymre.i, af ;,,;tial p",meabillly (JIJfoT'! ~ 0.04 and 0.06 ,amp'"
sintered at /II)() 'C,
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Loaec [7.26] h"" investigated thermal hysteresis of imtial permeability in ,,,ft fertite, (suoh as

Mn-Zn, Ni-Zn) near the «ansition temperature. Thi. phenotno"on has been explained by taking

into account of dom.in wall pinning and competition hetwe.n intrinsic parameters such as

saruration magnetization (M,l and aniso\Topy constant (K L) around transition points. The ferrite

compositions under investigation exhibited thermal hysteresis with a Hopk;n~on peak and

f1<"'"'" is ob,erved in the figures, where J.lki. (he initial permeability near the HopklnsOll peak

during coolIng cycle and "", the initial penneability noar the Hopkinson peak during beating

")Ide. SimUar thermal hy,tcresi, effects have boen reported by Bho,alc cL al. [7,27, 7.28] in

Cu_Mg_Zn ferrite,. It i, very clear from thc j.l; v. T plot, that peak height, indicate a diffcrcnce

in the magnitude of j.l;recorded during cooling and heating ")Ide,_ Tbis differertce occurs due to

the decrease in thermal di.turbance on cooling and thereby duo to tbe resultant magnetization on

effective ordering oftbc domains present in the s,ain! grain structure,

• •
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T~e Curie temp.rature of a ferrite is a temperature "t which the ferrimognetic m.terial

becomes paramagnetio. Curie temperatures, T, of the studied ferrite system has heen determined

from the I'o-T curv., wheno Hopkin,on type of effect at the T, has been observed with the

manifestation of .harp fall of pormoability, The Curie temperature mainly depends upon the

strength of A.B exchange interaction. Figure 7.9 shows the variation ofT, with Mn content. T,

shows the increasing !rend with increasing Mn'"' ion concentration. The change of Curie

temperature bas been ascribed to a slight modification of the A_B exchange interaction strength

as a consequence of a change of the cation distribution between A and B-sites [7.14, 7.29]. The

increase in Curie temperalure suggest<;thm Mn ions may b. incorporated into (he lal(ine of

ferrite, r.sulting in the strengthening of the A-B .xchange interaction of the type Fe"- _O_Fe.'".

Therefore, the thermal .nergy required to offset the alignm.nt of the magn.tic moment

increases, leading 10an increase in Curie temperature.

7.5Electrical Transport Properties

7.5.1. OJmposititmal dependence fJjDC e1et:Jri£aIresistivity

DC resistivity is an important parameter of Mg-Cu-Zn ferrit•• in high frequency

applications. Electrical conduction InMg-Cn-Zn ferrite. nan be explained by V.rway-de-Boer

mechanism [1.30] involving electron exchange between ion. of the same elemenl exisling in

more than on. val.nce state and di.tribul<d randomly over cryst.IlographicaUy equivalent
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tattice ,ites, A number of 'llen ions can be produced during (he sintering of these ferrito

sample'_ F,,'+ ion ctm"entration i, a ch"racteri'tic property of a ferrite material and depends

upon several factors ,ueh lIS sint.ring tempemtu",/time and atmosphere including the b'Tain

structure, Fe" ions in the lal(ice are created due to linc loss during lhe sinlering process. Lo",

of zinc result< in cation vacancies al1dunsaturated oxygen ion'. The exe." electrons on oxygen

then bond with the neighbouring Fe'. ions in the .pindl.ttice due to electrostatic interaction

giving rise to Pt:'. ions. The overall charge balanoe is restored by oxygen los' from the ,ample.

The partial reduction of Fe'. to Fe" ions can lake place at elevated firing temperature. Higher

the ,intering tempeI1lture, greator is the possibility of Fc'+ ions fOrmation. Creation of Fe" ion'

give. rise to electron hopping between the Fe ion. in +2 and +3 valence .tate •. Ferrite

,trueturally forms cubic closed packed oxygen iattices with the cations at the octahedral (B) and

the tetrahedral (A) SlleS.The distance botween two metal ions at B .ite is smalla than the

distance between a metal ion at B ,it< and another metal ion at A_,ite. The oteetron bopping

between A and B sites under normal conditions therefore has a very ,mall probability compared

with thst for B-B hopping. Hoppi~g hotween A and A site' doe, not exi,t for the reason that

(here are only Fe" ions at thc A site and Fe" io~s formed duriog processing preferootially

occupy B sito<only. Thu" the variation io resi,tivity may be explained either by probabilitie, of

the cations pre,ent in B"sites or by the microstructural modifioation brought about the ,lotering

conditioos or by the both.
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Figure 7.10 gives the mom temperature values of DC resistivity (p,J ;'C"us Mn content of

the samples 1\ is seen that m;i'tivity increases mackcdly by the addition of MIl". Tho

conduction mechani.,m in ferrite is considered as the electnm hopping betwecn ~c" and Fe"

ions in B_,ites [7.31). In the sample without Mn" contenl (FO), Fc concentration is maximum

at B-,itc>, which is re,p(Jn<ibie for electrical conduction in fe)Tite>.An addition of Mn in the

system reduces the concentration of Fe" ion<due to prosonce ofMo" and Mnl+ ions at B-sitc'

Therefore, the observed ino,ease in the DC resistivity with the increase of Mn,O, content may

be atrributed to the preseoee of decreased Fe" ions duc to the incorporation ofMn,O" In faot in

MIl substituted Mg-cu-Zn ferrile, the following equilibrium may exi't during the ,intering:

Fe" + Mnl+~ Fe" +Mn"

With increasing Mn content, more MIl" ions are oxidized to Mn'., resulhng in decreasing the

probability of electron hopping and increasing resistivity. The higbest value of DC resi,tivity

for z ~ 0.10 sample is observed to be 8.53xlo" (I-em, An increase in resi'tivity was reported

",ilb the doping of MIl ;oos in Mg-eu-Zn fenires [7.3]. 11is observed from Fig. 7.10 and Table

7.2 that room temperatutc DC resistivity decre,,""s with iner"asing sint.-ring temperature. The

observed decrease in resistivity wilb the ioerease of sintering temperature has been attributed to

the increased Fe" ions content [7.32]. Obviously, the more the Fe" ion, the higher the

conduction mechanism and conseqnently a decrease in the resistivity.
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1.5.2 Variation of AC resistMJy witllfrequency

Figure 7.11 shows the ,-••.;oI;on of AC resistivity as logp versus f'.quon,y liS logf of the

""",plcs at room temperature. An the ••mples show the significant disp~-rsionwith frequency,

which is the normal ferrimagnctic behaviour. The extent of dispersion is largely affected by

Mn,O, content With increasing Mn,O, content, the frequency dispersion is enlarged

sigolflcantly. The conduction mechanism in fernl<:s is explained on the basis of hopping of

charge carri.", between the Fe" and fe" ions on octahedral site. The increase in frequency

enhances the hopping frequency of charge corriers resulting in an increase in the conduction

process thereby decreasing the resistivity.

7.5.3 Dielectric refilXllllon phenomena

Figures 7.12 and 7.13 shows the v£\fiation of dielectric constmt &' with frequency for

differcnt compositions of Mg"~,Cl!<l"Zno"O(Fe, .•Mn,O,h", ferriles sintered at I 100 and 1200

"c. It can be ,een from the figure that the dielectric con,tant is found to decrease continuously

with increasing frequency for ali the specimens exhibiting a Mnnal dielectric behaviour of

",rrites. The dieiectric dispersion is rapid at lower frequency region and it remains almost

independent at high frequency side. Thc incorporation of Mn into Mg-Cu-Zn ferrites haa nn

prononnced effect on the dielectric constant in high frequency, but significantly decreases the

dielectric constant in the low frequeney range, This typc of behaviour was observed in a number

of ferrites such as Mg-Cu-Zn ferriles [7.3, 7.33], Li-Co ferrite. [7.34], Ni-Cu-Zn ferritcs

[7.35], Li-Mg- Ti ferrite, [7.36], Cu-Cd fcrrites [7.37]. The dielectric behaviour offerritcs may

be ""piained cn the basis of thc mechanism of the dielectric polari7.ation process nnd is similar

tc that of the conduction process. The electronic exchange Fe'+ ~ Fe" gives the Iccal

displacement of electrons in the direction of applied eiectric field, which induces the

polarization in ferrites [7.37, 7.38]. The magnitude of exchange depends on the concentration of

Fe'+/Fe3+ ion pairs present on B site fcr the pre.ent ferrito. The sample z ~ 0.00 and 0.02

showed the maximum dispersion while that with z - 0,10 showed s least frequency dependence.

The presence of Fe" ions in eKce" amount favour, the poiarization efTeets. Thus, tho more

dispersion observed in the sample with z - 0.00 and 0.02 CllIIbe attributed to the presence of

Fe" ions in excess amount which could be fonnc:d at elevated sintering temperature. Similarly

the weak dependence of dielcctric constant on frequency in z ~ 0.10 sample can be due to lack

of Fe"/Fc'+ iollS conoentration. The observed decrease in dielectric constant with increase in

frequency is due to the fact that above certain f,equencies the electronic exchange betwcen Fe"

and Fe3+ions does not follow the frequency of the applied AC field.
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Tabl. 7.2 0,(. of room temperal"'" DC resl'tivity (p,o), Dielectric corut1lJl1(,') ""~ Relaxation peak
f«qumc)' (rm~) ofMg" "C",,0'"o "O(F<, ..Mn.O»)"" l;,rri1<'.

Mn-comem ("l T,-llOO.C T,-1200'C

p<~5~' " tm~(kli,) Po. (O-cm)
" ' fmu(kHz)

'" 'at 10kHz' at 10kll,)
0.00 2 98, 10' 6.40<10' 'OM 7.121xlO 0.7.3.10' 194685

om 3.75xlO' 2.14<10' .00 11S6xlO' S.3QxlO' 1122.Q2

OM 6.7xlO' 1.94xlO' '00 1.642"10' 431,,10' 301 99

U,06 2.53x 10' 1.2VlO' " 7.1,7xI0' 264xlO' 33,11

0,08 2.26xlo' 4,23xlO' , 1.514,10' l.G4xlO' 12.59

O.W 8.53x1O' 2.63xlO' , 2829,,10' 9.43<10' 7,24

All s,,",ple. have high values of t' in the order of I 0'_10' at low frequencies. This could be

e~plained using Koop's phenomenological theory [7.39], which was bosed on the Maxwell.

Wagner model [7.40, 7.41] for !he inhomogeneous double layer dielectric structure. The

dielectric structure was supposed to be composed of the fairly well conducting ferrite grain"

These are separo.tedby the second thin layer of grain boundarIes, which are poorly conducting

SIIb,tancel. These graio boundaries could be formed duriog the sintering process due to the

superficial reduction or oxidatiOltof crystallites in the porou' material, as a raoul! of their direct

contact with the firing atmosphere [7.42]. The grain boundaries of iower conductivity were

found to be effective allower frequencies while ferrite grains of high conductivity are effective

al high frequencies [7.39, 7.43]. Thi, c~plains the higher values of.' and tanli a! lower

frequencies and the decrease in c' and tan/; as the frequency increases, The real c' and imaginary

,,' parts of the dielectric permittivity; and the dielectric io,", tan& are given by the following

OCbyeequation. [7.44] as:

" (6,-6~)"''-0.-----1+",',-'

(7,5)

(7,6)

(7.7)

where, t is the relaxation time, &0 the dielectric permittivity at vcry low frequency and E.,the

dielectric permittivity at very high frequency, respectively. Equations (7.5) and (7.6) indicate

thai &' and £" decrease 3.'lthe frequency incren,es. This is in agreement with the behaviour of.'

in Figs. 7.12 and 7.13 for the presenl sludied samples

iii
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It can bc inferred from the 1 able 7.2 that the dielectric constant behaves m an opposite

manner to that of electrieal resistIvity, giving an impression that both the didcwlc constant,'

and eleclrlcal conductivity (lip) behave more or less in a similar way. A, bOlh the dlelectrlc

conslant and electrical conductivity are ba.<kally electrical lranspuT\ ptopeT\les and their

varifltion with composition is ,imilar, it may be assumed that the sarne mcchanism is

responsible for both phenomeua.

7.5.4 Abnormal dielectrie behaviour

Figures 7.14 and 7.15 show the variation of the dielectric loss tangent (tano) with frequency

as logf fOTthe investigated ferrite samples. It is seen from the figure that tano versus logf curves

for all the samples show abnonnal dielectric bchaviour by indicating a maximum (peak) at a

certain frequency. $imHar types of peaking behaviour in lana versus frequcncy have been

reported by diffirent workers for Li-Mg- Ti [7.36], Cu-Cd [7.37], Li- Ti [7.45J, Ni-Mg [7.46J

and Mg-Zn [7.47] ferrite systems. The maxima aTemore prouounced in the investigated .ys!em

than that of the reported system', The frequency (f_) at which a maxima in tnnIi occurs for

each compo,ition Is presented in Table 7.2. It i, seen from the Table 72 that peak frequency

f~ shifts towards the lower frequency side with increasing Mn" conten~ The condition for

observing a maximum in lana of n dielectric material is given by the relation [7.45J

"'"~l (7.8)
where, "' ~ 21lfm•• and t is the relaxation time. Now the relaxation time t is related to the

jumping probability per unit time p by an equation t ~ 112por,

(7.9)

Therefore, a maximum can be observed when the jumping or hopping frequency of electrons

between Fe" and Fe" becomes approximately equal to the frequcncy oflbe applied field and

the phenomenon is termed as ferromagnetic resonance [7.48]. At thc maximum or peak In Fig.

7.14 and 7.15, O>"T ~ 1 and the dielectric loss tangent in equation (7.7) become.>

o &" (Lo-&~). O' .tano ~ -. _.~~-- I.e., tanu is maxlmum,
& &, +E~

The sharp peak can be observed when the hopping frequency exactly matches with the

applied frequency. A continuous decrease of f_ with increasing Mn content indicates that the

hopping or jumping probability per unit time is decreasing continuously. This Is probably due to

reason that the conoentration of Fe" lollSnn B ,itos, which are responsible for the polariZlltinn

in tbese ferrite.>,decreases with increosing Mn content Anolher explanation uf the occurrence
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of peaks at a certain frequency carr be observed when e' has a minimum value i.c. a minimum

stored energy at thaI frequency.

8
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7.5.5 Temperature dependence a/dielectric comtant

The t>:mperatur. dependenoe of 6' for the samples al the ,elected frequencies of 50 kHz, 100

kH1" 250 kHz, 500 kH7, 800 kHz, 1 MHZ and 2 MHz i,presented in figure 7.17. 0° increases as

•
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the temperature increases which is the normal dielectric behaviour magnetic semiconductor

ferrites. The hopping of electrons b-etweenFe'+ and Fe" ions (at adjacent B-sites) is thermally

activated on increasing the temperature, The hopping of these sh'ongly localized electrons in the

d.shell causes local displacements in the dircction of appHod AC Ocld, Thc 10c<l1displacements

of electronic charge carriers cause (or determine) the dIelectric po~1rization in ferrite,. The

dielectric behaviour of ferrites may be explained on (he basis of dielectric polarization process

is similar to that of the conduction meehani,m and are mainly by the hopping conduction

mechanism [7.36]. The resistivity of fe"ires decreases with the increase in temperamte because

ferrites were considered as magoetic semiconductors. According to Koops, the dielectric

permittivily i, inversely proportional to the square root of resistivity. Therefore an increase in

dielectric permittivity with temperature is expected. In the first region e' is increased slowly

with temperature. This means thaI the thermal energy given to the system i, nOI sufficicnt

enough to free the localized dipoles and to orient them in the field di",elion. In most cases, the

alOmsor molecules in the samples carmot orient themselves al a low temperature region. When

the temperature rise" the oriontalion of these dipoles is facilitated and this increa,es the

dielectrio polarization. At very high temperaturcs the chaolic thermal oscillations of molecul~s

are intensified and the permittivily pa.'<Seslhrough a maximum value.

7.6 Summary
All the samples synthesized have single phase of pure cubic 'pinel struemre. The lattice

COllStanlis found to increase lineariy with the manganese content which is explained in terms of

, the sizes of component ion,. Bulk density is found to increase whilc porosity decreases with

increasing manganese conten!. With increasing Mn conlL'1ll,lhe initiai permeability increaso,

may be attributed to the reduction of magnestriction constant due to the presence of MIl, The

initial permeability exhibits a thermal hysteresis effecl during the heating and cooling cycle.

The Curie temperatures show increasing lrend with the MIl'+ ions substitution for Fe" ions. The

sharp decrease of f'; at "'T, indicates that the samples have high homogeneity according 10

Globus. DC elcclTicalresistivity is found to increase with the increase ofMn-conlent which is

attributed to the fact that the incorporation of Mn in B site of ferrite may dccrease the

concentration of Fe'+/Fe" ion pairs. The compositional varialion of resistivity and dielectric

con'tanl indicates the inverse trend, with esch other. Both PAC and e' decreases as the frequency

ofapplicd AC electric field increase, which is the normal heha;iouT of ferromagnetic ferrites.• '

increases as the temparature increases passing througb a maximum at higher temperature,

Relaxation peaks ob'eTVed in the variation of dielectric loss -mngentfOTall the samples is due to

matching of hopping frequency of electrons wilh lhat of the applled field. The hopping
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frequencies r~ ,hift toward, the low-frequency ,ide with the increase of Mn-contenl. This has

\>cen attributed to the decreasing strength of Fe'+ ions on B ,ileS with increasing Mn-contenl.
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Chapter Eight

Study of Ferrite Nanoparticles

8.1 Introduction

Magnetic nanoparllcles continue to be a fascinoting subject of interest bOlh from the

fundarnontal and "pplicalJon point. ohiew. Especially, the magnetic n,nomalerial, lIk.fernle,

,how some unusual behavior as an effuct of l\lInoscale confinement. Basically the term

"nanoportic1e" give, upper and lower Hmit of grain size of 1 - 100 nm. Within this particular

fallge of ,ize the basic fundamental ch3racteri,l1cs of tho mat<ria1sstrongly differ from that of

the bulk counterparts due to pronounced change of surface/volume ratio. Magnetic sat~ration,

coerdvity, magnetization and magnetic loss change drastically as the SIZeof the particles move

down to the oanometric range. Magnetic nanopartic1es of the spm.l-type have received roueh

attention because of thelf interesting magnetic properties and potential applicatIOns.Magnetic

particles below" mtlca! diameler cannot support more lhan on~ domain, and form single

domain. Thi, critical diameter could be observed for typical m,terial, between 10 and \00 om,

It has !>eenobserved that tlrey have super_paramagnetlc properties, due 10 their reduced size.

This makes them attnlcllve candidates for mfonnatlOn slorage, magneto-optlcal devices and

maoy other awllcation, including magnetic fluids, magnetic lalex, etc. Therefore, synthesis and

eharaclerization of Mg-based ferrile "nanoparticies" " undertaken in this research work

Nanophase malenals with an average grnln size in thc I1Ingeof I to 50 nrn hav~ atlI1lcted

research inlerest for more than a decade since their physical properties arc quile different from

thai of their bulk micron-Sized counlerparl, beea"se of the Jorge volume fraction of atoms !hat

occupie,!he grain boundary area [8.1, 8.2]. This ncw class of materials i. u,ed in important

application, like high frequency !ran, formers, ferrof1uida, pigmenl' in palUts aTIdcerllJllics,

biomedical applications like drug dehvery system, hyperthermia, NMR. high density magnetic

recording, varistors and dye-sensitized solar cell. [8.3-8.9].

The surface area of !he nanostructured material, i. large as the b'Tllinsizes are small. The

increasc in the interfacial energy due to defects, dislocallons and lalliee Imperfections leads to

change< in various physical properties and heuee ooe can lailor to make the maleri.l, with

'pecific properties. Almost 50 % of the alom' reside in the grain boundary area when the grain

size is reduced to less than 10 nm whereas it is only 1-3% when the gram ,izc i~ 100 om [8,1].

Since a large fraction of atoms is present allhe grain boundaric" the nauocrystalline materials

• ,
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exhibit enhanced diffusivity. The enhanced diffh,ion results lD the formation of'table and

metastable phases at tow temperatures, lowenng of the sintcring lemperature and increase IIItil.

solid wlubility limlts,

8.2 Synthesis of nllnoparticles by chemical co-precipitation method

A vanety of chemical methods like co_ptttipitatiOtl, ox.JdatlOn,sol-b'Cl,Teyer", micelle, etc.

is available for (he 'ynthesi, of nanom.gnetic materials, The chemical co_precipitation [8.10,

8.11] technique, winch results in particle SizeSsmaller than 25 nm, is widely used in the

synthesis of nanopartic1es.

MgFc,O., Mg05sZn...,Fe,O, and Mgo,,,CuD,.zn,,,Fe,O, fernt. nanopartic1e.s we,e

synthesized by using chemical co-precipitation and sol-gel methods. MgFe,04, aDd

Mg",,,Zno..,Fe,O, ferrite samples were synthesized by using a co_precipitaion method whereas

Mgo,,,CUo.lOZno"Fe,O, ferrite nanoportic!es were synthesized by gel method. The analytical

grade Fe(NO,j,.9H,O, Zn(NO,j,.6H,O, Mg(NO,j,,6H,O, Cu(NO,),.3H,O, and liquid ammonia

were used as starting materials. Thc starting materials were accurately weighed in molecular

mole fraction and separately dissolved in distilled water to prep""" 0.25 M metal sail solutioos.

The "olutions of the meta! nitrates of the concentml;on 0 f 0 ,25M were m ;xed together aud

stirred for about 1 h. Thcn 0.1 M NR,OH .olutions were slowly added to the mixtore as a

precipitating agent under a constant stirring at room temperature. NH,OH solutions couverted

the nitrates into their hydrmnde•. Caloulatod amount ofNH,OH solution was added to ensure

the complete COUVerslOOof metal nitrate, to hydroxides, The hydroxides were then filtered and

washed repeatodly with de-ioniled water. After then, it was dried in aiT;n an oven .t 125"C

overnight to .ehieve MgFe,O, and Mgo"Zn,,,Fe,O, ferrite powders. These powders were then

annealed .t different temperatores for ferntization.

8.3 CharacterizatioD

C!umldcrization of nanocrystal11ne materials lS required in order to un<1crstand the

correlation between the properties and the particle size. Yarious charactcrlLat;on techniques """

employed to study the structural aud physical properties of n,nomate".ls. Some of the

characterlslics of the nanostruerure<!llliItetials11keline broadening lfl the X-my peak are usod to

estimate the average grain Size usiog the X-ray diffraction [8,12]. Tho crystalline pha,cs in the

various heat treated samples were idenlified from the X_ray diffraction patterns takon on a
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Philips X-Pert PRO (PW 3040) X-ray diffractometer using en Ka radiation, The ,urface

morphology and shape ofthe nanoparticies are exammed using electron microscopy [8,131

8.3.1 XRD patterns

Figure (8,1-8.3) show the XRD patterns of MgF.,O" Mg,."Zno,,,Fe,O, and

Mg, "Zno~,eu.,.Fe,O. ferrites armealcd at different temperature. for 3 h are presented Fig. 8.1

shows the XRD patterns ofMgFo,o,samples armealed at 500, 550, 700, 800, 900 and 1000 'e

for 3h XRD pattern of 500 'C annealed sample indicates the pre.ence of mostly hematite

(1'0,0,) phase with a smal! slllgie peak of brite. The onoet offmirization takes place at around

550 "C. The formation ofcrystanine MgFe,O, fernte phase is seen to start at and above 700"e

in addition with hematite (F.,O,) phase. There are ct-F.,O, phases which often appear at low

temperatures when the reaction is nol complete and the temperalure increased tIre crystallinity

as well as the crystallites of the solids. The intensity of the ferrite phase is gradually b>elting

stronger while the hematite phase getting weaker with increasing annealing t"mpera.ture from

700 to 900"C. The XRD pattern of the sample annealed at 900"e indicates only the ferrite

phase where almost I 00% ferrihzation has been observed, Twopeaks ofF e are seen in the

pattern of 900 and 1000 "C anne.led samples. Volnme fraction of tIre ferrite phase (MgF.,O,)

has been calculated from the intensity and FWHM of the Bragg peaks oild is presented in Table

8.1. In the calculation ofvolnme fraction, Fe peak Wal>neglected due to its very weak intc."fIsity.

figure 8.2 shows the XRD patterns of chemical co_precipitated Mgo"Zno."F.,O, samples

annealed at 500, 600, 700 and 900 'C, respectively for 3 h, It is evident that in all cases the

spinel phase is the dominant phase, XRD patterns of 500 and 600 °C .nnealed samples indicate

the presence of Mg,."Zno~,Fe,O, spinel phase along with 2nO phase. The ZnO phase is

completely disappear in the pattern of the sample heat treated at 700 °C for 3 h. The mtensity of

the ferrite phase becomes stronger for the sampl.s with increasing annealing temperature. The

fonnation of Mgo~,Zno,,,Fe,O. is confinned in the samples heat treated at 900 'C for 3 h with

no residual ct-Fe,O, phase being preseut in it. At this temperature, the cubic spinel structure of

Mg.wZn,,,Pe,O. ferrite is formed as the enhIe refleetion planes (111), (220), (311), (222),

(400), (422), (511) .nd (440) match wen with the reflection of Mg-Zn ferrite corresponding to

the standard card. Volnme f,"clion of each phases were calculated from the peak intensity and

the FWHM ofBIagg'speaks and is presented in Tobie 8.2.

•
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Figure 8./ XI!D patl.", of MgF.,O, n<ll1oporliciesun"ealed at dijferentlemperatuTes.

~

~
B ~ fa s= = 0 = ~

" ~ ~~ "l T.~900'C

'f Mg,,,zna "Fe,o 4

;;
T.~700'C

T.-<iOO'C

T.~500'C

" " ~ '" '"20
Figure 8.2 XilD paUera oj Mg. ,,z,,.,,Fe,O, """"parl/cies <Il1nealedat dijfem'l tempml"''''.'.
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Figure 8.3 represonts the XRD paltoms ofMgo,,,Zno,,Cllo,,Fe,O. ferrile, annealed;,t 500,

700, 800, 900 and 1000"C fot 3 h. The XRD paltcm of 500°C annealed sample eo~tain, the

phases of ZnO and mixed phase of M~"Zno"Cuo,,,Fe,O. and Fe,O" ']be F.,O, phase

disappears and ferrite phase ofMgr, ,,2nD"en.~oFe,O, has been identified '"Patately in addilion

to tho: ZnO phase of the sample annealed al 700 ac for 3 h, The peak intensity of

Mgo",2UoA,Cn,"Fe,O. f~-rritephase b""ome, stronger while ZnO phase becomes weaker with

increase of annealiug temperature from 700 to 800°C. At 900 °C, a new phase of CuO was

observed in the pattern with (he duninishing of ZuO phase. At 1000 "C, the

Mgo,,,Zt\wCu,,,.Fe,o. ferrite phases are mainly seen in the XRD paltern, but 100%

ferritizatlOnhas not been observed in the pattern, In this patlem, CUOphase has been tran,ferr.d

into CU,O phase. Additionally, two Fe peaks are seen in this pattern, Volume fraction was

determined in the samCprocedure as discussed bdore and ISpresent.d iu Table-K3.

f

~ is -
'"

R "-
" ~

•

2e

T.~800°C

T.~700'C

T.~500"C
m

Fig. 8.3 XRD patter/! of Mg",zn.,45CuoJ'",o, nanoparlides onneoled 01different temperotures,

The better formation of single-phase cubie spinel .!rncture is obs.rve<1 in the case of

Mg.",,2noA,Fe,O. ferrite than that of MgFe,O, and Mg. "Zno,,,Cllo "Fe,O, ferrites. No change

in the crystal strueture is fonnd in the XRD patterns of partides formed by the heat treatments.

The only effeet is that the X-ray line broadening decreases, which is due to grain growth of

larger crystallites at higher temperature treatments,

• ••••
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8.3.1 Average parh'cle size of the ferrite l,anopartic1es

The average particle size was estimated by using Debye"Soherrer formula from the

broadening of tile strongest (311) peaks of spinel [8.14],

D~_Oc.9c'~
pcosO

(8.1)

where, D is lh. average particle size, A.is the wavelength of the radiation used as the primary

beam of Co K. (l..=1.54178 A), e is the angle of incidence beam in degree and P is the full

width at half maXlDlum(FWHM) of the fundamental reflection (311) ill radian of tho FCC

ferrite phase. The contribution due to instrumental broadening has to he taken into account m

order to obtain the accurate particle size. Instrumental broadernng of the systo.-mwas ch:tcrrnined

from a 0-26 scan of st:mdil!d SL At (311) reflection, the vatU" of instrumental broadening was
•

found to be 0.07°. This value of instrumental broadening wa, subtracted from the FWHM value

of each peak. Debye-Scherrer's formula aSsumes approximation and gives the average psrticle

size if the grain size distribution is narrow and strain induced effeelS are quite negligible.

Figure 8.4 and 8.5 show the XRD patterns of MgFe,O" Mg",,,Zn,,,Fe,O, and

Mgo"ZlIo,.,Cu..!<JFe,O, femtes annealed at different temperatures for 3 h are presented, where

only one (strongest) peak (311) is shown III .xpanded form to unden.l3nd lhe vari3tlon of

FWHM of the Bragg peaks with annealing temp«ature, From these figures, it i, ,een that the

value of FWHM decreases "ith inc!easmg anneahag temperature. The particle size of the

sample is inversely proporlionalto FWHM according to the equation (8, I). The particle .iL.eand

FWHM with the oorrection ofinstrumrnlal broadening are li.ted in Table 8.I_Table 8.3. It i,

s.en that the increase in the armealing temperature yield, larg.r average grain size, that is, the

growth of the larger grain size of the ferriles and uoproved crystallization is observed,
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Fig_8.4 XRD pallems of (311) peak of MgF<,O, and Mgo"ZnwFe,O, na"oporlides i" e:<ponJedform
annealed al diffrrem temperature'_

Mg,,,Cu.,,,Zn, "Fe,o.
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Fig. 8,5XRD poltenlS of(311) peak ofMg,,,Zn,,,Cuo,,Fe,o, nanaparrHe,
in e:<pomledformo"n",led 01 Jijfer,mllemperorures.
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Table 8.1
Dab fm volume fraclion of sp;n.1 ph••• , lattice paramctor and .verage partide sIze of
MgFe,O,ferrites.

T.("C) Volume fractioll of lallie<: para",.,er particle me FViHM
spinel p~a,e m % {A):!:D.OOI (nm) (in degree)

,00 32.6 0,53

;00 88.9 8.3831 " 0,3 I

000 92.5 8.3834 '" 0.21

'00 .'00 8.3837 " 0.18

0000 ,,100 8.3848 " 0.16

Table 8.2
Data for volume fraction of spinel ph."", lattlce parameter and average particle SJZOof
Mg~"Z""",Fe,04 fom!o,.

T,("C) Volume fraction of Lathoc param'ler particl. size ~HM
spinel phase in % (A) :!:D.OOl (nm) (in degree)

,00 00 8.4095 " 0,330

.00 '0 8.4045 " 0,290

'"" '00 8.4114 " 0.230

'"" '00 8,4196 ;; 0.158

Table 8.3
D.ta for volume fraotlOnof 'pinel phase, lalnee parameter ond average particle SJzcof
MgM,zn...,C"" lOFc,O, ferril",

T.("C) Volnme fraction of lallie< param'ler particle siz' ~HM

spinel phase in % (A) :!:D.OOI (nm) (in degree)
;00 66.5 8.4012 " 0.335

;00 88.7 8.4097 " 0.249

.00 92.4 8.4208 " 0.190

'"" 93.5 8.4253 " 0.135

WOO 93.9 8,4385 n 0.117
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Fignr. &.6 '"present, the variation of aver.ge p.rticle size as a function of anne.ling

temperature, From the T.ble, 8,1 to 8.3 and Fig. 8.6, it;s ob,.,v.d thai the averag. crystalhte,

size or all ••mples mcrease Wlthincreasing annc.ling IcmpcratuH;,ThL.,-ei, more increase ;n {h.

Sl"" of Crystallltcs in (he Mg,,,Ln,,,Cu,,,Fe,O. ferrires than that in the MgFe,O., and

Mg""Z"" "Fe:,O, ferrites dunng heat tre.tment.

'00
T,C'C)

Fig. 8.6 Varra,ian of average purlid. sl,. as aft"clio" of a"n,o/ing temperarure
T,oftnefrrrire "MOp.rllcle..

8.3.3 Lattice parameter

The lattic. par.meter 'a' of the oo-precipitatcd n.nopert;c1e, at different temperalures was

d.tennined and the values of 'a' are presented in Tables 8, I~8.3. In Table 8.1, the value of 'a' ;s

fonnd to be 8.3831 :to.ODIA.t 700 DCand it increase, with increasing tornperature. The valne

of 'a' is found to be 8.3848 :1:0.001A which is in .greement with the literature value of 8.3863

[S.15J.The values of I.tticc parameters are found to increase with increasing annealing

temperarure for Mgo,,,Zllo~5Fe,O. and Mg",,,ZIla"CUo"Fe,O. ferrite" At 500°C, the vain. of

'a' is 8.4095 :to.OOl A and at 900°C this inere"'.' to 8.4196 :to.OOIA fOTMgo"Zno,,,F.,O,

ferrite" In the c'''' of M&o.."Zn,,~,C\lo2oFe,O. !emtes, the valuo of 'a' also increases from

8.4012:tO.001A annealed at 500 'C to 8.4385 :1:0.001A annealed.t 1000 °C.
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8.3.4 Microstructure

Figure 8.7 Rl're,ents the 8EM microphotograph of the sample N!gr""Zn",Fe,O, ferrite

synthesize<!by ro-preeipitation method. From (he figure, it is observed lhal den,e and umfonn

microstructure is obtained ror the sample, The average grain diameter is 2 f'm.

Figure 8, 7 SEM micro."ruclU'" cf M)f,d"Zn",Fe,O,!"rUe synth",,,,od by e"_predpj'a'lOn method

8.4 Magnetic Properties of sintered materials

8.4.1 Frequency dependence ofinitiaI permeability

Figure 8.8 shows tho typical magnetic speetra (imtlal penneablhty and Telativequality faclOr

versus frequency) of the Mg""ZlIo,,,Fe,O, ferrite prepared by chemical co_precipitatlon

method. The sample was sintered at 1300 "C for 2 h. It is seen from the figure that the sample

exhibits good frequency stability up to 3 MHz. The real permeability 1-'-'of the sample

synthesized by co_precipitation method has the value of 408 at 100 kHz. 1be resonance

frequency of this sample has the value of 7,19 MHz, Tho value of 1-"is found to be 289 in its

bulk countcTparl. It is wen known that the permeability of a polycrystalline ferrite is determined
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by the .uperposilion of two m'gnetization mechamsm, " e" spin TOlationand domam wall

motion. Large grains are prefelTed to high permeability value, because of tile contribution of

domam wan motion. Surface micrograph, of lh. oo-preoipitated Mg-Zn ."",ple .how that tile

grains w.re sIrulller tban lhat of tho bulk but uniform througllout tho spcoimen oompared the

bulk, Th. smaller gram SIZOIS supp,,",cd In give lower permeability provided other factors

unaffected, On the other hand, lb. llllifonmty of grains i. exp.cted to give low~'"poroSity

resulting in h.gher valuc nUb. penneability,

400

~"'
300

--0-- fl"

-,--, 200
Mg""Zi\A5Fc,O.

100

o
0.D1 0.1 1

~Mfu)

Figure 8.8 Compla inflial penneabilily spectra of Mg."Z,',,#nO,femte nanoparlic/e.

8.4.1 Temperature dependence ofpenneability

Th. spinel cubic structure was found to form al tile temperature of700"C with a ""loinalions

time of 3 h. Fib"Ure8.9 represcnts the temperatuTe dependence of complex permeability of

Mgo,'~A,Fe,O. f emte. F rom the figure it is 0 bserved that. t Curie p oint the p enneability

shows an abrupt fall The Curie temperature (T,) is fclllld to be 136°C which is ,mailer !han tho

sample of solid ,tate reaction roule, This m.y be because of the larger value of tho initial

permeability due to the smaller Curie temperature occurSwilli higher initial permeability. 11IS

well known thai the Curie Iemperature 0 ff.lTite strongly depends 0 n the modification A-B
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exchange interaction between the A- and B"suhlattices TI,e observed variation ;n T, in

nanocrystallinc ferrite, is related to the cation rustribution among the A- and 13. sites, wbleb.

depends on lh. synthesis condi(jon~ [8 16-8.18]

'00

-"
'00

'"0
80 100 120 140 160 1&0 200

T('C)

n

80 100 120 140 160 180 200

T(°C)

Fig. 8.9 Temp",unue dependence oj itt/nol perm.abiUty 0/ Mgo"ZnM.,Fe,O, Im;te,
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8.4.3 Magneti<.ation

The room lempCI1ltuTemagnetic hyslcT1:si, loops of tbe _,ample Mg""Zn,,,Fc,O,

,yn!heSlzed by u,ing chemical co-precipitation method is pr<:scnled10Fig, 8, jO.The hy,teresis

loop i.c Ioatly sbowing Iow Coercivity for, ample, indicating that the ,ample belongs 10 tho

family of wft ferriles. The value of (he s.ruratlOn m'~'l\olizalion GvL,)i. found to be 45,3 emu/g.

The value of M, is 48.5 .rowg for the sample synlhc,ized by sohd state T"ac[ionmethod. This

lower value of samratlOn magnerizahon may bo altributed to surface spio effect, with the

particle size ",ducllon •• explained by Kodama and Berkowi\7' [8.19, 8.20]

Mg" "ZOO"Fe,Q, '"
'"
o.

"" .2000 -1000 1000 2000 ,
.,"
Ji

"

]](0.)

Figure 8, 10 Field dep,"dence ofmagneli.aiion ojMg",Z"",,Fe,O,jcrrile >yn(h'''ized
hy chemical co_preclp"alfon method.

8.5 Electrical Properties

Flgure 8,11 represents the frequency d"persion of dielectric constant of thc sample

Mg""Zno~,Fe,O, synthe,ized by chemical ro-prccipitatlon method. It is seen iliat the dielectric

constant ill the begilUlillg for ilie sample decreases rapidly with an incTease iu frequency, and

[mally remains constant at higher ficquencies_This is the normal dielec!nc behaviour of ferriie'.

This behaviour may be explained qualitatively as due to the fact that electronic exchange

between ferrous and ferric ions can not follow the frequency of externally applied alternating

field heyond a critical frequency value [8.21] The value of dideetne constant is lower while the
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DC electrical ,c,i,tlvity is greater than one, made by solid slate reaction route due to lIJe smaller

grains since it is knOWl1 that small grams w,th prominent grain boundary load to higher

resIStivity and lower dielectric c"n.,!ant. The DC electrical rc,i,tivily of the sample has the value

of?, 13><10' Q-cm.

12000

'0000

.000

'w 0000

'000

,""0
0
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Fig. 8,11 Frequency dependence of d,elCf;lricrom/onl of Mg,,, Zn",Fe,O,Jerrfl«
synlnes/,nd IYy chemleol co-precipitawn me/J",d.

8.4 Summary

The compounds MgF.,O" Mg, "Zn.,,,,,Fe,o. and Mg,:meu..lOZn, ,,1'.,0, nanopllrtic!es have

,successfully been synthesized by chemical co-precipitation method and characterized by X"ray

diffraction. The particle s,ze merea,es as the annealing temperature increases. The diameters of

tho pllrtic1e size ranged between 17 -70 nm, depending nn the annealing tem~ature and

composition of the ferrite,. The microstructure of the sample Mgo,,,Zll<wFc,O. ferTIte is found

to be uniform, The initial permeability of the sample shows good frequency and lemperature

,lability having relatively high value of!-" ~ 408 at 100 kHz.
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Chapter Nine

Conclusions

9.1 Conclusions

The pre,cnt the,is describes the structural, magnctic and electrical transport properties of

Mg_ferrite and substituted Mg_fcrrite'. The X-ray diftfaction pattern confirmed the siugie phase

cubic spinel 'tructure of the Zn-substituted MgL~Zn,Fe,04 (x ~ 0,0-0.7) ferrite,. Thc lattice

constant increases with incrcasing Zn content obeying Vcgard', iaw. Curie temperature

decreases continuously with the successive addition of non-magnetic zinc ions. Thi, decrease is

attributed to the fact that the addition of the non-magnetic ZnI> ions that replaced tlle magnetic

Fe" ions at the A-sites. Thus, the nnmber of Fel> ions decreases at the A-sites which tend to

decrease the strength of A_B c~change interactions of the typeFe;- -0" -Fe;'. This decreases

linkages between the magnetic ions that determine the magnitude of thc Curie temperature.

Saturation magnetization and magnetic moment are found to inerea,e with Zn content up to x :>
0.4, thereafter decreases. Zn ,ub,titution in the Mg-Zn ferr;t., leads to increase Fe" ions on the

B_sites and consequently deCTea."" Fe'. ions on A-site •. So, the net m"gnetization increases

accordingiy up to x ~ 0.4 according to Neel's two ,ubiattice coiiinear model. The dec,"",e in

the magnetic mnment after x > 0.4 indicates the possibility of" non_collinear spin canting effect

in the system. The e~i,t~'1lce of ca"ted spin gi,e' rise to Yafet-Kittel angle ("<'K) which

compares the strength of A-B and 13-B exchange interaction. The increase in Y_K angles for the

samples with Zn content (x :>0.4) is attributed 10 the increased fa,our of triangular spin

arrangements on B sites. An increase in initial permeability has bcen found with increilSing zinc

content

The thesis focnses on the diluted Zn.substiluterl Mg, .•Zn,Fe,O, (x - 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0)

ferrites by studying the field.cooled {M,cl and zero-ficld_cooled (Mz,cl magnetization and

complex AC susceptibility measurements. M",c of the sample MgD,zn •.,Fe!O, is characteri~ed

by a gradual rise at T, ~ 260.6 K signifYing a PM_PM transition with a plateau characteristic of

ferromag~etie ordering followed by a drop in magnetization Ell the low~'T temperamre T,

indicating spin freezing and eorrunonly called re-entrant spin glass. While the samples

Mgcl,lZn"Fe,O. and ZnFe,O. show typical spin glass beh",ior (PM-SG). The MZF("and M,-c

cun-es divc'ge below spin freezil1g temperature T, exhibiting Muc cusps at 30 K for

Mg, ,Zn"Fe,O, sample and 21.24 K for ZnF",O, sample. Frequency dependent cOlDplex AC
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susceptibility and scaliug analysis on critical ,Iowlug down reveal that the Mg,uZno ,Fe,D, and

ZnFL"O, ferrite, exhihit spin-glass l>ehavior. The samples ,how typical spin glas, behavior

(PM-SO) with the manifestation of nonequilibrium dynamiC' of the spin glass suen as aging,

rejuvenation and memory effects, It can be concluded from the ahove experimental results that

Mg,:uZno ,Fe,O, and ZuFe,O, ferrites exnihit spin glass behavior at low temperature,

The presenoe of Cu ions eausos appreciable cnange.' in the physical, magnetic, electrical and

dieleetric properties of the Cu-substituted Mg,,,.,CuyZno,,,O{Fe,O,),,, ferrites. The lauice

parameler 'a' increases wllh the ccpper content due to larger iouic radius of Cu><-compared to

that of Mg", A remarkable inorease in bulk density has been found with incrcasing Cu

substitution for Mg in Mg-Zn ferrite, The a\'eragc graln ,Ize inoreases signifieantly witlJ

lru;reasing copper eontent aTIdthe abnonual grain growth is observed for higher copper eonteTIt

(y <': 0.25) ,,,,,,pies. The increase in den.ity and grain growth ofthc samples may be attributed to

the liquid phase sintering due to the pre_ee of CuO. The initial permeability (1'1 increases

with Cu content and sinter:ing temperaturc but resonanoe frequency shifts tuward lhe lower

frequency, which really eonfirms with Snoek's relation. This indicates that high operating

frequency and high permeability are mntually incompatible. The Increase In penneability of

Mg"".,.CuyZna,,,O(Fe,O,lo.,,, ferrites is observed at different sinlering lcmperatures. This

increase in the permeability can be attributed to the presence of Cu ions activating the sintering

process in Ferrites and leading to increase in density and grain size. Thus, it may be said that Cu

substitution inorcMes the densification at lower sinteTing temperature and activates the grain

growth of the Mg-Zn ferrites and as a consequence, improve. the initiol magnetic penneability

of these samples. Satunmon magnOli""tion increases slightly with increasing copper conlont for

y:;; 0.30 and then it deereas.,; for y - 0.35. DC electrical resi,{ivity decreases with the Increase

In temperature ensuring the semiconducting mrture of all the samples. Thc electrical conduetion

in these ferrltes is explained on the bMis of the hopping mechanism. Temperature dependence

of DC electrical resistivity shows a transition near Curie temperature, which is a prooF of the

influence nf the ferromagndlc ordering on the eondudivit)' process. The acllvation energy in

the ferromagnetic region is Ie," than that in the paramagnetic region. This is due to the ordered

states in the ferromagnetic region Elflddisordered states in tlJe paramagnetic region. Dielectric

collSlant (o') decreases with increasing frequency exhibiting normal dielectric behaviour of

ferrites. Dielectric conSlllnt and dieleclrlc loss tangent increases with the increase oftcmperarnre

passing through a maximum at high temperature whieh is Elllributed to the factlhat the hopping

of electrons bctween Fe" and Fe" ions are thermally ""tivated with increasing temperature.



Chapter Nine; Condu,lons '"
Mn_substituted Mg,,,Cu.,,,Zoo,,O(Fe, .•Mn,o,),", fernles synthe,ized by using soiid ,tale

reactioo method have siogie phase of pure cubic spincl structure. The lattice constant aJld

deosity i, found to iocTea,e whHe porosity dccre••••s with increasing manganese contenl lnitiai

penncabHity changes appreciably with Mn addItion, which is attributed to the reduction of

magnetostriction conslaJlt duo 10 Mn addition, The initi"i permeabiiity exhibits" thermal

hysteresis effect with a Hopkinson peak during the heating and cooling cycles. II i, observed

that "', < j.t;" where II;,and 1''' is the initial permeability near the Hopkinson peak during cooling

cycle ond heating cycle, respectively, This ditTcrence occurs due to the deere•••• in thermal

disturbance on cooling and thereby due to the result."t magnetization on effeclive ordering of

the domains present in the grain/grain srrueture, The ,harp fall of,,' at l' ~ T, indicates that the

samples have high homogeneity according to Globus. The Curie temperatures show increasing

trend with the Mn" ions substitution for Fe" ion., which is ElSCribedto a strengthemng of the

A-B exchange interaction of the type FeA" -O--FeB'"DC electrical resistivity increases with the

increase ofMn-eontent, wbich is attributed to the fact that the incorporalion of Mn in B sire of

ferrite may decrease tho concentration of Fe"ffe" ion pairs, Both PACand~' decrease as the

frequency of applied AC electric field incre••••s, This was explained on the basis of the double

laycr dielectric structure. The compositional variation of resistivity and dielectric constant

indicates the inverse trend, with each othor. The E' increase as tbe temperature increases passing

through a maximum at higher temperature. Relaxation peaks are observed in the variation of

dielectric loss tangent vs. frequency curves for all the samples, The hopping frequoncies f"""

shift towards the low-frequoncy side with the increase of Mn-contenl. This has been attributed

to the decreasiog strongtb of Fe" ions on B sites wilh increasing Mn-content.

The compounds MgFe,O" Mg,~,Z"" ..,Fe,O, and Mgo"CuD,,.2tlo.,,Fe,O, nanoparricles have

successfully been synthe,ized by chemical co-precipitation method and characterized by X_ray

diffraction. The magnetic and electrical properties of Milo"Zno "F",O, ferrite are investigated,

The sample shows the uniform microstructure, which posses,e, the improved magnetic and

electrical properties of this sample.

In conclusion, it can he said that the substitutions (ZnO, CuO and Mn,O, in the present c••••)

have great influence on properties like magnetic ordoring, densification, gralo growth, magnetic

and electricai transport properties ofMg-ferrites.

•
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MnSIlbstIllIIlldM~.n fml,•• at C<ImJ"l"ioo. MS4I>~~,o(Fe,_.M".o,lo>. ••
••••• beeI>prepoted b)' the ,ta:rlcbrd _ '!nII:rlns tamlk l«/miqI:Io. X-ny ditrnottlon
.-nnm aflhe mnpIt:> """""'IIiDJIe pb:ne tubic 1pillOI1If\Itltm: .••.•_ any IleI<cublt
impzri.,. phnc:s. Thol>uke cmmm h rOlllllll11 iD<rr•••• liDw1y willi ill<fel:St in M"" ion
~ obey'''' Vq ••••.llni. The Inltial pcm>e:Ibllil)' (j'll or \be MJ-C ••..Zn r"""",
<:Ihlblu lbermal bytIcresi> wbnllbe '''' ••••••_. ;. cycbl f•••• I!loYl:IbeCurle "''',""ale,.
To to _. The lIta1p ~ Df 1'1 •.• T _ To 1ocIicak:l thollhe DmpIe> hoY< 111;11
1_100'''';'' ~ lD0!0IJm "<>1. l1le Curie leftl:POn!"'" T. of the m>dbl (mhe
,yIltm "'*' oXtu'E,ILo«IfnIm lhe I't-T turon ••br1r lhe Hopru.m. Iype or dfWlIlhe Tc ba<
beeI>obteI •••d witlllbe ••••• festlllori. ""allharp r.llin """",",,1111,. The Curie ~ Tc
It fOlllldlO Inmne ,..jib il><:mui", Mn C<l!I!O!lI,Dc:doctrical ••• lstiYi,yln<ta>c> I!ptl!l<:anll,
wil!llhe ilIcteaoc: In Mn """"""" Tho "'" ••• 1<t/vIl)' lA.) IlIIl ttiel<ctri< amnml (C) oflhe
iZJllllIr>"'" f<lllDll,<>~ with """"- ,. frequency. a.lIIbhlnJ .-mal fmtmor;ntllc
tJdlaoIcm. Did<etri< rdnatloo peo4 ,,'eft obocnt<I ftJr lhe (n,qum<y 0:, • or
dItI<ario leo. Wlp1 OUI>D. <' iDcrnooI •• lhe ..". •••••......., loa ..-. h lhe """",,1
dJelcarle _.IowtJf,~ rn>gno:tk: .",lwt"*"»Jo frnlb:. Tho!~.m.tlanaf
ciaclrkal-.l di<1<ctric pmpcrtir> orr <:tpWDed.,., !be balo or Fc"ff<:" iaaIc ••••••• ,"' •• laa
IS 'O'clllS!be d<eInla'" bopphl;s f'<q"","" boto.u1I Fc" mel Fe" lam Ia!be ~ umpIeo.

I. Inl""'lldlan

Tbe rtlldy of r;p/D<Iftrrit", " af pno iInpanonac (ram
badl iho farod>!nrntal mel the oppIlc<l ......-.b paiab of
vltoi, Tb<)'!lzve II'II:fI)' 0fII>I1<:otI<oaiIn hlp frtqlltllC)'
i5<vio<IllDd play 0 tDduI ••••• ID trdmaIasiallllCl ....,...uc
"W'k:arinm bo<zIsoo of ••.••1r hllh *'<ukol ralstMly IlICI
•••••••••••• !!Iy far law ••••••••••••• o..-ide raIll" of f'<q""''',_
I'olyayUOIIiDe fmiln orr ""l'f'<lW'd '" to<""l' mad dit!o<lrit
~. wIih law ~ mel h"", a ••-\de fitll! or._"'.-.••.••,. . _ ..-

Ii:dIrla1ap::d o:ppInuam In lIle raIll" (tam mi<:w"",,, l<>
ra4ia ••.•.•.•f,<q •••••••Ia. ".,..k:cttkaI iXIJll!Irtiaa md
di<1atIrit _>iaut at f<n1lC> mortedly Iltptnd "" lbt
I'ftI"OI'IIim cond.I•••••• ItIt!I 01 d_"ll ternp<1OtUf<;. tb<tnk:01
"""""",I_!be quIlltl'1""" I)'p< af .,tdj\lYes. Ditpmiaa in
.,.Itrtrial ,.,.uIMI)', d:i<:1c<Itk........"""" ka l2n~ ••-/til
fr-aqarn<yinpoIyaymIli•••f..,.;teI;,~, '; oL~.,.,
!be palorimiaa ~ [l[ ontl i. a!la!elatcd l<>!be_,
I:<IJlIlu<tiaamt<!laalml [2.3).

The Mf"Ctl-ZII f..,.;o: b asmldtred •• """ of tho
Imp<wtom mq:r><l.I< ol!dc:l ""ih ipInd otno:lllf< ~ tJf
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A"'TRhCT

''''' ",nth,,~ ,f,"nos ofM.-Cu_Zn 10m", ,,,'h tl" ,""'L;l",;," 01CufocM, h" t>«n ,"";noO by
"";0"''''' ,•• ,nonm"h"". M""","""",' ,nd "",,,",,1 .na'l=' Wm=n,d '"' """". ,e;",";""
el«tron mlC""'"~ ,"" x_ """"","(><ltD)., ••"""wJy Th, I,tl;co •••• "",oe;, [oon" to "''''''''
with Inm"slng cop~ ",m"n" A",m,","" d",,,',,"on "0_ wj,h t'" .od;ooo ofCu ;0"' ;.
th, 1",1"" M;crost",etur.,1,",Iy'" Indi"t" 'hoi CUO"'"."Dm tho m"""tru<'u", ofth" ["""", by
'b, 1mm,~,," of Hquidph= during ,lnt<r1Il.1!,1h, gr.i" ,I" 5lgnift"n'iy '"""''' wjth in",,,,irlj!
roep" a'"tont. E""ggm"d ."'0 grow,h I, ob""",d ro, ~" S;lm~l" of x ~ <1>5_0,]5,Th, Inltl.,
m'-'lln"i<porm""'I'''' {II');nmm, ,h"p'y w,," In""""'" CO"'''''''',''" oJc. ;0"'. Tm, ;"""'" ;0
p' I, "pl.in,d wj,h 'h, ll"'" growth m"h'n"m 'nd ",h,n"" ''''';"''000 of tho f<m"" Tho
""",n,, 1"",,,,,,,, 01.11th, "mpl" ,hift> toward lI\e I"""" r"q",,",y" th, petm"bU,,,, inc",,",
WLthCu con"n" Si"t<Ti", "m"""u,, T, .,'" ,Ike", tl" d,""fl,,",n, gr';. gmwth 'TId ;n";,1
"''!In<tk p"m,,.bHity of ,il, ••mpl",

•• '000 ",,,,,Ie,' EI.V,~Il rlllhlS""""d.

t. Intro<lu<tion

f,rTit •• a", "ill the ojltlmum m;)gn<lic material in high and
,,,,,y_high_freq"ency 'l'Plic,,~ons. The propen,<s of 'he femre,
can be modl~eel1>l' ,ub"i'uOOn, 1J,2] or additlom 1,1 ,nd ,I," by
rontrDlliD~ t~e .,in""in~ 'emp""u'" and 'im'. Mg_Zn ferri'e" a
pernmn'lmg[l,tk m,!eri,1 do' to Its high ol"",,c.1 remtivily.
,el.tively htgll CuTie temp",,""e. low '"". I,,~n m"h,"k,1
hard",,, .nd env,mn"",nt;l' ,t;lb;iJly 14], Cu_fm;", hal'< ,orne
,em"k,bl. inn""n" on (n, m'-8n,~c .nd eloctri,,1 proP"'L"
[5,61, It w"' fount! 'hat ,h. JlOOr<!<n,ifi"tion ,nd ,low g,,'n
lJl"ow'h rote of Mg-Zn f",I,o "n bo greo'iy ;mprrwed 1>1',he
,tJbSli'ulion ofCuO du. to the fDrmotion of. liquid ph",e dnflng
,Inte,ing Sever.1 inv''';gator> [7-10) have 'In'<Srill.red ,he
MS-C"-Z" ml.eel 'pi""l ferrLt" to find out 'he rnfi"en« of CnO
on the .tDmi, dlllu,;vily. ,in'erlng kine';" ."d tho m'g"""
P'DP''';''.

Tn' inl,!>1 porme.ahlllly I, known to he 0'"' of th, 010"
,en,itlve m;)gn"k prol"'rti •• of fon-iteo, TI", oDmpl" permo-
.hilLIy 'poctr" of pDlycrystal~ne ferTite, depend 00 m.ny foctor<
,u<h", cheml".1 rompa,i';on, ,rntenng dem;ty and th, micrD-
>truelUre (grain ,i"e. poro,ily. ''''-) 111.12].It'' well •• t.1bh,hed

-("""'~~'''"" ,"'h,,, ToJ,'u 017,,,,m,, f"" .••• "''' •• 00,
"m,", odd",,' '""'J'L""'Y'ho" <omIM.",,""'" H,,",;

"' ••.•'''1'_>«f",", ~"'" ~ """ 'I<~~,'V"L""", ,,,<rv«L'me,", 100'IJJmrnm,_,""O"

'mt ,he pmne"hilLty of polyr'l'''ailln, "'ITI" C005i,t, of two
d,f!<",nt m'gn"i,mg ,"",h"m,m" the 'pm rDt;ltional compo_
nen' .nd 'be dom.in wall motion rnmJlC'n,nt Oomam wall
motion i. ,oo"1i1lC '0 !loth th, f",I" g<>;" ,;,e .nd 'he
po",'o"J'lng den,lty wOLle 'plo ",,,U"" depe"d, only 00 'ho
""",iotoring d<n.<ltyoffe,ntes. In 'he p,,,e"t worlc.'he mfiu,nce
of ,in!eting temper •• u", 'nd CU ., '""tltu', for Mg on tho
p"'l"'n, •• of Mg_Zn fmi", have b,en ;n=nga"d 1>1'srudyi"8
den"fi",';oll, gr.in growth "nd complex permeabllity 'pectr •.

2. Exp.r1rn<Dt.1

Th. Mg_CU_Zn for!lt" with the rnmJlC";tlOn Mgll.5'_.cu,
In,,,,O(F02O,k,,, «_0.0. 0.10, 0.15, ",;10, U.l'. O..)D,0..)5) we"
prepared by the 't.1nd.ud double ,;ntering c""mle ",hniqoe at
Mate,lal, Scl,nce Dimion. Atom,c Energy Centre, Dh,b. lI""gl._
d.,h, The ,torting m."ri,l, wore in tno form of ~R grad. DX;des
(F.,O" M1;O.C\la "nd Zna] from E, Merck, Germany. TOom•• hod
of sample p"'jl>f.'ion w", desmbeel elsewhere (13], The p,lI,,-
.nd tmoLd_,h.pe<! •• mpl., we" '1O'ered .t fouf different
tomper>(u,"", af 1050. noo, 1150 .nd 1200<C for 12h m .;f .nd
til,n ,,"olod in ,ho f"'".<e. All <ampl•• w,,,, h",ted ,lowly in
Thermo'yne high_temperature f\lrna,," th, fale of J .Clmi". Tho
,,"o'mg w'"' 'hen don. rn the furnace ., the •• me fa" as th" of
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Ab,••.•d. F;<1~,ool,d ond "m r,do 'ool,~ 00 m'go,~,"~O", l<mpmlurc .nd fr<qucncy
deJ>end<oceof"" ,usceptibilily on dilutedMg-Lu f,rrite, preparedby d,e ",lid state reacllOn
m<thadi. rcporled,S.tnpl" ""th ,=0,6, 0,7 on<!0,8 ,how ~cnt"ml '1';" gl,,,, boh•• ;o", wh;lo
tho """'pie, wllh ,0() 9 .nd I 0 ,how <yp;""l'P"' gl~" belu\'1M' ,,"h thenUlnir,,""ioo or OOn_
"Guilibrlumdynamic, of th, spingla", such" ,gin~, rcjuv,m,tiOllandmemoryeffects.
Keywords: DilutedMg-Znfmites, RlXIltrant,pin gl•• , ,od Spinglass beh",lou,.
PACS: 7550.G, 75,60.E, 75.50 L

INTRODUCTION

In .pinel ferrites magoelic disorder can be induce<! either by sile disorder or
selective sublattice dilulion, When ferrite, "'" sufficiently dilute<! with nou-magnetic
atoms they can exhibit a wide spectnJrn of magnetic structures such as ferrimagnetlc,
local spin canting, ,utifomlmal,"'ctic, rc-cntrsnt spin gla,s (RSG) and .pin gla"s (SG)
[1] A 'pin glass is a magnetically rusomered material exhibiting high magnetic
fiustratiun in which cach electron 'pin freeze, in random directions below the spin
freezing lomp'-'TaltlrC[2]' Fru'tration refers 10 tho in.bility of the 'yMcrn 10rL'TIlainin a
single lowest energy stale. Although very diluted spinel ferrite. havc been claimed 10
show spin-glass behavior at low temperature [3}, detail study on the .pin.glass
dy".mics through the measuremcnlS of aging, memory effect and rejuvenalion h", not
been performed for ferrite., whioh we believe is important to clarifY the real apin gL-u;"
behavior,

EXPERIMENTAL

Mg,.,Zn,Fe,O. with xq).6, 0,7, 0,8, 0,9 and 1.0 were prepared by thc solid-.tate
reaction method sinlere<i.1 1200'C for 4 hrs. The lemperature dependence of1ow field
de magnetization in zero field-cooled {MzFd and field-cooled (M,c) condition and

GPiO"", """",,~ '''"'''''''. '"'-' Omfu=-. =••~"'~."-",, IIC.lfWOIJ'J
ol,",,"" A Gha,'=, ~'"- "",-"""" ""'"A"",,,," I••""" '" .",. ••• ""-"- ">4-"m""""D 00
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Tho ~ -'< 0tId _ p<t>pf'ftin01Ct>-ab<l_ "'1l'lr> f••.•.•••.•hMr'I "'" ,..,... ••
_ ofl4o......c..~Q.Ft,o'lu>_rod lll""__ ~ •••••• ~,t,1 : r-.
tor<n 1tIIdi<'d.X"'IJ cIJlIrl<llon (KIll) """"'"' 01 tho ""'l'Ir> "'diu" 'ho _ •••• 01 ""P ••••••••• _
JllIfttl.-.-. Tho,,""" ""n••••••.."."In<tt __ mcr.n!rllICu'"Ion._ •••~
-. ••• in •••.•••••'Y b ""'""" with in<rNJInseu """""', _ b<nclI<loI.tim 01_ 10m•• 'ho
1 111<•• "", of MJ-ZIl fmt:. "''' to<rr-..llly ~""" b,. "",_ IIimocloI dIll __
1b< Inlt••• _blIil)l' 1'0'~. ~ IU!Iillty willi f-.....,. {,.-._ll.O-O.25 _,..''- 'ho
""" •••• , .>!tIe "" •• ~ I<!tz lor •• lUIlll>ll D.l~ b<)'onol _ It fib ~. _ prmIUbIIIIy b '""'"'
•• 1nm ••••• __ !rIlIIncrr •••• _ II"""""'" wltlll!><...n.tloo <ild<mIIy _
s.w.atloo ~ lM.)-. ••••• """ __ lrnl up lD,_IUD iIDdI!I<ftIt <l«fuoeo. Tho
otIo<n'Odnrl.J_InIdo •.•• Ilr~ •• lmn>oI'".•••loar«llsl_ ••••_A.ondB.-rtkn
DI<t.<ttl<__ 1<'1dtat ••••••• m Inm••• In ~ _Is ropId••••••.••. ~,qb,,",k,_
-. IIItl&hetr,.., ••'_""'bc'_te ••••r.u._w.:-_.o.J ~ Dlrlr<trl<
••••••••••••Pt,\> -......t rcr •••• ~dt"" "Iun ~ _ ••••'-"'" Cbrfti.••-. ••••
•• "'" ""'''P<,••••• -. •••• _ "_te <hef"", 'b<t "" I"'Ilin:I or e!«Ifoel>bei"ftft r.e>'_
Ft!" Ion> I._111_ •••1n= ••q••••_limO.

I. lU.,._~ _
MJ:.ln fmll~ Is =~ >I •••••of ,II< ImpoNnl mosnrtJr

o:e<!d<'iwI,h 'pintllirt«t1m l>oaIne of Iii Ills!I d«trI<al =1nJy.
lly. ftlllMly 14" Curl. ,••••po1"'~. law <O'l~hJsh me<h.lnl..,1
h.onlnn> mil nm""""""tll 'tibiUly 11~Srvonl!mom~ ""'"
SfUIlfodtho ""VI"Ik.nc! <i«trkal ~ cr Ml-ln (mile>
by 1"'11011)'•• bitiMirq MJ;with Co 10m 12-,/1~Tho _lIu,ioft
" _ '''''''"''.turr b • p<cbIem 10<MJ;-fmile> l>oaIne of I!I<'I,
111.,.'Intt11na ttm~turr {a!>l:M:1l00.q. II lin •••.•••~
[1.31thaI dr< clrnrifitatlon or tile MJ-ln fml, •• un bt arull<C'd
" """"",,,!Ivoly law sIrIlO1'll\l~.~ wI'hIM dqradll\l'ho
pn>pmln or •••••• ""'nUl,.nd ,II<•• a<tMly of111<=uItlna onh.
Nrn"""" CeOb added to. panlcula, fm'l,. syst••••.CuDIlbyo .n
ll\'lflOl'tln'rei. Infrn""rvIna ,ho ,In, ••• bltilyor I.rrl~ IIy,Intertn,

. 0.".,.,_. -.., _ of ___ ....-=-...... ,,1<0;. _~, __
•.•• ' .•...•••.,._""'''.'10''.11>0''_<__ .•• , __ (M" ~~

•• low_"Mr . ......, =urnpclon I, m/n/mlsod 'nc!lNl<1l.1
Inn by =I""".llon Is avvldc1l.Koh1nc!1Q",191'nc! PI1lrrt.l [10j
haw >yntIt«lsod MJ;..cc.ln lmi"" by. (.,..m\< mctllod, ""'kt>
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